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Description
Non-Restricted rifle Swiss Vetterli 1868 Non-Restricted rifle Swiss Vetterli model 1868
10.4mm bolt action w/ bbl length 33" Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray.
Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Full wood two piece military stock with
metal butt plate. Fitted with sling rings. Matching serial number on receiver and barrel.
Other markings include "2218" on underside of stock etc. Mechanically appears to
function reasonably well. Most bluing worn. Other use, handling and storage marks.
serial # 100898 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 70XTR Sporter Varm Non-Restricted rifle Winchester
model 70XTR Sporter Varmint 223 Rem bolt action w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrel and
receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Weaver K6 60-B scope. Wooden stock with
branded recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol and foregrip. Electric pencil marked
matched no. 485 on bolt. Fitted with sling mounts. Mechanically appears near
excellent. Handling and storage dings on wood and other use, handling and storage
marks. serial # G1925485 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage 340 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 340 30-30 bolt
action w/ bbl length 22" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable
rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Fitted with sling rings and
includes padded sling plus one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears to function
reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Diamond shaped 1 1/4" X 1
7/8" and about .32" deep carved into right side of stock. Other use, handling and
storage marks. serial # NIL PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Tokarev SVT-40 Non-Restricted rifle Tokarev model SVT-40
7.62x54r five shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 24 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver.
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth military stock with metal butt plate.
Includes age appropriate webbed sling. Matching serial number on receiver, bolt, stock
and trigger guard. Non matching on included detachable magazine. Other markings
include a star and "1941" on top of receiver, assorted inspector marks in circles
including "KUMC" etc. Mechanically appears near excellent. Likely a low use surplus
rifle with use, handling and storage marks. serial # 6742 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington M1917 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model M1917
30-06 bolt action w/ bbl length 26" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock. Fitted with three sling mounts, the
front of which has a broken ring, the rear to attached to included sling. A wide red
band painted on muzzle end of stock and stenciled "30-06". Other markings include
matching serial number on bolt and assorted proof marks etc. Mechanically appears to
function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Other use, handling
and storage marks. serial # 251449 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Deutsche Werke 1 Non-Restricted rifle Deutsche Werke model 1
22 LR Single Shot breech block w/ bbl length 23" Blued barrel and receiver turned
brown. Fixed sights. Likely original smooth wooden stock and metal butt plate painted
in textured green paint. Proof marks under barrel and right side marked "DRP
GERMANY". Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Other use, handling and
storage marks. serial # NIL PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Mauser Spandu Model 71/84 Non-Restricted rifle Mauser Spandu
model Model 71/84 11mm Mauser bolt action w/ bbl length 31 1/2" Blued barrel and
receiver turning brown. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock
with metal butt plate. Fitted with sling rings. Stock has been painted with green
textured paint. Matching serial numbers found of receiver, barrel, bolt, mag base,
safety lever etc. Other markings include crown over "SPANDAU" on top of barrel,
crown over "F.W." on left side of barrel, "MOD 71/84" on left side of receiver and
"1887" on right side of receiver etc. Mechanically appears to work above average.
Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 4067 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mauser Non-Restricted rifle Mauser 8mm bolt action w/ bbl length
23" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with
Bushnell Buckhorn 3-9 scope. Smooth sporterized stock with metal butt plate.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Other use, handling and storage
marks. serial # X1638 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield ( RFI) No Model M Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield ( RFI)
model No Model Markings .303 Brit ten shot bolt action w/ bbl length 25" Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock with brass
butt plate. Fitted with sling rings and includes tan webbed sling. Matching serial
number on receiver, bolt and stock. Other markings include "SA" and up pointing
arrow in circle on right side of stock, crown over "GRI" on top of receiver, "RFI 1945"
on left side of band etc. Mechanically appears near excellent. A few old repairs on
stock and other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 36247 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington 14 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 14 44 Rem or
44 WCF pump action w/ bbl length 22" Blued barrel and receiver turned brown gray.
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate.
Corn cob forend. Most bluing worn leaving surface rust and pitting. Mechanically
functions reasonably well. Side of receiver stamped "D302". Old repairs to stock
including wrap of electric tape and other use, handling and storage marks. serial #
24401 PAL required
Antique rifle Enfield 1867 MK II** Antique rifle Enfield model 1867 MK II** 577 Snider
single shot breech block w/ bbl length 36 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver turned brown
gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock with brass butt
plate. Markings include "II**" on top of receiver, crown over "VR" and other assorted
proof marks on barrel and receiver, crown over "VR", crown over a downward pointing
arrow, "1867" and "ENFIELD" on lock plate etc. Firing pin missing. Hammer and trigger
appear to function reasonably well. Use and handling gouges to wood. Other use,
handling and storage marks. serial # NIL No PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield (Lithgow) S.M.L.E Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield
(Lithgow) model S.M.L.E II* 1942 .303 Brit bolt action w/ bbl length 25" Blued barrel
and receiver turned gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Sporterized stock with
brass butt plate. No magazine included. Matching numbered bolt. Other markings
include "MA", "LITHGOW', "S.M.L.E II** 1942" on left side of band, assorted proof
marks on barrel, receiver etc. Mechanically appears to work reasonably well. Gouges,
worn finish and paint splotches on stock and other use, handling and storage marks.
Overall well used condition. serial # 63124 PAL required
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Non-Restricted shotgun FN Browning Auto 5 Non-Restricted shotgun FN Browning
model Auto 5 12Ga 2 3/4" semi automatic w/ bbl length 29 1/2" Blued unknown fixed
choke barrel and receiver turned brown gray. Single bead front sight. Wooden stock
with branded plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Mechanically
functions well. Matching serial number noted on receiver, bolt, screw heads etc. Other
proof marks etc. Most bluing worn leaving surface rust and pitting. Finish worn on
wood surfaces, storage and use gouges. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial #
306982 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Iver-Johnson Champion Non-Restricted shotgun Iver-Johnson
model Champion 28Ga single shot hinge break w/ bbl length 32" Blued unknown fixed
choke barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Single bead sight. Smooth stock and
forend with branded plastic butt plate. Matching serial numbers on receiver, barrel
and forend. Top of barrel marked "BARREL AND LUG FORGED IN ONE", other markings
include "IVER JOHNSON'S ARMS & CYCLE WORKS, FITCHBURG MASS U.S.A.",
"CHAMPION" on left side of receiver etc. Old gouges and repairs to stock, butt plate
cracked, most bluing worn especially use and handling areas leaving surface rust and
pitting behind. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 62312 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Schmidt-Rubin 1889/96 Non-Restricted rifle Schmidt-Rubin model
1889/96 7.5x53.5 bolt action w/ bbl length 30 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver turned
gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock with metal butt
plate. Fitted with sling rings. Includes one magazine. Matching serial number found on
receiver, butt plate, barrel, bolt and magazine. Mechanically appears to work
reasonably well, possibly above average. Age appropriate nicks and gouges to wood.
Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 52996 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield No 4 MK I *Long B Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield
model No 4 MK I *Long Branch .303 Brit ten shot bolt action w/ bbl length 23 1/2"
Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight and scope base mounted into rear sight
location. Sporterized stock with brass butt plate. Includes one detachable magazine.
Fitted with sling rings. Mechanically appears to work reasonably well. Old gouges and
repairs to wood. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 2603 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mauser Short Rifle Non-Restricted rifle Mauser model Short Rifle
7.62 bolt action w/ bbl length 22" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable
rear sights. Smooth wood military stock with metal butt plate. Fitted with sling rings
and includes webbed sling. Matching serial numbers on receiver, bolt, safety etc. Non
matching " 2750" on trigger guard and mag base. Receiver also marked "25713".
Mechanically appears to work reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas.
Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # I5796 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Arisaka Typ 38 Tokyo Koishika Non-Restricted rifle Arisaka model
Typ 38 Tokyo Koishikawa 6.5 Japanese bolt action w/ bbl length 31 1/2" Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock with metal
butt plate. Stock has been painted with green textured paint. Maker cartouche ground
away, suggesting possible US surrender gun. Mechanically appears to work reasonably
well. Use, handling and storage marks. serial # 607474 PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Arisaka Type 38 Nagoya Arsena Non-Restricted rifle Arisaka model
Type 38 Nagoya Arsenal 6.5 Japanese bolt action w/ bbl length 31 1/2" Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock. Metal
butt plate. Fitted with sling rings. Stock has been painted with green texture paint.
Maker cartouche ground away. Some pitting apparent under re-blued finish. Other
use, handling and storage marks. serial # 38007 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Carl Gustafs 1900 Non-Restricted rifle Carl Gustafs model 1900
6.5mm bolt action w/ bbl length 29 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock. Metal butt plate. Matching serial
numbers found on receiver, bolt, mag base, butt plate and barrel rings. Mechanically
appears to function reasonably well. Age appropriate nicks and gouges. Other use,
handling and storage marks. serial # 80157 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield (Long Branch) C N Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield (Long
Branch) model C No4 MK I* .303 Brit ten shot bolt action w/ bbl length 25" Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock.
Metal butt plate. Includes webbed sling and one non matching numbered detachable
magazine. Matching numbers on receiver and bolt. Other markings include "1950" on
left side of receiver, "12L1044" under front part of stock etc. Mechanically appears
above average with age appropriate nicks and gouges to wood. Other use, handling
and storage marks. serial # 95L8415 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Arisaka Type 38 Kokura Arsena Non-Restricted rifle Arisaka model
Type 38 Kokura Arsenal 6.5 Japanese bolt action w/ bbl length 26" Blued barrel and
receiver. No fixed sights. Drilled and tapped scope bases and includes rings.
Sporterized stock. Metal butt plate. Fitted with sling rings. Stock has been painted with
textures and stenciled with multi coloured leaf camouflage. Mechanically appears to
function reasonably well. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 1155578 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Carl Gustafs 1943 Mod. 38 Non-Restricted rifle Carl Gustafs model
1943 Mod. 38 6.5x55 bolt action w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed
front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock with metal butt plate.
Includes webbed sling and cleaning rod. Small finishing nail sized holes in right side of
stock, possible once applied personalized plaque or the like. Mechanically appears to
function reasonably well, in fact in above average condition. Use, handling and storage
marks on wood and metal. serial # 678363 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Arisaka Type 99 Non-Restricted rifle Arisaka model Type 99 7.7
Japanese bolt action w/ bbl length 26" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock with metal butt plate. Includes webbed
sling. Cartouche ground off on top of receiver. Most bluing turned natural brown
patina. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Age appropriate nicks and
cracks in stock. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 5544 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle ERA M1917 Non-Restricted rifle ERA model M1917 .303 Brit. bolt
action w/ bbl length 26" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear
stock. Full wood military stock with metal butt plate. Three sling mounts, two with
rings. Left side of receiver marked with crown over "GR" and assorted proof marks.
Matching serial number on bolt, other assorted marks. Mechanically appears to
function reasonably well. Stock has been refinish and includes some non original
screws. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 249026 PAL required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester 97 Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 97
12Ga 2 3/4" pump action w/ bbl length 30" Blued fixed full choke barrel and receiver.
Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock missing butt plate. Corn cob forend. Matching
serial number on receiver and barrel. Mechanically appears to function reasonably
well. Most bluing worn leaving natural gray patina and remaining bluing showing plum
brown patina. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 1009145 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield B.S.A 1917 SHT L. Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield
model B.S.A 1917 SHT L.E III* .303 Brit. bolt action w/ bbl length 25" Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock with brass butt
plate. Markings include matching serial number on bolt, crown over "GR", "B.S.A CO.
1917" "SHT L.E. III*' on right side of band, "K17MP" below bolt handle, 'B.S.A" on top
rear of barrel etc. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears to function
reasonable well. Age appropriate nicks and gouges on wood. Other use, handling and
storage marks. serial # 6105 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mauser 1909 Non-Restricted rifle Mauser model 1909 7.65mm
bolt action w/ bbl length 29 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable
rear sights. Full wood military stock with metal butt plate. Matching numbers on
receiver and bolt. Other markings include "SJG" on top of barrel, "MAUSER ORIGINAL",
"REPUBLICA DEL PERU" in a cartouche on top of receiver which is 50% worn away, "C"
inside a "D" carved into wooden stock. Mechanically appears to function reasonably
well. Fitted with sling mounts and one ring. Use, handling and storage marks to wood
and metal. serial # 26596 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mauser 1908 Non-Restricted rifle Mauser model 1908 Presumed
7X57mm Mauser bolt action w/ bbl length 29 1/2" Blued barrel and white metal
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock with metal
butt plate. Lots of matching serial numbers including receiver, bolt, safety, trigger
guard, mag base, stock, bolt release etc. Other markings including cartouche "Estados
Unidos Do Brazil" on top of receiver " Deutsche Waffen- Und Munitionfabriken
Oberndorfa.n." on side of receiver etc. Mechanically appears near excellent. All
markings remain crisp and clear. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 2075
PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Carl Gustafs 1917 Non-Restricted rifle Carl Gustafs model 1917
6.5mm bolt action w/ bbl length 29" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight, rear
adjustable sight missing. Receiver drilled and tapped for included scope bases. Full
wood military stock with metal butt plate. Matching serial numbers on receiver, bolt,
mag base, bolt release etc. Non matching "476" on butt plate. Fitted with sling rings
and includes cleaning rod. Mechanically appears near excellent. Other use, handling
and storage marks. serial # 438520 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield No 4 MK 2 (F) 12/ Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield
model No 4 MK 2 (F) 12/54 .303 Brit ten shot bolt action w/ bbl length 25 1/4" Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock.
Fitted with sling rings and includes one detachable magazine. Appears to be 1954
never issued, as new rifle and matching serial number on left side of receiver,
magazine, bolt and stock. Other markings include "F54", "23" etc. under strong grip
and several other markings, all of which are crisp and clean and unmolested. Included
bayonet is as new but no matching serial number and is marked 'NO9MK1", "D-54" etc.
Minor use, handling and storage marks. serial # PF336258 PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Mosin Nagant Finnish M27 Non-Restricted rifle Mosin Nagant
model Finnish M27 7.62x54r bolt action w/ bbl length 27" Blued barrel and receiver.
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock. Matching serial number
on receiver and bolt. Other markings include Tikkakosi stamp over "D", plus serial
number and "1940" on top of receiver etc. Mechanically appears near excellent with
age appropriate nicks and gouges. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial #
86721 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mosin Nagant M91/30 Non-Restricted rifle Mosin Nagant model
M91/30 7.62x54r bolt action w/ bbl length 29" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front
and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock. Matching serial numbers found on
receiver, bolt, butt plate, mag base etc. Other markings include Soviet Tula logo over
"1939" on top of receiver etc. Mechanically appears to work reasonably well. Much of
the finish on the wood is gone. Appears to be a combination of natural wear and
mechanically removed. Old repairs to stock. Other use, handling and storage marks.
serial # 6038 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Carcano Non-Restricted rifle Carcano 6.5mm bolt action w/ bbl
length 20 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights, also fitted with
adjustable peep sight on end of bolt. Sporter style stock with sling rings. Has been
painted with green texturized paint. No maker or serial number markings. Only
markings found are "6.5mm" on top of barrel. Metal parts presumed re-blued.
Mechanically appears to work reasonably well with the exception of a non working set
trigger. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # NIL PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield 2A1 (R.F.I) 1967 Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model
2A1 (R.F.I) 1967 7.62mm ten shot bolt action w/ bbl length 25" Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock. Fitted with
sling rings. Includes one detachable magazine. Matching serial numbers seen on
receiver, bolt, stock etc. Other markings include "ICR 1559 R.F.I" on top of rear sight.
Crown, 'RIFLE", "7.62MM", " 2A1", "R.F.I", "1967" etc. plus other assorted proof marks.
Also know as the Ishapore 2A/2A1. Mechanically appears to function well. Age
appropriate nicks and gouges in wood. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial #
P7137 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle J.C. Higgins 583.22 Non-Restricted rifle J.C. Higgins model 583.22
20Ga 2 3/4" bolt action w/ bbl length 26" Blued fixed full choke barrel and receiver.
Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with branded butt plate. Marked "SEARS,
ROBUCK AND CO." Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Use, handling
and storage marks to wood and metal. serial # NIL PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Husqvarna M38 Non-Restricted rifle Husqvarna model M38 6.5mm
bolt action w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Full wood military stock with metal butt plate. Fitted with sling rings. Includes
cleaning rod. Matching serial number on receiver and safety tab etc. Other markings
including "1942" on receiver. Mechanically appears near excellent. Overall a low
mileage surplus firearms. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 630436 PAL
required
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Non-Restricted rifle Preduzece 44 Mauser Mod. 98 Non-Restricted rifle Preduzece 44
model Mauser Mod. 98 8mm Mauser bolt action w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock with metal
butt plate. Includes leather sling. Matching serial number on receiver and bolt. Other
markings include "PREDUZECE 44" , "MOD .98" on left side of receiver. Cartouche on
top of receiver etc. Mechanically appears excellent. Note Robertson screws securing
rear of strap to stock. Use, handling and storage marks. serial # 948 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Carcano Non-Restricted rifle Carcano 6.5mm bolt action w/ bbl
length 20 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Sporter length
stock painted with green texturized paint. Top of barrel marked "6.5mm".
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well although looks as though it is
suppose to have set trigger and set lever appears missing. Other use, handling and
storage marks. serial # 597 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey 600 Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 600 .22 S, L, LR bolt
action w/ bbl length 22" Blued barrel and receiver turning brown. Fixed front and
elevation rear sights. Wooden stock with Winchester branded plastic butt plate.
Checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Fitted with sling rings. Marked "MFG. BY
WINCHESTER", "COBOURG ONT. CANADA", on top of barrel. Mechanically appears to
function well. Overall condition above average. Other use, handling and storage
marks. serial # CG062418 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester Centennial '66 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model
Centennial '66 .30-30 lever action w/ bbl length 26" Blued octagonal barrel and full
length tube. Gold tone receiver etc. Fitted with fiber optic fixed front sight and
Williams micrometer adjust rear sight. Fitted with leather sling. Markings include gold
toned lettering "A Century of Leadership 1866-1966" on right side of barrel,
"Winchester Centennial '66" on upper tang. Although configured for shooting it does
not appear to have ever been shot. No box or paperwork included. Minor use, handling
and storage marks. serial # 44249 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 1903 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1903 22
auto semi automatic w/ bbl length 20" Blued barrel and receiver. Two position front
sight and adjustable rear sight. Smooth straight wooden stock. Metal butt plate.
Mechanically appears to work reasonably well. Bluing worn, especially in handling
areas, leaving some surface rust, mainly around front of receiver and top rear of barrel.
Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 56397 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 61 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 61 22 S-L-LR
pump action w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation
adjustable rear sights. Smooth hard wood stock with checkered metal butt plate. Corn
cob forend. Mechanically appears excellent. Does not appear to have had a lot of use
but does have storage marks to wood and metal and minor bluing wear. Other use,
handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 66849 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 63 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 63 22LR
semi automatic w/ bbl length 23" Blued barrel and receiver. Parker Hale front target
sight with replaceable inserts. No rear barrel mounted sight and slot plug
professionally. Lyman rear target adjustable peep sight. Smooth hardwood stock with
checkered butt plate. Two line address and "MODEL63-22L.Rifle-Superspeed & SuperX" marked on left side of barrel. Mechanically appears excellent with use, handling and
storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 82345A PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Cooey Repeater Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model Repeater .22
pump action w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation
adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate and corn cob
forend. Bluing worn and fading to brown gray. Action functioning but is stiff. Other use,
handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # NIL PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 90 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 90 22 Short
pump action w/ bbl length 24" Blued octagonal barrel, receiver and 3/4 length tube.
Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight stock with curved
metal butt plate. Corn cob forend. Matching serial on bottom of receiver and lower
tang. Bluing worn in use and handling areas and over all turning brown plum.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Other use, handling and storage
marks on wood and metal. serial # 827473 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 1906 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1906 22 SL-LR pump action w/ bbl length 20" Blued barrel, receiver and tube turning brown gray.
Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight stock and forend.
Branded checkered butt plate. Matching serial number on bottom of receiver and
lower tang. Mechanically appears to be functioning reasonably well. Other use,
handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 199196 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Gevarm E1 Non-Restricted rifle Gevarm model E1 22LR ten shot
semi automatic w/ bbl length 19 1/4" Blued barrel with black texturized finish on
receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth stock with branded
plastic butt plate. Includes one detachable magazine. Muzzle is threaded for device
and includes cap. Marked "MADE IN FRANCE". Mechanically appears to work well.
Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 603737 PAL
required
Extended detachable magazine for Lot 49 Gevarm E1 Extended detachable magazine
for Lot 49 Gevarm E1
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson M&P 9 Pro Series Restricted handgun Smith &
Wesson model M&P 9 Pro Series Core 9mm ten shot semi automatic w/ bbl length
124mm Blued slide and polymer frame. High profile three dot fixed sights. Textured
back strap and includes two additional textured back straps with different profiles. Top
of slide has removable panel and includes assorted optic mounts for easy red dot
installation. Includes a total of four detachable magazine, original foam lined branded
case and manual. Mechanically appears excellent with only minor use, handling and
storage marks. serial # HVP5560 PAL required
Restricted handgun Ruger SR1911 Restricted handgun Ruger model SR1911 45 Auto
eight shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 105mm Stainless steel. Fixed three dot sights.
Branded checkered wooden grips. Includes four detachable magazines and original
manual. Fitted with checkered straight mainspring housing, flat black accent pieces
including beaver tail, extended safety, mag release etc. Skeletonized hammer and
trigger. Mechanically appears excellent and likely has only had light use. Minor use,
handling and storage marks. serial # 67131436 PAL required
Restricted handgun Ruger 22/45 Lite Restricted handgun Ruger model 22/45 Lite 22LR
ten shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 110mm Blued style fluted upper and black
polymer frame. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Also fitted with optic mounting
rail. Branded checkered grips. Includes four detachable magazines and manual.
Mechanically appears excellent and likely had very little use. Minor use, handling and
storage marks. serial # 39077875 PAL required
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Restricted rifle Us Carbine (Winchester) M1 Carbin Restricted rifle Us Carbine
(Winchester) model M1 Carbine 30 M1 five shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 457mm
Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock
with metal butt plate. Includes green webbed sling and magazine pinned to five
rounds. Markings include "W", "PW" in a circle on top of barrel, "U.S. CARBINE" on top
front of receiver, "WINCHESTER", serial number and "999" on top rear of receiver,
"L.P.W." on upper tang, "P" inside a square under pistol grip etc. Mechanically appears
excellent. Only minor, use, handling and storage marks. serial # 1080941 certificate #
832936 PAL required
Restricted rifle Us Carbine M1 Carbine Para Restricted rifle Us Carbine model M1
Carbine Para 30 M1 five shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 450mm Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Skeletonized folding stock with cast butt plate.
Pistol grip. Fitted with sling rings and bayonet mount. Includes extended magazine
pinned to five rounds. Markings include "I.B.M. Corp." on front top of barrel,
"NATIONAL POSTAL METER", on rear top of receiver, "9151" on top of bolt. Appears to
be excellent low usage condition with only minor use, handling and storage marks.
serial # 4229151 certificate # 1400064 PAL required
Restricted handgun Colt Frntier Scout Wild Bill Restricted handgun Colt model Frntier
Scout Wild Bill 22LR six shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 152mm Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Faux mother-of-pearl grip with Colt branding.
Includes branded and fitted wrapped wooden case. Left side of barrel marked "Colt
Single Action Frontier Scout .22 LR", right side of barrel marked "Lawman Series-Will
Bill Hicock". Non- fluted cylinder, hammer, back strap, trigger guard, trigger, extractor
housing are nickel plated. Cylinder has been rotated with the slightest of visible
cylinder ring. Likely never fired with only minor use, handling and storage marks. serial
# 1611WB certificate # 13073304 PAL required
Restricted handgun Colt Frntr Sct 1864 Gen. Hood Restricted handgun Colt model Frntr
Sct 1864 Gen. Hood 22LR six shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 120mm Gold
toned plated barrel, frame, cylinder etc. Fixed front and rear sights. Branded smooth
wooden grips. Includes fitted wooden box. Left side of barrel and box labeled "General
Hood's Tennessee Campaigns 1964-1964". Appears unfired however, very slight
cylinder ring visible and some gold finish flaking at front of cylinder and worn on front
and back strap. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 0508CH certificate #
13058812 PAL required
Restricted handgun Pietta Colt 1851 Confederate Restricted handgun Pietta model Colt
1851 Confederate 36 Perc. six shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 191mm Blued
octagonal barrel and cylinder. Brass frame, back strap and trigger guard. Smooth
wooden grips. Cylinder is engraved with tall ships and nautical scene. Mechanically
appears near excellent. Appear to have been used lightly and has some residue left
over from not cleaning. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 560167
certificate # 13290765 PAL required
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Restricted handgun Colt Buntline Scout Restricted handgun Colt model Buntline Scout
22 Mag six shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 241mm Blued finish. Fixed front
and rear sights. Branded plastic checkered grips. Left side of barrel marked "Colt Single
Action Buntline Scout 22 Magnum" Included is a non matching .22 LR cylinder.
Mechanically with magnum cylinder works well with all aspects, LR cylinder is non
matching finish and has indexing issues. Visual inspection shows non matching
mechanics. Bluing worn in use and handling areas plus some tooling type marks on
cylinder. Nicks and other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 94319F certificate #
12928295 PAL required
Restricted Colt 1873 Single Action Restricted Colt model 1873 Single Action 38 WCF 6
Shot w/ bbl length 140mm serial # 229377 certificate # 13199341
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 62A Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 62A 22 S-LLR pump action w/ bbl length 23" Blued barrel, receiver and tube. Fixed front and
elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight stock with branded plastic butt plate.
Corn cob forend. Marked "MADE IN US". Matching serial number on bottom of
receiver and lower tang. Mechanically and aesthetically in near excellent condition
with minor use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 366577 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 06 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 06 22 S-L-LR
pump action w/ bbl length 20" Blued barrel, receiver and tube. Fixed front and
elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight stock. Plastic branded butt plate. Corn
cob forend. Markings include two line address, '- MOD. 06-" on barrel. Matching serial
number on bottom of receiver and lower tang. Mechanically appears to function
reasonably well. Bluing on barrel and mag appear to have aged brown patina. Receiver,
trigger guard and tangs appear to be have been heat blued (?) presumed not original
but no confirmed. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial #
259777 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 1890 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1890 22
Long pump action w/ bbl length 24" Blued octagonal barrel, receiver and tube. Fixed
front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight stock with curved metal
butt plate. Corn cob forend. Matching serial numbers on bottom of receiver and lower
tang. Other markings include two line address "-MOD.1890-" and "22LONG" on barrel.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Other use, handling and storage
marks on wood and metal. serial # 537422 PAL required
Non-Restricted Stevens Visible Loader Non-Restricted Stevens model Visible Loader 22
S-L-LR pump action w/ bbl length 22" Blued barrel, receiver and tube. Fixed front and
elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight stock with branded plastic grips. Corn
cob forend. Most bluing on barrel and mag tube intact with wear in use areas. Receiver
turned brown patina. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Other use,
handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # V224 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 1894 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894 30
WCF lever action w/ bbl length 28" Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed
front and two position flip up rear sight. Smooth wooden stock with curved metal butt
plate. Marked 'ESPECIALLY FOR SMOKELSS POWDER". Mechanically appears to be
functioning reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas especially on
receiver and back of barrel. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.
serial # 341555 PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle FN 49 (Egyptian Contract) Non-Restricted rifle FN model 49
(Egyptian Contract) 8mm Mauser five shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 23" Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Original smooth military
stock with metal butt plate. Fitted with sling rings and bayonet lug. Includes one box
magazine. Egyptian markings on receiver and sight etc. Mechanically appears near
excellent and over all only minor use, handling and storage marks. serial # NG295 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Springfield 1896 Non-Restricted rifle Springfield model 1896 30-40
Krag bolt action w/ bbl length 30" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable
rear sights. Smooth military stock with metal butt plate. Markings include " MODEL
1896 SPRINGFIELD ARMORY U.S" on left side of receiver. Mechanically appears to
function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Use, handling and
storage marks on wood and metal including pencil eraser sized chip in stock behind
bolt. serial # 60625 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Springfield 1903 MK 1 Non-Restricted rifle Springfield model 1903
MK 1 30-06 bolt action w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock with metal butt plate. Mechanically
appears to be functioning reasonably well. Top of receiver marked 'U.S. , SPRINGFIELD
ARMORY 1903. MARK I", plus "DAL' on left side of stock above trigger guard etc.
Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial #
1113881 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Enfield M1917 Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model M1917 30-06
bolt action w/ bbl length 26" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Full wood military stock with metal butt plate. Fitted with three sling rings and
bayonet mount. Matching numbers on receiver, bolt and mag base. Other markings
include "U.S. MODEL OF 1917 EDDYSTONE" on top of receiver etc. Mechanically
appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Old chip
repairs on stock. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 992736 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield SHT 22 IV* Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model SHT
22 IV* 22 LR Single Shot bolt action w/ bbl length 25 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver.
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock. Fitted with four sling
mount, three of which have rings but front mount has remnants of broken ring,
bayonet lug. Includes one detachable hollowed out magazine. Markings include crown
over "GR 1918", "SHT 22 IV*" on right side of band, "22 NO2 " on front of bolt etc.
Mechanically appears in near excellent condition. Age appropriate use, handling and
storage marks on wood and metal. serial # V10460 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield No5 MK1 ROF(F) Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model
No5 MK1 ROF(F) 303 Brit ten Shot bolt action w/ bbl length 19" Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Original Jungle Carbine
configuration. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate with rubber recoil insert
turned quite hard". Fitted with sling ring and includes age appropriate sling and one
detachable box magazine. Matching serial numbers on receiver, bolt and left side of
band, non matching serial number on base of magazine. Other markings include "2/45"
on left side of receiver "47" stamped on right side of stock etc. Mechanically appears to
work well. Age appropriate gouges in wood and other use, handling and storage marks
to wood and metal. serial # G3853 PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield 5 No. 4 MK I Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model 5
No. 4 MK I .303 Brit ten shot bolt action w/ bbl length 25 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver
turned brown. Fixed front and two position rear sights. Full wood military stock. Metal
butt plate. Fitted with three sling mounts, two of which retain their original rings.
Matching serial number on bolt and marked "US PROPERTY" on top of receiver.
Mechanically appears to function well. Age appropriate gouges on wood and other
use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal. serial # 9C8088 PAL required
German made 4 gauge Leuchtpistol flare gun. Finish German made 4 gauge
Leuchtpistol flare gun. Finish has aged brown patina, smooth wooden grips, fitted with
lanyard ring. Markings include "5293" on left side of frame, four different crown
stamps on right side on each over the following letters "BSUA" in circles 4 etc.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Single action only. Use, handling and
storage marks on wood and metal.
De-activated Browning MK II machine gun serial no. De-activated Browning MK II
machine gun serial no. IT1503 and marked on top "Inglis 1942". Was imported from
England and the 80's and included confirmation letter from the R.C.M.P. date 1986.
Was presumed by consignor to have been fitted to a Spitfire aircraft although no
provenance. Includes storage box.
Antique handgun Remington New Model Navy Antique handgun Remington model
New Model Navy 38 Long CF six shot single action w/ bbl length 184mm Blued
octagonal barrel and frame turned brown gray. Fixed sights. Smooth wooden grips.
Originally a percussion firearm that was long ago converted to center fire. Ramrod still
exists but modification include ejector rod and loading gate etc. Markings include
"867", "20232" under the left side of grip and under octagonal barrel. Two line address
with 1861 patent date on top of barrel etc. Cartridge holes in cylinder measure
approximately .38" front and back, will accept case 1.16" long. Bore has crisp rifling
with very gentle twist. Presumably redone at time of conversion. Muzzle bore in
grooves ranges .36-.37". Mechanically including hammer, cocking and trigger are
operational, indexing is reasonably consistent, lock up is loose. Definitely an interesting
collectible and conversation piece. serial # 20232 ( under grip) No PAL required
Antique handgun Remington New Model Army Antique handgun Remington model
New Model Army 44 Remington six shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 203mm
Blued octagonal barrel and receiver. Smooth wooden grips. Originally a percussion and
long ago converted to center fire. Matching serial number under grip and under barrel.
Other markings include upper case"W" on both sides of barrel, "C" on left side of
forcing cone with "W" on right side, "P" on front bottom of trigger guard etc. Cylinder
openings measure .461"-.462" on backside and .451" on the front. Muzzle
approximately .460" in grooves. Mechanically including single action, hammer,
indexing and lock up function reasonably well, trigger a bit light. Very little bluing
remains. Rifling fairly crisp with use handling and storage marks. serial # 120247 (
under grips) No PAL required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Hunt Group MH12 Non-Restricted shotgun Hunt Group model
MH12 12Ga 3" Fourteen shot pump action w/ bbl length 20" Two barrel, two choke
tube design. Black polymer and aluminum finish. Full flat top rail. Flip up front and rear
adjustable sights. Fixed stock with recoil pad. Fitted with sling rings. Approximately 6"
rail under side with pistol grip attached. Includes two sets of screw in chokes and
choke tool plus foam lined hard case. Note each cycle of the pump chambers both
sides. Trigger cycles through side at a time. Presumed unfired and new in box. serial #
19TR14174 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Hunt Group FD12 Non-Restricted shotgun Hunt Group model
FD12 12Ga 3" five shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 20" Final Defense Bullpup design
in apocalyptic red with full flat top rail and quad rail front. Soft touch pistol grip and
recoil pad. Includes three detachable box magazines, thread in barrel extension, front
and rear flip up sights, support hand handle, castle nut wrench, screw in chokes and
choke tool, branded sling, manual and foam lined hard case. Presumed unfired and
new in box. serial # 18TR10933 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Yagan Silah PX111 Gatekeepe Non-Restricted shotgun Yagan
Silah model PX111 Gatekeeper 12Ga 3" four shot pump action w/ bbl length 15"
Marine finish anodized aluminum with flat top rail. No fixed sights. Fitted with cherry
toned stock and forend. Recoil pad and decorative checkering. Flash hider has door
breacher muzzle break. Also includes optional non shouldering hand grip , a set of
screw-in chokes, choke tool, original box and manual. Presumed unfired, new in box.
serial # 19PX1568 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle TNW Aero Survival Rifle Non-Restricted rifle TNW model Aero
Survival Rifle 22 LR/ 22 Mag five shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 16 1/2" Matt black
finish with full flat top rail. No fixed sights. Telescoping stock. Pistol grip. Includes a five
round detachable magazine (holds .22 LR only). Left side mag well stamped 'ASR",
"22LR/22MAG". Presumed but unconfirmed that .22 Mag magazines will work,
included mag stamped "597" and visually looks like standard 597 mag. Simple takedown design plus threaded muzzle for device. Includes screw on protected cover, also
includes small section of rail that can be screwed to either side or bottom, original box
and manual. Presumed unfired and new in box. serial # L6998 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington MLE 1907-15 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model
MLE 1907-15 8mm Lebel bolt action w/ bbl length 32" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed
front and adjustable rear sight. Full wood military stock. Fitted with sling rings.
Markings include "Remington MLE 1907-15" on left side of receiver. "RAC 1907-15" on
right side of barrel. Mechanically appears near excellent albeit a bit dirty. Use, handling
and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # NIL PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington 25 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 25 25-20
pump action w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable
rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with branded checkered metal butt plate. Corn cob
forend. Mechanically and cosmetically in above average condition. Use, handling and
storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 12748 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington Sportsman-48 Non-Restricted shotgun Remington
model Sportsman-48 16Ga 2 3/4" semi automatic w/ bbl length 28" Blued fixed full
choke barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight. Hardwood stock with branded
plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Marked "Made in USA".
Mechanically appears to work well. Finish worn in use and handling areas. Other use,
handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 3555464 PAL required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Remington 29 Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 29
12Ga 2 3/4" pump action w/ bbl length 32" Blued fixed full choke barrel and receiver.
Single bead front sight. Hardwood stock, branded checkered plastic butt stock.
Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Marked "Made In USA" Matching serial number
on receiver and barrel. Mechanically appears to function well albeit a bit dry. Bluing
worn in use and handling areas. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and
metal. serial # 24769 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester 12 Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 12
12Ga 2 3/4" pump action w/ bbl length 30" Blued fixed full choke ribbed barrel and
receiver. Two bead sights. Semi deluxe hardwood stock with branded recoil pad.
Checkered pistol grip and forend. Marked "Made In USA". Near excellent condition
with use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 1924849 PAL
required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington 10 Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 10
12Ga 2 3/4" pump action w/ bbl length 30" Blued fixed choke barrel and receiver
turning brown. Single bead front sight. Smooth hardwood stock. Branded plastic butt
plate. Corn cob forend. Two line address on top of barrel. and marked "Trade
Remington Mark" on pump rod. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well
albeit dry. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 67495 PAL
required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington 10 Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 10
12Ga 2 3/4" pump action w/ bbl length 30" Blued fixed full choke barrel and receiver.
Double bead sight. Semi deluxe straight hardwood stock with plastic butt plate.
Checkered grip and forend. Appears to be grade E or F factory engraved from the early
1900's. Engraving is predominately scroll work covering all surfaces of receiver, trigger
guard, tang, rear of barrel and also includes hand engraved serial number and "Full" on
barrel etc. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well and overall in above
average condition. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial #
102007 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington 11-48 Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model
11-48 12Ga 2 3/4" semi automatic w/ bbl length 28" Blued fixed modified choke barrel
and receiver. Single bead sight. Hardwood stock with Pachmayr recoil pad. Checkered
semi pistol grip and forend. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Mechanically
appears to function reasonably well albeit dry. Use, handling and storage marks on
wood and metal. serial # 5080239 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington Sportsman-58 Non-Restricted shotgun Remington
model Sportsman-58 12Ga 2 3/4" semi automatic w/ bbl length 28" Blued fixed full
choke barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Hardwood stock with branded plastic butt
plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Marked "Made in USA". Engraved
receiver featuring dogs and game birds on left side and waterfowl on right side. Bluing
worn in use and handing areas. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well
albeit a bit dry. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 101097V
PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Remington 141 Gamemaster Non-Restricted rifle Remington
model 141 Gamemaster .30 Rem pump action w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and no rear sight. Fitted with unmarked scope on Buehler scope
base. Smooth wooden stock, branded checkered metal butt plate. Corn cob forend.
Marked "Made In USA", other marking include "REM UMC 30 REM' on simulated shell
cases, "PUU" and cross on left side etc. Mechanically and aesthetically appear
excellent and currently above average. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and
metal. serial # 66760 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington Sportsman-58 Non-Restricted shotgun Remington
model Sportsman-58 12Ga 2 3/4" semi automatic w/ bbl length 27 1/2" Blued ribbed
fixed full choke barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Hardwood stock with Pachmayr
recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Engraved receiver featuring dogs
and game birds on the left side and waterfowl on the right side. Marked "Made In
USA". Mechanically and aesthetically appears above average. Use, handling and
storage marks serial # 88547V PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington Sportsman-58 Non-Restricted shotgun Remington
model Sportsman-58 12Ga 2 3/4" semi automatic w/ bbl length 30" Blued ribbed fixed
full choke barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Hardwood stock with branded plastic
butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Mechanically appears to work
reasonably well. Bluing worn in use, handling and storage areas. Some old chip repairs.
The stock button is missing. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial
# 136394V PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester 12 Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 12
16Ga 2 3/4" pump action w/ bbl length 28" Blued fixed full choke barrel and receiver.
Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with branded plastic butt plate. Corn cob
forend. Matching serial number on receiver and barrel. Marked "Made In USA".
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling
areas. Some moisture damage to wood finish. Other use, handling and storage marks.
serial # 1645797 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington 14 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 14 30 Rem
pump action w/ bbl length 22" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable
rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with metal branded checkered butt plate. Corn cob
forend. Simulated head stamp on left side of receiver. Mechanically appears to be
above average. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Other use, handling and storage
marks. serial # 57180 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester 12 Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 12
12Ga 3" pump action w/ bbl length 30" Blued fixed full choke barrel and receiver. Two
bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with branded butt plate. Corn cob forend. Matching
serial number on receiver and barrel. Other markings including "Made In USA", "FOR
SUPER SPEED & SUPER -X 3'", mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing
worn in use and handling areas. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.
serial # 1594602 PAL required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Remington Rolling Block Non-Restricted shotgun Remington
model Rolling Block 20Ga Single Shot rolling block w/ bbl length 32" Blued barrel and
receiver turning brown gray. Single bead sight. Smooth straight stock and forend with
metal butt plate. Markings include "B" on left rear of barrel, "U" and "59", "HP" on
bottom of barrel under forend, "E. REMINGTON & SONS" and the rest of three line
address on upper tang etc. Mechanically appears above average. Mechanically appears
above average with use, handling and storage marks. serial # NIL PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington 10 Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 10
12Ga 2 3/4" pump action w/ bbl length 29" Blued fixed full choke barrel and receiver.
Single bead front sight. Smooth hardwood stock with Hawkins recoil pad. Corn cob
forend. Matching serial on receiver and barrel. Bluing worn in use and handling area.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks on
wood and metal. serial # 182904 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington 30 Express Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 30
Express .30 Springfield bolt action w/ bbl length 22" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed
front and adjustable mid barrel sight plus fitted with micrometer adjustable rear peep
sight. Sporter style hardwood stock with metal butt plate. Checkered semi pistol and
fore grip. Markings include "30 SPRINGFIELD", "1906" on left rear of barrel and circled
"REP", "ET" etc. on right rear of barrel. "Model 30 EXPRESS' on left of receiver and
"REMINGTON" on right of receiver. Mechanically and aesthetically appear near
excellent. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 8334 PAL
required
No Pal Req. handgun Remington Mrk III Signal/ flar No Pal Req. handgun Remington
model Mrk III Signal/ flare Unknown gauge Single Shot hinge break w/ bbl length 9"
Blued barrel. No sights. Brass frame. Smooth wooden grips. Two line address on top of
barrel. Gauge not indicated, bore diameter approximately .86". Mechanically appears
to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks. serial # 4340 No PAL
required
Antique handgun Remington-Smoot New Line No. 3 Antique handgun RemingtonSmoot model New Line No. 3 .38 Short RF five shot single action revolver w/ bbl length
95mm Nickel finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Branded checkered grips. Markings
include single line address on top of octagonal barrel etc. Mechanically in surprising
good condition with type crisp, single action, hammer and trigger operation, indexing
and lock up. 99% of plating is intact. Tiny blemishes at some joints and other use,
handling and storage marks. serial # 27579 (under grips) No PAL required
Antique handgun Remington New Model Police Conv. Antique handgun Remington
model New Model Police Conv. 38RF five shot single action revolver w/ bbl length
89mm Blued finish. Fixed sights. Smooth wooden stock. Originally a percussion
revolver but long ago converted to rimfire cartridge. Factory added matching serial to
conversion plate. Mechanically need minor tweak to elminate hair trigger, otherwise
hammer and trigger, indexing and lock up work reasonably well. Virtually all bluing
worn leaving aged gray patina. Use, handling and storage marks. serial # 6981 No PAL
required
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Antique handgun Remington 1858 Rider Pocket Revolv Antique handgun Remington
model 1858 Rider Pocket Revolve .31 Perc. five shot double action revolver w/ bbl
length 76mm Blued finish turning brown. Fixed front and rear sight. Checkered grips.
Mechanically it is trying to work, indexing is inconsistent, single and double action
operation is reasonably good. Octagonal barrel with two line address on top. Most
bluing worn leaving even patina. Includes fitted cardboard box with small bullet mold (
not confirmed match) flask with bas relief stars and eagle etc. Note: careful with box
as it has seen better days. Great conversation piece and addition to your collection
with use, handling and storage marks. serial # 13173 No PAL required
Antique handgun Remington 1865 Navy Rolling Block Antique handgun Remington
model 1865 Navy Rolling Block 50 REM NAVY RF Single Shot rolling block w/ bbl length
115mm Blued barrel and receiver. Smooth wooden stock and forend. Mechanically
appears to function reasonably well. Old tooling marks to screws. Nicks and gouges to
wood surfaces. Holes in base of grip, possible held at one time a lanyard ring. Pitting on
all metal surfaces. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # NIL No PAL required
Antique handgun Remington-Beals Navy Revolver Antique handgun Remington-Beals
model Navy Revolver .36 Perc. six shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 191mm
Blued octagonal barrel and frame turning brown gray. Smooth wooden grips. Matching
serial numbers seen on frame, ramrod, underside of barrel etc. Other markings include
"Beals' Patent Sept 14 1858" and address on top of barrel etc. Mechanically including
hammer and trigger, indexing, lock up, ramrod, bore etc. in above average condition.
Most bluing worn leaving combination of plum, brown and gray patinas. Use, handling
and storage marks. serial # 475 (under grip) No PAL required
Antique handgun Remington New Model Army Antique handgun Remington model
New Model Army .44 Perc. six shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 203mm Blued
Blued octagonal barrel and frame. Fixed front and rear. Smooth wooden grips. Three
line address on top of barrel. Matching serial number on frame and barrel etc.
Mechanically needs minor tune up. Indexing catches intermittently. Otherwise
mechanically works reasonably well albeit a bit loose. Rifling above average, bore is
dirty. Higher than normal amounts of dings to metal. Virtually all bluing worn off
leaving gray patina. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 65218 (under grip)
No PAL required
Antique handgun Remington New Model Belt Antique handgun Remington model New
Model Belt .36 Perc. six shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 111mm Blued barrel
and frame. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden grips. Matching serial number
under grip and under side of octagonal barrel. Other markings including "Remington &
Sons, New Model" on top of barrel. Appears to have been reblued. Mechanically
including hammer and trigger operation, indexing and lock up work reasonably well,
albeit a bit loose. Finish worn in use and handling area. Other use, handling and
storage marks. serial # 14334 (under grip) No PAL required
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Antique handgun Remington Old Army 1861 Antique handgun Remington model Old
Army 1861 .44 Perc. six shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 203mm Blued
octagonal barrel and frame turning brown. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden
grips. Serial numbers 9669 on bottom of frame and left side of frame, serial 7332 on
underside of barrel. Other markings including two line address on top of barrel. "PS" on
left side of barrel, "J" on left side of frame above hammer hinge screw. "R" on trigger
guard and initials "C.E" carved into side and bottom of grips etc. Mechanically including
hammer and trigger operation, indexing and lock up work reasonably well. Black
powder corrosion in chamber and barrel can best be described as matching external.
Finish worn in use and handling areas leaving consistent brown patina. Use, handling
and storage marks serial # 9669 & 7332 No PAL required
Antique handgun Remington New Model Army Antique handgun Remington model
New Model Army .44 Perc. six shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 203mm Blued
octagonal barrel and frame. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden grips.
Matching serial number under grip and underside of barrel. Other markings include
two line address and "New Model" on top of barrel, "KD7776" on left side of barrel and
"W" on trigger guard etc. Mechanically trying to function with intermittent cylinder
jamming, when it doesn't jam trigger, hammer operation and lock up work reasonably
well. Finish worn in use and handling areas leaving aged brown plum patina. Other use,
handling and storage marks. serial # 24301 (under grip) No PAL required
Antique handgun Remington 1861 Army Antique handgun Remington model 1861
Army .44 Perc. six shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 203mm Blued octagonal
barrel and frame. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden grips. Matching serial
number under barrel. Other markings include two line patent/address on top of barrel.
"JJ" on left side of barrel and left side of frame, "L" on trigger guard, "A" on side of
cylinder "25,26", "B" on back of cylinder etc. Mechanically trying to work, indexing
gets jammed, but when not jammed indexes and locks reasonably well, cylinders and
bore cleaning than average. Finish worn in use and handling areas with other use,
handling and storage marks. serial # 2847 (under grip) No PAL required
Antique handgun Remington-Rider 1858 Belt Revolver Antique handgun RemingtonRider model 1858 Belt Revolver .36 Perc. six shot single action revolver w/ bbl length
165mm Blued octagonal barrel and frame. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden
grips. Matching serial number under barrel. Other markings include two line
address/patent on top of barrel etc. All aspects of mechanical operation are working
but are loose and sloppy. Pitting and dings in metal and wood. Other use, handling and
storage marks. serial # 309 ( under grip)
No PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Webley & Scott Mark III Prohib 12-6 handgun Webley & Scott
model Mark III 38 S&W six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 76mm Blued
finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Checkered wooden grips. Matching serial number on
frame, barrel and cylinder. Other markings include "Mark * III", "'38", assorted proof
mark in several places. "Webley Patents' on right side of frame. "W&D" on left side of
frame etc. Mechanically including double and single action, hammer and trigger,
indexing, hinge and extraction function reasonably well. Lock up a little loose. Bluing
worn in use and handling areas leaving some surface rust and other use, handling and
storage marks. serial # 30662 certificate # D-686551 FRT # 64184-9 PAL required
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Prohib 12-6 handgun H&R 1880 Prohib 12-6 handgun H&R model 1880 32 S&W five
shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 76mm Nickel plated finish. Fixed front and
rear sights. Checkered grips. Mechanically in poor condition with rust on internal parts.
Most plating is intact with less than 5% gone. Buy as project or parts gun. serial #
272516 certificate # H-117829 FRT # 47810-1 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Iver Johnson Swing Out Prohib 12-6 handgun Iver Johnson model
Swing Out .38 S&W five shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 73mm Nickel plated
with fixed front and rear sights. Checkered grips. Note: Interesting swing out cylinder
design for reloading. Mechanically needs work. Trigger operation and indexing are
inconsistent. Most plating intact. Appears it would make a good project gun. Use,
handling and storage marks. serial # 1987 certificate # K-488771 FRT # 136278-1 PAL
required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Iver Johnson Safety Hammer Aut Prohib 12-6 handgun Iver
Johnson model Safety Hammer Automatic M .32 cal five shot double action revolver w/
bbl length 76mm Nickel plated. Fixed front and rear sights. Checkered grips.
Mechanically works better than it looks. Indexing seems consistent as are single and
double action trigger, hinge and extraction. Plating flaked and rusted at typical
maintenance areas, between forcing cone and cylinder, muzzle and bore. Use,
handling and storage marks. serial # 27124 certificate # H-117830 FRT # 25781-14 PAL
required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Rossi 25 Prohib 12-6 handgun Rossi model 25 22LR seven shot
double action revolver w/ bbl length 51mm Nickel plated. Fixed front and rear sights.
Branded checkered plastic grips. Mechanically including single and double action
trigger and hammer, indexing and lock up appear to function reasonably well. Almost
100% of plating remains. Use, handling and storage marks. serial # 16170 certificate #
K-486327 FRT # 21591-1 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Rossi 25 Prohib 12-6 handgun Rossi model 25 22LR seven shot
double action revolver w/ bbl length 51mm Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights.
Checkered branded plastic grips. Mechanically is stiff, jerky and is overall worn feeling
for all operations. 40% of bluing worn away, especially on handling areas. Use,
handling and storage marks. serial # 4146 certificate # K-486326 FRT # 21591-1 PAL
required
Prohib 12-6 handgun FN 1900 Prohib 12-6 handgun FN model 1900 7.65mm seven shot
semi automatic w/ bbl length 102mm Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Branded
checkered grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Fitted with lanyard ring. Matching
serial number on frame, slide, rear sight etc. Other markings include proof marks on
left side of frame, slide and rear sight etc. Cocking indicator blocks sight path when
firearm not cocked and ready. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Use,
handling and storage marks. serial # 563024 certificate # H-137683 FRT # 16739-2 PAL
required
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Prohib 12-6 handgun Unique 17 Prohib 12-6 handgun Unique model 17 7.65mm nine
shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 82mm Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights.
Ribbed grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Fitted with lanyard ring. Magazine is
modification from a different firearm or a repair or modification from an existing
magazine, the mag base is crude looking brass. Markings include German military
stamp on right side of frame, upper case "F" on frame above left side of trigger guard
etc. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling
areas. Use, handling and storage marks. serial # 22118 certificate # K-488773 FRT #
23078-1 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Remington 51 Prohib 12-6 handgun Remington model 51 380 Cal
seven shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 89mm Blued finish. Fixed front and rear
sights. Branded checkered grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically
appears to function reasonably well albeit a bit dry. Bluing worn in use and handling
areas. Some surface pitting. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # PA50901
certificate # K-219765 FRT # 21408-2 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun AMT Back Up Prohib 12-6 handgun AMT model Back Up 380 ACP
five shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 64mm Stainless steel, mat finish with the
exception of polished slide sides. Fixed sights with checkered plastic grips. Includes one
detachable magazine in original box. Consignor purports it was bought about 35 years
ago and never fired. Condition would support that statement. serial # A51467 FRT #
15291-4 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson 10-5 Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson
model 10-5 .38 Special six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 102mm Blued
finish with fixed front and rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. No
functioning single action, hammer will not cock. Double action, hammer trigger and
indexing appear near excellent. Bluing worn in use, handling and storage areas. Other
use, handling and storage marks. serial # D409984 certificate # 1400066 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson 19-3 Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson
model 19-3 .357 Mag six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 101mm Blued finish
with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered wooden grips. Mechanically
appears excellent and likely had very little use with only minor use, handling and
storage marks. serial # 4K91420 certificate # 17450385 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Luger (BYF) P08 Prohib 12-6 handgun Luger (BYF) model P08
9mm Luger six shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 102mm Blued finish. Fixed front and
rear sights. Checkered wooden grips. Includes period appropriate, non matching
numbered magazine, however slide, barrel, sight and toggle etc. are all serial
numbered 7504 while framed is serial numbered 3135v. Other markings including "41"
on top of receiver and German military markings on side etc. Mechanically appears to
function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas with other use,
handling and storage marks. serial # 3135v certificate # 907089 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Luger (DWM) P08 Prohib 12-6 handgun Luger (DWM) model P08
9mm Luger eight shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 101mm Blued finish. Fixed front
and rear sights. Checkered wooden grips. Includes period appropriate non matching
mag 6718. Other markings include 1255 under barrel, crown over "RC"on left side of
barrel, 77 on rear sight, 5128 on left side of receiver etc. Action and trigger appear to
function. Tooling marks on some parts, worn finish and other use, handling and storage
marks. serial # 5128h certificate # 17450383 PAL required
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Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson 37 Airweight Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith &
Wesson model 37 Airweight .38 Spl five shot double action revolver w/ bbl length
46mm Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Checkered branded wooden grips.
Marked "Smith & Wesson" on left side of barrel and "Airweight 38SPL" on right side of
barrel. Mechanically appears to work well. Bluing worn in handling and holster areas.
Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 252847 certificate # 1400065 PAL
required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson 43 Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model
43 22LR six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 89mm Blued barrel and black
finish alloy cylinder and frame. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered
branded wooden grips. Mechanically appears to work reasonably well. Bluing wear in
holster areas and dings and chips to alloy finish. Other use, handling and storage
marks. serial # 49353 certificate # 12190168 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt 1877 DA Lightning Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model 1877 DA
Lightning .38 CF six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 89mm Nickel finish. Fixed
front and rear sights. Checkered branded grips. Matching serial numbers on frame,
trigger guard, back strap and cylinder. Mechanically including single and double
action, hammer and trigger work well. Indexing and lock up a little intermittent and
loose. Over 90% of plating intact. Chips and flaking around joints, rubbing areas,
lettering etc. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 91889 certificate #
15322626 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Savage Arms 1907 Prohib 12-6 handgun Savage Arms model
1907 .32 Auto ten shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 95mm Blued finish. Fixed front
and rear sights. Branded checkered grips. Includes one detachable magazine.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well, albeit a bit dry. Most of the bluing
worn, leaving behind brown patina, surface rust and pitting. Other use, handling and
storage marks. serial # 22340 certificate # 11774765 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson 61 Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson model
61 22LR five shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 54mm Blued finish. Fixed front and rear
sights. Checkered plastic grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically
appears to function reasonably well and likely has had very little use with only minor
use, handling and storage marks. serial # B4869 certificate # 17113585 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun FN Browning 1906 Prohib 12-6 handgun FN Browning model 1906
.25 Auto six shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 54mm Blued finish. Fixed sights.
Branded checkered grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears to
function reasonably well. Much of the metal has pitting and surface rust. Other use,
handling and storage marks. serial # 837035 certificate # 1400063 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester 1887 Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model
1887 12Ga lever action w/ bbl length 30" Blued barrel and receiver turned brown gray.
Single bead front sight. Smooth wooden stock and forend. Checkered metal butt plate.
Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Mechanically functions reasonably with use,
handling and storage marks to wood and metal. serial # 14851 PAL required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester Custom Ducks Unl Non-Restricted shotgun
Winchester model Custom Ducks Unlimted Lim 12Ga 2 3/4", 3" two shot hinge break
w/ bbl length 27" Blued ribbed barrel with double bead sight. White metal receiver
with engraved birds in flight. Deluxe wooden stock and forend with checkered grips.
Branded recoil pad. Left side of barrel marked "Custom Made for Ducks Unlimited
Canada, limited edition of 145" Top of barrel marked Ducks Unlimited. Receiver
engravings also include "50 Years of Conservation" on the underside. Includes three
removable chokes including Full, Extra Full and one marked 12-S (skeet?), choke tool
and Winchester branded fitted hard case. Mechanically appears excellent and likely
only had light use. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. Made in
Japan. No model number is present on the firearm. serial # DU50052E PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Stevens 84C Non-Restricted rifle Stevens model 84C 22LR five shot
bolt action w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrel and receiver. Front and rear sights removed.
Fitted with Weaver C4 optic. Smooth wooden stock with Winchester branded
checkered butt plate. Includes one detachable magazine. Stock and barrel appear
refinished. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well with use, handling and
storage marks on wood and metal. serial # NIL PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Fabrique D'Armes Lubra-Li S Non-Restricted shotgun Fabrique
D'Armes Lubra-Li model SXS 12Ga 2 1/2" two shot hinge break w/ bbl length 30" Blued
barrels and receiver. Single bead front sight. Wooden stock with fixed cheek rise and
checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Attached recoil pad. Sling rings. Both barrels
stamped "Choke 18.1" Matching serial number on receiver and barrels. Other markings
including "FULL CHOKE" on left side of barrels. Maker name on right side and assorted
proof marks underneath. Mechanically including hinge, lock up, cocking and triggers
operation appear to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas.
Wood possibly stripped and refinished with oil. Smooth tooling marks on stock and
other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 52540 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Gevaerfabriken Mod. 98 Non-Restricted rifle Gevaerfabriken
model Mod. 98 6.5X55 bolt action w/ bbl length 28" Blued barrel and receiver. Fitted
with front and rear micro adjustable target sights. Smooth wooden sporterized stock.
Metal butt plate. Matching numbers on receiver, trigger guard and mag base etc. Bolt
serial number is 1678 and stock is 84031. Other markings include Waffen SS cartouche
on top and side of receiver. Lower BNZ. and 43 on top of receiver. "Bebaerfabriken,
Otterup" on top of barrel etc. Wood appears refinished. Mechanically appears to
function reasonably well with use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal.
serial # 3563K PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Zastava LKM70 Non-Restricted rifle Zastava model LKM70 6.5 X 55
SE bolt action w/ bbl length 22 1/2" Blued barrel and left handed receiver. Fixed front
and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with scope bases and 1" rings. 2175 marked on upper
tang. Unvarnished wooden stock with branded recoil pad. Fixed riser. sling mounts and
checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Mechanically appears excellent and likely only had
minor use. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 11954 PAL
required
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Non-Restricted shotgun New England Firearms Co. Mi Non-Restricted shotgun New
England Firearms Co. model Mini Pardner Model SB1 410Ga 3" Single Shot hinge break
w/ bbl length 18 1/2" Blued barrel with single bead front sight. Case hardened receiver.
Smooth wooden mini stock and forend. Fitted with sling mounts. Includes soft case.
Mechanically appears excellent and likely only had light use but does have it's share of
handling and storage marks, possibly from being someone's favourite backpacking gun.
serial # ND214369 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Styer M95 Non-Restricted rifle Styer model M95 Non-Firing bolt
action w/ bbl length 30" Blued barrel and receiver turning brown. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock with metal butt plate. Rifle was
modified to use as a training aid including complete removal of top of chamber and
firing pin. Be aware this is not a legal dewatt, still considered a legal firearms by law.
serial # 4251 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Styer M95 Non-Restricted rifle Styer model M95 8 X 56 R bolt
action w/ bbl length 30" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Full wood military stock. Smooth metal butt plate. Sling rings. Fitted with
bayonet lug. Matching serial numbers found on receiver, barrel, stock, 867 marked
with electric pencil on bolt, presumably a refit and marked by official armorer. Other
markings include "STEYR M.95" on top of receiver, 271 on trigger guard. 1376 and 7463
on right side of stock. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Age
appropriate patina and marks to wood and metal. serial # 867U PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mauser 66 Non-Restricted rifle Mauser model 66 7mm Rem Mag
bolt action w/ bbl length 25 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights.
Fitted with Leupold Vari-X II 2X7 scope. Hardwood stock with branded recoil pad. Fixed
riser and sling rings, fitted with leather sling. Right side of slide marked "Mauser DPB
1205 423". In well used condition including wear on recoil pad. Mechanically appears
to function reasonably well. Would benefit from a good clean. Use, handling and
storage marks to wood and metal. serial # G27490 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Marlin 92 Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 92 .32 lever action w/
bbl length 24" Blued barrel and receiver and full length tube turning brown gray. Fixed
front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight stock with curved metal butt plate. In
well used condition including bore. Metal appears to have been mechanically cleaned.
Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 446710 PAL
required
Non-Restricted shotgun Thomas Turner SXS Non-Restricted shotgun Thomas Turner
model SXS 12Ga two shot hinge break w/ bbl length 30" Blued Damascus barrels
turning brown gray. Single bead front sight. Hardwood stock with textured butt plate,
checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Fitted with sling mounts. Engraved receiver,
under barrel lever, trigger guard and hammers. Matching serial number on receiver
and barrels. Other markings include "Choke" under left barrel. "13" under both barrels
and other proof marks. "Thomas Turner. Brook Street, Bond Street London" on top of
barrel. Mechanically including hinge, lock up, hammers and triggers appear to function
reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 2120
PAL required
Antique Imperial Russian Cossack Kinjal dagger Antique Imperial Russian Cossack Kinjal
dagger with 19 1/4" blade, 25" overall length, with wooden handle and hand
hammered hardware in wooden scabbard. Purportedly 19th century
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Non-Restricted shotgun Anschutz GMBH ULM/D Garden Non-Restricted shotgun
Anschutz GMBH ULM/D model Garden Gun 9mm Glatt (9mm Flobert) Single Shot bolt
action w/ bbl length 25 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight. Smooth
wooden stock. Fitted with sling rings. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably
well with use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 1087182 PAL
required
Non-Restricted shotgun Anschutz GMBH ULM/D Garden Non-Restricted shotgun
Anschutz GMBH ULM/D model Garden Gun 9mm Glatt (9mm Flobert) Single Shot bolt
action w/ bbl length 21 1/2" Once blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable
rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with checkered plastic butt plate. Virtually no bluing
remaining and appears to been partially mechanically removed. Action and trigger
appear to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and
metal. serial # 567475 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 1894 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894 30
W.C.F lever action w/ bbl length 26" Blued octagonal barrel, receiver and full length
tube turning brown gray. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth straight stock with curved
metal butt plate. Upper tang has braised repair immediately behind hammer. Non
original screws for stock attachment. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably
well, although overall in well used condition including chunks of stock where tang
repair was done. Other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal. serial #
19357 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Marlin Model 1893 (Safety) Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model
Model 1893 (Safety) .32-40 lever action w/ bbl length 26" Blued octagonal barrel,
receiver and full length tube turning brown. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Smooth stock with curved metal butt plate. Tooling marks on right side of slide. Metal
appears to have been cold blued. Markings include two line address on top of barrel
"For Black Powder" on left side of barrel. "Merlin Safety" on top of receiver etc.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well with use, handling and storage marks
on wood and metal. serial # C6697 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield(B.S.A.Co) 1901 L. Non-Restricted rifle Lee
Enfield(B.S.A.Co) model 1901 L.E 1* .303 Brit ten shot bolt action w/ bbl length 30"
Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front, adjustable rear and
adjustable volley sights. Fitted with mag cut off. Includes one detachable magazine.
Markings include Crown over VR, BSA Co, 1901, LE I* on right side, electric pencil MJ
Cox Boer War on left side of mag, MJ Cox 1900 Boer War on left side of receiver,
2CMR706 on top of brass butt plate. Includes brass oil container in stock storage. Rear
sling mount missing. Stock has been sporterized and bottom of stock has marking
made by a grazing bullet. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well with age
appropriate patina, marks and gouges. Provenance including 1902 issued
documentation from Canadian Library of Archives website indicating Matthew James
Cox, regiment number 706 in the 2nd CMR (Canadian Mounted Rifles) Unit, discharged
in 1902 with field of service in the South African War etc. Copies of Medical certificates
indicating and bullet wound in 1901. This was the original gun issued to to M J Cox and
he started and finished the war with it, earning himself a Queen's Medal with three
clasps; Cape Colony, Transvaal, S.A. 1902. Wonderful historic piece of Canadian
Militaria. See extensive photo gallery including copies of documentation. serial #
A74307 PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield No4 MK 1 ROF(F.) Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield
model No4 MK 1 ROF(F.) 2/44 .303 Brit ten shot bolt action w/ bbl length 25" Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and two position flip up rear sight. Full wood military
stock, brass butt plate. Fitted with sling rings and includes webbed sling and
detachable magazine. Electric pencil engraved P. J. Cox 1945 and family purports that
P.J. (Phillip James Cox) brought this rifle back to Canada in 1946, although it is not
believed to be his service rifle. Mechanically appears to function reasonable well with
use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # LB24268 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mauser (Spandau 1901) GEW.98 Non-Restricted rifle Mauser
(Spandau 1901) model GEW.98 7.6mm bolt action w/ bbl length 30" Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Lange Visier sight and flip
up muzzle cover. Full wood military stock with flat steel butt plate. Sling rings and
includes leather sling, broken at one end. Matching numbers on receiver, barrel, bolt,
rear sight, front and rear bands, stock, butt plate, mag base, screw heads etc. Electric
pencil engraved M.P. Cox 1914-18 on right side of front band and M.J. Cox World War I
on mag base. See photos for other assorted proof, regiment and inspector marks.
Some mechanical removal of bluing evident on front and side of receiver, left section
of barrel at serial number, and both sides of rear sight. Other use, handling and storage
marks on wood and metal. serial # 5881A PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Steyr 1885 falling block Non-Restricted rifle Steyr model 1885
falling block 8mm single shot falling block w/ bbl length 32" Blued barrel and receiver
turning gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth sporterized stock with
metal butt plate. Matching serial numbers on receiver, barrel, trigger guard and trigger
group. In addition to being sporterized there are other old cracks and repairs in the
wood. Electric pencil engraved "Via MJ Cox" on left side of receiver. Some mechanical
finish removal has been done around serial numbers and markings. Martini Henry style
action is marked "Steyer 1886" on left side and an encircled logo on right side. Family
purports that this firearm was obtained by M.J. Cox in South Africa in 1913.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. In desperate needs of a good
cleaning. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal. serial # 6677 PAL
required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington 1893 Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model
1893 12Ga single shot hinge break w/ bbl length 32" Blued barrel and receiver turning
brown. Single bead front sight. Smooth wooden stock with branded checkered butt
plate. Old repairs to stock. Thumb sized chunk missing at bottom of semi pistol grip.
Trigger spring missing or broken. Side cocking lever missing. Overall well used
condition, buy as project or parts. serial # 61570 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Vetterli (Ost-Schweiz) 1871 Non-Restricted rifle Vetterli (OstSchweiz) model 1871 10.4mm bolt action w/ bbl length 33" Blued barrel and receiver
turning brown. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Straight smooth stock with metal
butt plate. Matching serial number on barrel, receiver, stock and forend. Electric pencil
engraved "E.J. Cox" on front of trigger guard. Some screws not original. Marked "OstSchweizerische" on left side of receiver. Overall well used condition, although action
and trigger appear to function. Buy as project gun. serial # 104323 PAL required
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Antique shotgun Unknown Muzzle loader Antique shotgun Unknown model Muzzle
loader .71" at muzzle single shot flintlock w/ bbl length 36" Brown patina barrel. Single
bead front sight. Half length smooth wooden stock. Metal butt plate. Ramrod ring and
rod missing. Several old cracks and repairs to wood. Non original screws. Electric pencil
engraved on barrel " E.J. Cox 1945" Trigger guard has been broken. Overall well used
condition, buy as wall hanger. serial # Nil No PAL required
Antique shotgun Unknown English Muzzle loader Antique shotgun Unknown English
model Muzzle loader .825" at muzzle single shot flintlock w/ bbl length 40" Brown
patina half round, half octagonal barrel. Fixed front sight with blade missing. Fixed rear
sight with three addition flip up elevation adjustments. Full length wooden stock with
metal butt plate and fixed riser. Missing ram rod. Electric pencil mark "VIA M J CO" on
right side of barrel. Other markings include "London" on top of barrel and assorted
proof marks on left side of barrel. Hammer does not lock. Set trigger but appears to be
plate missing between trigger guard and stock. Several old cracks and repairs to wood.
Overall well used condition. Probably best to consider as wall hanger. serial # Nil No
PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle FN 49 Non-Restricted rifle FN model 49 7x57 Mauser five shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 23" Blued style finish on barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Smooth military stock with metal butt plate, sling rings. Includes
one magazine. Fitted with flash hider and bayonet lug. Matching numbers on receiver
and receiver cover. Firearm appears to be in excellent mechanical condition. Likely has
only had light use with use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal. serial #
3296 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Schmidt Rubin 1889 Non-Restricted rifle Schmidt Rubin model
1889 7.5 X 53.5 ten shot bolt action w/ bbl length 30 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver.
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock with top section
missing. Fitted with sling rings, bayonet lug and includes one matching number
detachable magazine. Matching numbers also on receiver, barrel, bolt and butt plate.
Other markings include number 2 in a circle on top rear of stock, a cross in a shield on
right side of stock etc. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well, however,
intermittent bolt releasing with trigger pull. Appears it would make a good project gun.
serial # 37263 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Schmidt Rubin 1889 Non-Restricted rifle Schmidt Rubin model
1889 7.5 X 53.5 ten shot bolt action w/ bbl length 30 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver.
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock. Fitted with sling rings.
Includes leather sling and one detachable magazine. Matching serial numbers on
receiver, barrel, bolt and butt plate. Magazine serial number "55324". Other markings
include upper case "B" on rear top of stock, cross in a shield on right side of stock etc.
Finish worn in use and handling areas, mechanically appears to work reasonably well.
Use, storage and handling marks on wood and metal. serial # 187963 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Schmidt Rubin 1889/1900 Short Non-Restricted rifle Schmidt Rubin
model 1889/1900 Short Rifle 7.5 X 53.5, 7.5 X 54.5(?) six shot bolt action w/ bbl length
23 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood
military stock with metal butt plate. Sling mounts and bayonet lug. Includes matching
numbered detachable six round magazine. Matching numbers also on receiver and
bolt. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage
marks on wood and metal. serial # 119089 PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield(B.S.A Co) SHT LE Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield(B.S.A
Co) model SHT LE III .303 Brit ten shot bolt action w/ bbl length 25" Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock. Brass butt
plate, sling rings and bayonet mount. Includes one ten round detachable magazine and
webbed sling. Fitted with magazine cut off, was originally fitted with Volley sights with
front and rear components missing. Bolt serial number "46161". Other markings
include "31, F2E, '35" on left side of band. Crown over "ER B.S.A. Co, 1909, SHT LE III"
on right side band. Assorted proof marks on receiver, sight etc. Mechanically appears
to work reasonably well with use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal.
serial # 43532 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield(B.S.A Co) SHT LE Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield(B.S.A
Co) model SHT LE III* .303 Brit ten shot bolt action w/ bbl length 25" Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Mid length sporterized stock with top section
missing. Brass butt plate. Checkered grips. Bluing worn in use and handling areas and
surface rust under what would have been covered barrel and receiver areas. Matching
serial numbers on receiver, barrel and bolt. Was obviously someone's favourite post
war hunting gun. In well used condition including several modifications. Use, handling
and storage marks to wood and metal. serial # 33882 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Marlin 90 Non-Restricted shotgun Marlin model 90 12 Ga 2
3/4" two shot hinge break w/ bbl length 28" Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead
front sight. Hardwood stock with Kyle Bros. recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and
forend. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Mechanically including hinge, lock up,
safety and triggers operation appear to work reasonably well. Use, handling and
storage marks on wood and metal. serial # G2622 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle FIE Muzzle Loading Repro. Non-Restricted rifle FIE model Muzzle
Loading Repro. .45 Perc Single Shot percussion w/ bbl length 34" Blued octagonal
barrel. Fixed front and rear sights. Full wood stock with brass butt plate, patch box,
trigger guard, ring etc. Case hardened lock. Appears unfired with handling and storage
marks on wood and metal. serial # 13859
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 75 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 75 22 LR five
shot bolt action w/ bbl length 28" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight insert
missing. Fitted with 8X tube like adjustable scope, possibly factory option. Smooth
wooden stock, checkered metal butt plate. Sling rings. Includes one detachable five
round magazine. Mechanically appears to be in excellent shape with use, handling and
storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 3748 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage 1903 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 1903 22 S-L-LR ten
shot pump action w/ bbl length 24" Blued octagonal barrel and receiver turning brown.
Smooth stock with metal butt plate. Corn cob forend. Includes one Savage branded
detachable magazine. Action and trigger function albeit stiffly and in need of a very
good cleaning. Surface rust on metal parts and other use, handling and storage marks
on wood and metal. serial # 100394 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle FN Trombone Non-Restricted rifle FN model Trombone .22 L pump
action w/ bbl length 22" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth
wooden stock with metal butt plate. Corn cob forend. Bluing worn in use and handling
areas. Mechanically appears to work well. Use, handling and storage marks on wood
and metal. serial # 52523 PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle J. Stevens Crack Shot-26 Non-Restricted rifle J. Stevens model
Crack Shot-26 .22 LR Single Shot falling block w/ bbl length 18" Blued barrel and
receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock
and forend. Metal butt plate. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Age
cracks in back of stock. In well used condition with use, handling and storage marks.
serial # Nil PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun H&R 48 Topper Non-Restricted shotgun H&R model 48 Topper
.16 ga Single Shot hinge break w/ bbl length 28 1/2" Blued fixed choked barrel and
receiver. Smooth stock with attached recoil pad turned quick hard. Marked H&R Arms
Co. Ltd. Drummondville P.Q. Canada and marked "Proof Tested 16 GA CHOKED" on top
of barrel. Mechanically appears to work reasonably well. Use, handling and storage
marks. serial # 36105 PAL required
No Pal REQ air rifle Lucznik 87 No Pal REQ air rifle Lucznik model 87 .177 Single Shot
hinge break w/ bbl length 19" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable
rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with engraved textured butt and sling rings.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well with use, handling and storage marks
to wood and metal serial # 305 No PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 1895 Saddle Ring c Non-Restricted rifle Winchester
model 1895 Saddle Ring carbine .30 US lever action w/ bbl length 22" Blued barrel and
receiver turning brown. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight stock.
Metal butt plate. Appears to be small repair to stock at rear lower. Bluing worn in use
and handling areas. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Use, handling
and storage marks to wood and metal. serial # 61915 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Beretta S687 Non-Restricted shotgun Beretta model S687
12Ga 3" two shot hinge break w/ bbl length 28" & 29 1/2" Two blued ribbed barrel
sets, each with single bead front sight including 28" fitted with two removable chokes
and matching serial number and a 29 1/2" threaded for chokes but no chokes included
and with matching serial numbers. Note stock and 28" barrel are fitted with sling
mounts, 29 1/2" barrel does not. During cataloguing both barrels were fitted and found
to fit and function well. White metal receiver with engraved scroll work including
pheasants on right side and ducks on left side. Left hand hardwood stock with
checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Crack on stock from back of tang on right side.
Storage rubs through finish on barrel. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and
metal. serial # L50928B PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Rottweil Olympia 72 Skeet Non-Restricted shotgun Rottweil
model Olympia 72 Skeet 12Ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge break w/ bbl length 27"(Skeet) &
28"(Olympia) Blued ribbed barrels, each with single bead sight. Engraved white metal
receiver. Deluxe hardwood stock and forend (left hand stock, see photo). White Line
recoil pad. Matching serial number on 28" barrel. Bottom barrel marked with four stars
(Improved cylinder) and top barrel marked with two stars ( Improved, modified).
Fitment with 28" barrel appears excellent. 27" barrel is serial no. R 639, presumably
both barrels fixed skeet choke and fitment to receiver appears excellent. Cycling and
trigger operation also appear excellent with minor use, handling and storage marks.
serial # 69726 PAL required
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Antique shotgun Unknown Percussion 12Ga Fowler Antique shotgun Unknown model
Percussion 12Ga Fowler 12Ga Single Shot muzzle loader w/ bbl length 32" Blued finish
turned brown. Single bead sight. Half length straight stock with metal butt plate and
checkered strong hand grip. Includes ramrod. Markings on lock are too faint to read
with some scroll work still visible. Hammer and trigger function reasonably well. Metal
appears to be unmolested natural patina. Appears to be simulated tiger striping on
wooden stock. Expected use, handling and storage marks. serial # NIL No PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 1906 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1906 .22
short pump action w/ bbl length 19 3/8" Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube.
Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight stock and forend. Butt
plate missing. Wood and metal have been refinished. Address and model number faint
as a result of refurbishment. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Old
cracks and repairs in stock plus other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 85630
PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Marlin 1897 Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 1897 .22 lever
action w/ bbl length 24" Blued octagonal barrel, receiver and full length tube turning
brown gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight stock and forend.
Plastic butt plate. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Wood appears
refinished. Appears to have had extensive use prior to refinishing. Use, handling and
storage marks to wood and metal. serial # 259211 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Marlin 1893 Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 1893 30-30 lever
action w/ bbl length 30" Blue octagonal barrel, receiver and full length tube turning
brown gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight stock and forend.
Curved metal butt plate. Upper tang threaded for long range sight. Mechanically
appears to function reasonably well. Age appropriate gouging to stock and forend with
other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 201415 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 94 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 94 32 WIN.
SPL. lever action w/ bbl length 20" Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed
front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock and forend. Branded
plastic butt plate. Some minor pitting to metal areas. Use, handling and storage marks.
serial # 4090399 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington 9 Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 9
12Ga Single shot hinge break w/ bbl length 30" Blued barrel with single bead front
sight. Case hardened receiver. Smooth stock and forend. Branded plastic butt plate.
Mechanically, including hinge operation, thumb cocker and trigger appear to function
well. Age appropriate use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial #
107554 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Deutsche Werke Erfurt Mod. 1 Non-Restricted rifle Deutsche
Werke Erfurt model Mod. 1 .22 LR Single shot Tip up breech w/ bbl length 22 3/4" Blue
barrel turning brown gray. Hardwood stock with checkered semi pistol grip and metal
butt plate. Wooden brand button inserted on left side of stock. Fitted with sling rings.
Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Proof marks on underside of barrel and side of
breech block. D.R.P. Germany on right side. Mechanically appears to function
reasonably. Use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal. serial # NIL PAL
required
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Restricted handgun Vostok Margolin MCM Restricted handgun Vostok model Margolin
MCM .22 LR seven shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 191mm Blued finish, adjustable
target sights. Checkered plastic grips with right strong hand thumb rest. Includes
original fitted wooden case with a plethora of accessories including hand support,
weights, compensator, tools, cleaning rod, two detachable magazines etc., some in
their original factory paper wrappings. Consignor purports that the firearm was only
test fired and the condition supports it with only minor use, handling and storage
marks. serial # P1098T certificate # 5236412 PAL required
Restricted handgun Walther P38 Restricted handgun Walther model P38 9mm eight
shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 120mm Blued finish with fixed front and rear sights.
Bakelite grips. Fitted with lanyard ring. Approximately 1/8" hole drilled and tapped in
bottom of trigger guard. Matching numbers found on frame, barrel and slide. Non
matching number 2030 on magazine. Other markings include Waffenamt, Swastika and
AC 44 markings etc. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in
handling and holster marks. Use, handling and storage marks. serial # 6570K certificate
# 5238930 PAL required
Restricted handgun Webley MK VI Restricted handgun Webley model MK VI .455 cal six
shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 152mm Blued style finish. Fixed sights.
Checkered grips. Matching serial numbers on frame, barrel and cylinder. Other
markings include upper case RUC ( Royal Ulster Constabulary) on back strap. Likely
bought by a British Officer as his personal side arm. Is fitted for missing lanyard and
mount. Mechanically hinge, lock up and extraction, single and double action triggers
work well. Cylinder lock up is a bit loose in each position. Finish is worn in use and
handling areas. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 256806 certificate #
5236405 PAL required
Restricted handgun FN Browning Hi-Power Restricted handgun FN Browning model HiPower 9mm Luger ten shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 118mm Blued finish turning
brown gray. Checkered wooden grips. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Wooden
checkered grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Matching serial numbers seen on
frame, slide and barrel. Other markings include Waffenamt WA140 in several places,
eagle of Swastika over frame and slide. MR on left side of trigger guard, three well
worn letters on bottom of grip, see photos. Mechanically appears to function
reasonably well. Bluing well worn leaving beautiful brown patina. Other use, handling
and storage marks. serial # 94215 certificate # 5252030 PAL required
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson MK II Hand Eject Restricted handgun Smith &
Wesson model MK II Hand Ejector 2nd md .455 Rev. six shot double action revolver w/
bbl length 164mm Blued finish, fixed sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Fitted
with lanyard ring. Matching numbers on barrel and cylinder. Markings also include
British Military Acceptance stamps and 'M 44 E II" on back left of frame, see photos.
Includes photocopy of 2011 letter from Smith & Wesson indicating delivery to
Remington Arms in 1916. Mechanically including indexing, lock up, single and double
action operation, all appear excellent. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and
metal. serial # 60719 certificate # 5236424 PAL required
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Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson Hand Ejector Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson
model Hand Ejector .38 Special (?) six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length
127mm Blued finish, fixed sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Fitted with lanyard
ring. Matching serial numbers seen on frame, barrel and cylinder. Other markings
include .38 S&W on right side of barrel, Smith & Wesson on left side of barrel, .38
Special, Crown over BNP and other proof marks on underside of barrel etc. In fairly
well used condition with cylinder ring. Mechanically appears to work reasonably well.
Finish worn in use and handling areas, small chip at bottom of right grip. Other use,
handling and storage marks. Caliber is confirmed to be .38 Special. serial # 814099
certificate # 5238927 PAL required
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson Hand Ejector Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson
model Hand Ejector .357 Mag six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 127mm
Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Non original checkered wooden
grips. Although well use, mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Excessive
holster and handling wear, presumably was someone service revolver. Includes a soft
case. Other use, handling and storage marks. Currently registered with serial number
5504612469 and will likely be update to 55046 upon registration after auction. serial #
55046 certificate # 5259805 PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard Sport-King Restricted handgun High Standard model
Sport-King .22 LR ten shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 171mm Blued finish with fixed
front and rear sights. Checkered plastic grips with right strong hand thumb rest.
Includes 2 ten round magazines. Mechanically appears excellent. Likely only had light
use with minor use, handling and storage marks. serial # 419369 certificate # 5236410
PAL required
Restricted handgun Armas Ego muzzle loader Restricted handgun Armas Ego model
muzzle loader .41 at muzzle single shot percussion w/ bbl length 248mm Blued
octagonal barrel. Single bead brass sight. Engraved white metal lock and blued
hammer. Checkered pistol grip. Fitted with ram rod. Small amount of rust at nipple,
possible had gentle use. Use, handling and storage marks. serial # 1063 certificate #
5259773 PAL required
Restricted handgun Colt Single Action Army Restricted handgun Colt model Single
Action Army .45 cal six shot single action w/ bbl length 191mm Blued barrel, cylinder,
back strap and trigger guard. Case hardened frame. Fixed sights. Branded checkered
plastic grips. Matching numbers found on frame, trigger guard and back strap.
Mechanically including indexing, lock up, cocking, half cocking, trigger operation etc.
appear to function well. Visible cylinder ring and other minor use, handling and storage
marks. serial # 10420SA certificate # 19363098 PAL required
Restricted handgun Colt MK III National Mid Range Restricted handgun Colt model MK
III National Mid Range .38 Special Wad Cutter five shot semi automatic w/ bbl length
127mm Blued finish. Fixed front and target adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered
wooden grips. Includes one Colt branded detachable magazine. Specifically designed
pistol for accuracy in bulls eye, ISSF and PPC style shooting, designed to shoot .38
Special full wad cutter ammunition only. Mechanically appears excellent and likely had
very little use with only minor, use, handling and storage marks. serial # 8759MR
certificate # 17271867 PAL required
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Restricted handgun Colt Ace Restricted handgun Colt model Ace 22LR ten shot semi
automatic w/ bbl length 120mm Blued finish with fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Checkered wooden grips. Includes one detachable magazine marked "Colt Ace".
Mechanically appears excellent with only minor use, handling and storage marks. serial
# 6842 certificate # 17174299 PAL required
Restricted handgun FN Hi Power Restricted handgun FN model Hi Power 9mm semi
automatic w/ bbl length 118mm Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Checkered
grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Matching serial number on frame, slide and
barrel. Other markings include German military stamps on left side of frame and slide.
"Fabrique Nationale d' Armes de Guerre, Herstal-Belgique" on left side of slide etc.
Mechanically appears near excellent. Slight bluing wear in use and handling areas. Use,
handling and storage marks. serial # 38727B certificate # 18409103 PAL required
Restricted handgun Pietta 1858 New Army Restricted handgun Pietta model 1858 New
Army 44 Perc. six shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 203mm Blued finish with
fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden grips. Marked "Made in Italy" under barrel,
"PN" on right side of frame and barrel etc. Mechanically appears excellent and unfired
with no evidence of powder and cylinder. Visible cylinder ring and other use, handling
and storage marks. serial # 052256 certificate # 18493449 PAL required
Restricted handgun Colt 1877 DA Lightning Restricted handgun Colt model 1877 DA
Lightning .38 CF six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 114mm Nickel plated.
Fixed front and rear sights. Branded checkered plastic grips. Matching serial number on
frame, trigger guard and back strap. Mechanically action is loose however single and
double action trigger does function. Cylinder indexes consistently during cataloguing.
Approximately 50% of plating is worn or flaked, leaving surface rust. Other use,
handling and storage marks. serial # 14706 certificate # 18531731 PAL required
Restricted handgun Remington Rand M1911 A1 US Army Restricted handgun
Remington Rand model M1911 A1 US Army 45 ACP eight shot semi automatic Blued
finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Checkered wooden grips. Includes one detachable
magazine with no markings. Fitted with lanyard ring. Markings include "Remington
Rand Inc." over 'Syracuse, N.Y. U.S.A." on left side of slide "FJA" on frame under slide
release, "P" under mag release, "E" on left top of trigger guard "&" on right top side of
trigger guard and "X" on right side bottom of trigger guard, "United States Property",
"M1901A1 U.S. A. Army" on right side of framed. Most bluing intact and showing aged
brown patina. Mechanically and aesthetically appears in excellent condition. Use,
handling and storage marks. serial # 2058089 PAL required
Antique rifle Snider Enfield MK III Cavalry Antique rifle Snider Enfield model MK III
Cavalry 577 Snider single shot breech block w/ bbl length 19" Blued barrel and receiver
turning brown gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Hardwood stock with brass
butt plate and trigger guard. Fitted with saddle ring. Includes nipple guard. Rear sight
elevation guide and leather sight guard are missing. Markings include "VR" over a
crown, "Steel" and other proof marks on left side of barrel. "A95" on right side of
barrel. Crown over "VR, 1870 Enfield" on lock. "R6 F 31" and other small marks on butt
plate etc. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Use, handling and
storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 6428 PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg & Sons 640 KA Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg & Sons
model 640 KA .22 Mag five shot (?) bolt action w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth hardwood stock with fixed
right hand cheek riser. Branded plastic butt plate. Fitted with sling rings and includes
on detachable magazine. Plastic trigger guard cracked in two places. White stock
button washer is broken. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well, albeit dry.
Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # NIL PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Belgium Pieper Bayard Single Non-Restricted rifle Belgium Pieper
Bayard model Single Shot .22 Single shot bolt action w/ bbl length 19" Blued barrel
turning brown gray. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden stock. Markings
include "Pieper Herstal-Belgium Patent 1919" on barrel in front of sight and logo and
brand name on barrel after sight etc. Overall in well worn condition with crack on right
side of stock, carved "LW" on left side of stock. Other use, handling and storage marks.
serial # 14948 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Simson & Co. Suhl Prazision K Non-Restricted rifle Simson & Co.
Suhl model Prazision Karabiner .22 LR Single shot bolt action w/ bbl length 23 1/2"
Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth
wooden stock with metal butt plate. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably
well. Markings including proof marks and "5.3mm" on left side of barrel. Proof marks
and branding on receiver. Overall well used condition with use, handling and storage
marks to wood and metal. serial # 83573 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Hopkins & Allen Falling Block Non-Restricted rifle Hopkins & Allen
model Falling Block .32-40 Single shot falling block w/ bbl length 28" Blued octagonal
barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden
stock and forend. Plastic checkered butt plate. Fitted with saddle ring. Two line address
on top of barrel in front of rear sight. Patent and caliber stamped on barrel aft of rear
sight. Action and trigger not working. Pitting on metal. Not all screws are original. Buy
as project or parts gun. serial # NIL PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester 1910 Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model
1910 10 Ga lever action w/ bbl length 28" Blued barrel and receiver turning brown
gray. Single bead front sight missing. Smooth wooden stock and forend. Checkered
metal butt plate. Two line address and single line model on top of barrel. Bluing worn
in use and handling area. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Use,
handling and storage marks to wood and metal. serial # 66580 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield MK 1 Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model MK 1 303
Brit. ten shot bolt action w/ bbl length 30" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front,
adjustable rear sight. Full wood military stock, brass butt plate. Fitted with rear sling
ring, front sling ring missing. Fitted with Volley sights, magazine cut off and includes
one detachable magazine. Markings include "10/14" Crown over "VR" and assorted
proof marks on left rear portion of barrel. Upper case "EY" on top rear of barrel and
top front of receiver, right side of stock and stock in front of mag well. Crown over
"VR" "Enfield 1998 L.E. I" on right side. Action and trigger appear to function
surprisingly well. Some cracking and chunk missing on upper hand guard. Other use,
handling and storage marks. serial # 8477 PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 1894 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894 3855 lever action w/ bbl length 26" Blued round barrel, receiver and full length tube
turned brown gray. Fixed front and adjustable marbles rear sights. Smooth straight
wooden stock and forend. Curved metal butt plate. Two line address on left side of
barrel. Most bluing worn. Action and trigger function albeit dry and dirty. Minor pitting
and surface rust. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 669760 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun H&R 48 Topper Non-Restricted shotgun H&R model 48 Topper
16 ga Single shot hinge break w/ bbl length 30" Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead
front sight. Smooth wooden stock and forend. Branded plastic butt plate. Mechanically
appears to function reasonably well. Top of barrel marked "Proof Tested, choked".
Bluing worn in use and handling areas, very minor pitting. Other use and handling
marks. serial # L33135 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey 60 Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 60 22 S-L-LR bolt action
w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and
elevation adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Weaver C4 scope. Smooth hardwood stock
with metal butt plate. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Use,
handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # NIL PAL required
Handmade 440-C steel Ulu knife, handle made from Handmade 440-C steel Ulu knife,
handle made from Dymondwood. Cutting edge of 20 degrees. Original purchase price
$360.00. Handmade by David Pelechaty. Includes leather sheath and letter from maker
stating details and quality of blade.
Two custom R. R. Dilling, Ducks Unlimited knives Two custom R. R. Dilling, Ducks
Unlimited knives including one marked "Airdri 1998 and one marked Airdri 1999. Both
knives have fitted sheaths and are of high quality with sharp edges.
Two custom R. R. Dilling, Ducks Unlimited fillet Two custom R. R. Dilling, Ducks
Unlimited fillet knives. One marked "Airdri 1998" and one marked "Airdri 1999. Both
knives include fitted sheaths and are of high quality with sharp edges.
Two high quality custom made knives with antler Two high quality custom made knives
with antler handles and brass fittings. Both with custom made by Heinz Leber from
Hudson Hope B.C.
Two high quality custom made knives. Both knives Two high quality custom made
knives. Both knives have snakeskin like handles with brass fittings and leather sheaths.
Both knives custom made by Heinz Leber, Hudson Hope B.C.
Three custom folding knives. One with antler Three custom folding knives. One with
antler handle, brass fittings and leather holster custom made by Heinz Leber, Hudson
Hope B.C., plus a Muela made knife with black handle and brass fittings and a ICEL
knife with wooden handle and brass fittings.
Large high quality custom made knife. Blade is Large high quality custom made knife.
Blade is sharp on both side and has a heart shaped cut out near the base of the blade.
Unknown handle material with brass fittings. Includes old leather sheath, custom made
by Heinz Leber, Hudson Hope B.C.
Two custom knives including tanto style with black Two custom knives including tanto
style with black handle, brass fittings and leather sheath and a second knife with
double sided blade with a wooden handle and brass fittings.
Large high quality custom made knife with single Large high quality custom made knife
with single sided blade and bone handle, metal fittings, custom made by Heinz Leber,
Hudson Hope B.C.
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Two large custom knives including one with Two large custom knives including one
with stylized handle and brass fittings and one with wooden handle, brass fittings and
leather sheath, maker's mark on blade is illegible.
Three custom made knives, all with antler handles Three custom made knives, all with
antler handles and brass fittings.
Tray lot of fifteen knives including six Tray lot of fifteen knives including six Knightstone
Collections featuring dragons and images of fantasy girls, six Franklin Mint Collectors
knives etc.
KCI AR 15 100 Round Mag and a speed loader in KCI AR 15 100 Round Mag and a speed
loader in canvas carry pouch
Clear Tupperware style container indicating 529 Clear Tupperware style container
indicating 529 rounds of CCI A17 Varmit Tip ammo. and three .22 cal magazine of
unknown fitment
Green metal ammo can with approximately one Green metal ammo can with
approximately one hundred 10 gauge shot gun rounds. Two 25 count Case-Gard cases,
each with 25 rounds of 10 gauge ammo. and two baggies with a total of approx. 35
rounds of 10 gauge, all appear to be reloads plus two full 25 count boxes of Winchester
410 2 1/2"
Box lot of 10 gauge shot gun casings and loading Box lot of 10 gauge shot gun casings
and loading components including two 1 lb. containers of Hi-Skor 800-X Smokeless
powder, Mini Nitro cards, Shell cutting tool etc.
Three vintage military helmets including a Swiss Three vintage military helmets
including a Swiss M40/43, Swiss Military Civil Defense and a Hungarian M70
Approximately two dozen vintage leg hold traps Approximately two dozen vintage leg
hold traps
Approximately two dozen vintage leg hold traps Approximately two dozen vintage leg
hold traps
Full 40 count box of Winchester 22-250 Rem 45 Full 40 count box of Winchester 22-250
Rem 45 grain ammo. and bag of approximately 100 used brass.
Non-Restricted rifle Marlin 1894 Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 1894 38-40 lever
action w/ bbl length 24" Blued round barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front
and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight stock and forend. Curved metal
butt plate. Two line address on top of barrel. "Model 1894" stamped on upper tang.
Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well albeit a bit dry. Most bluing worn
especially in use and handling areas. Other use, handling and storage marks. Not mark
if smokeless or black powder only serial # 116272 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 1894 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894 30
W.C.F lever action w/ bbl length 19 1/4" Blued octagonal barrel, receiver and full
length tube turning brown gray. Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights.
Smooth straight wooden stock and forend. Curved metal butt plate. Mostly bluing
worn, some screws replaced or missing. Old pinned repair to stock between tangs. No
obvious evidence of tang breakage. Action cycles stiffly. Chunks of stock and forendd
missing. Other use, handling and storage marks. Buys as project gun. serial # 644088
PAL required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Norwich Arms SxS Non-Restricted shotgun Norwich Arms
model SxS 12Ga two shot hinge break w/ bbl length 30" Blued barrel and receiver
turning brown gray. Single bead front sight. Hardwood stock with checkered semi
pistol grip and forend. Checkered metal butt plate. Markings include "Genuine Armory
Steel Choke Board" on top of barrel, "Norwich Arms Co." on left side etc.
Action and trigger need work. Stock broken from trigger guard to back of upper tang.
Buy as project or parts gun. serial # 80637 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Neumann Bros SXS Non-Restricted shotgun Neumann Bros
model SXS 12Ga two shot hinge break w/ bbl length 30" Blued Damascus barrels and
receiver turning brown gray. Single bead front sight. Smooth wooden stock with
checkered forend. Branded plastic butt plate. Trigger guard has been welded. Butt
plate has loonie sized piece missing on bottom. Proof marks include "12" over "C" in
diamond ( 2 1/2" choke). Action and trigger in poor condition with loose fitting parts.
Missing screws. Stock does not appear to be original. Overall in poor condition, buy as
project or parts. serial # 816 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Browning Gold Hunter Non-Restricted shotgun Browning
model Gold Hunter 12 Ga 3 1/2" semi automatic w/ bbl length 28" Ribbed barrel with
single bead front sight. Polymer stock with recoil pad. Entire gun wrapped in
camouflage finish. Threaded for Invector chokes and includes one choke. Mechanically
appears to function well. Some of the wrap is worn in handling areas. Other use,
handling and storage marks. serial # 113MX10626 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Sako A II Non-Restricted rifle Sako model A II .22-250 Rem bolt
action w/ bbl length 23" Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Semi deluxe
wooden stock with branded recoil pad, fixed cheek riser and checkered semi pistol and
foregrips. Fixed with sling mounts and rings. Appears to have had very little use with
only minor use, handling and storage marks. serial # 367863 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle M+M Industries M10X Non-Restricted rifle M+M Industries model
M10X 7.62x39 five shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 19" Black finish, flat top receiver.
Fitted with Center Point red/green dot scope with multiple reticules, working at time
of cataloguing. Folding Magpul stock, textured pistol grip. Includes a 30 thirty round
pinned to five stamped steel magazine and owner's manuals for rifle and optic.
Appears to have had very little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks.
serial # W05408 PAL required
Six boxed magazines to fit lot 187 including two Six boxed magazines to fit lot 187
including two 20 rounds P mags, two 10 round stamp steel and two 30 round stamp
steel, all pinned to five rounds
No Pal Req. air pistol RWS Diana 6 (365 FPS) No Pal Req. air pistol RWS Diana model 6
(365 FPS) 4.5/.177 Single shot hinge break w/ bbl length 7" Black finish with adjustable
front and rear sights. Marked "Made in West Germany". Smooth wooden grips with
right strong hand thumb and trigger finger rest plus adjustable heel. Use, handling and
storage marks. serial # 27970 No PAL required
No Pal Req. air pistol Gamo Center (350 FPS) No Pal Req. air pistol Gamo model Center
(350 FPS) 4.5/.177 Single shot w/ bbl length 7 1/4" Black finish, fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Checkered grips with right strong hand thumb rests. Minor use,
handling and storage marks. serial # 776309 No PAL required
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No Pal Req. air pistol Gamo Falcon No Pal Req. air pistol Gamo model Falcon 4.5/.177
Single shot w/ bbl length 7 1/4" Black finish with fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Checkered wooden grips with right strong hand thumb rest. Minor use, handling and
storage markes serial # 94694 No PAL required
No Pal Req. air pistol Xisico XSP180 (400) No Pal Req. air pistol Xisico model XSP180
(400) 4.5/.177 Single shot hinge break w/ bbl length 9" Matt black finish, fixed front
and adjustable rear sights, all with fiber optic inserts. Black plastic checkered grips with
right strong hand thumb rests. Includes accessory rail on under side of barrel, original
packaging and owner's manual. Appears to have had very little use with only minor
use, handling and storage marks serial # 111303808 No PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage 3D Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 3D .22 S L LR single
shot bolt action w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation
rear sights. Smooth wooden with plastic butt plate. Bluing worn in use and handling
areas. Some surface and other use, handling and storage marks. serial # NIL PAL
required
Non-Restricted shotgun H&R 48 Topper Non-Restricted shotgun H&R model 48 Topper
16 Ga Single shot hinge break w/ bbl length 30" Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead
front sight. Smooth wooden stock and forend. Branded plastic butt plate. Most of the
bluing worn off of receiver and has surface rust. Bead sight appears worn or filed
down. Old repair to left side of stock. Top of barrel marked "Choke". Use, handling and
storage marks on wood and metal. serial # CM4230 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 94 (John Wayne Com Non-Restricted rifle Winchester
model 94 (John Wayne Comm.) 32-40 lever action w/ bbl length 18" Blued barrel and
full length tube. White metal receiver. Straight wooden stock with curved butt plate.
Checkered grip and forend. Receiver engraved with stage coach fight scene on left side
and cowboys on the range on right side. Upper tang has simulated John Wayne
signature and right side of stock fitted with pewter medallion. Includes original
Styrofoam and cardboard packaging and some original promotional material and hang
tag. Likely never fired. Serial number does not contain a C serial # JW28107 PAL
required
Full 20 count box of Winchester John Wayne 32-40 Full 20 count box of Winchester
John Wayne 32-40 ammunition with Duke head stamp
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 94 (NWT Cent. 1870 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester
model 94 (NWT Cent. 1870-1970 30-30 lever action w/ bbl length 24" Blued octagonal
barrel. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth stock with checkered brass butt
plate. Receiver and other parts have decorative gold toned finish. Right side of stock
fitted with inset NWT medallion. Includes original Styrofoam and cardboard packaging,
no documentation. Likely never fired. serial # NWT1861 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 94 (Little Big Hor Non-Restricted rifle Winchester
model 94 (Little Big Horn Cent. 44-40 lever action w/ bbl length 20" Blued barrel and
full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight stock,
decorative gold toned finish on receiver and other parts. Right side of stock had
pressed cavalry swords and inlaid "Little Big Horn" medallion. Includes original box of
20 cartridges, headed stamped W-W 44.40 Win, book "In the Valley of the Little Big
Horn" and original Styrofoam and cardboard packaging. Likely never fired. serial #
LBH03354 PAL required
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Antique handgun Colt Thunderer Antique handgun Colt model Thunderer 41 Cal six
shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 126mm Nickel plated. Fixed sights. Stag
handled grips. Mechanically needs work. Cylinder currently locked in position and not
indexing. Hammer cocks but won't release without easing the pressure. Most plating
intact with some chipping and flaking and appears it would be a great project gun. Use,
handling and storage marks. serial # 43492 No PAL required
Antique handgun Colt Antique handgun Colt .44 Colt six shot single action revolver w/
bbl length 225mm Nickel plated. Fixed sights. Smooth wooden grips. Appears to be a
combination of retro fits and modifications. Rifling missing in much of the barrel bore.
Indexing and trigger operation poor at best. Most plating gone. Buy as potential
project or conversation piece. serial # 182525 No PAL required
Antique handgun British Tower Pistol Antique handgun British model Tower Pistol .68
cal single shot percussion w/ bbl length 175mm Blued barrel turned plum. Single bead
from sight. Smooth stock. Brass button with lanyard ring and brass trigger guard.
Markings includes apparent Birmingham mark and "16" on top of barrel, "TN" on left
side of stock. Crown and "Tower" on lock. Includes ramrod. Action and trigger function
reasonably well. Hammer grazes half cock lock on the way down. Other use, handling
and storage marks. serial # NIL No PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Browning Baby Prohib 12-6 handgun Browning model Baby 6.35
mm and .25 cal six shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 51mm Blued finish, fixed sights.
Branded checkered plastic grips. Includes one detachable magazine and Browning
branded soft pouch. Markings include "S" under serial number and "K" on trigger guard
on left side of frame " Made in Belgium" on left side of slide. Proof mark on right side
of trigger guard etc. Includes owner's booklet. Mechanically appears excellent and in
virtually brand new condition. serial # 418509 certificate # 5236422 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Beretta 1934 Prohib 12-6 handgun Beretta model 1934 9 Corto
semi automatic w/ bbl length 86mm Blued finish, fixed front and rear sights. Smooth
branded plastic grips. Includes one detachable magazine with finger rest. Matching
serial numbers on frame and slide. Other markings include "1942 XXI" on left side of
slide. Upper case"RE" on left rear of frame. Upper case "GB" in an oval on right side of
trigger guard etc. Finish worn in use and handling areas and some pitting, some pitting
indicative of holster storage. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # F54896
certificate # 5238949 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun CZ (Bohmische Waffenabrik 27 Prohib 12-6 handgun CZ
(Bohmische Waffenabrik model 27 7.65mm semi automatic w/ bbl length 98mm Blued
finish, fixed front and rear sights. Branded checkered plastic grips. Includes one
detachable magazine stamped "P. Mod.27" on base. Matching serial numbers seen on
frame, slide and left side plate. German marking on barrel, slide etc. Mechanically
appears excellent and likely had light use. Only minor use, handling and storage marks.
serial # 99349 certificate # 5236408 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Llama Especial Prohib 12-6 handgun Llama model Especial .22 LR
ten shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 89mm Blued finish, ribbed rail with fixed sights.
Branded checkered wooden grips. Checkered back strap. Includes two detachable
magazines. Original box owner's manual and ID paper from Swift Current
Saskatchewan retailer. Slight pitting on metal surfaces. Minor use and handling wear.
serial # 427256 certificate # 5236406 PAL required
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Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson Hand Ejector Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith &
Wesson model Hand Ejector .32 Long six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length
108mm Blued style finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. Well worn finish
with several areas completely bare of bluing and having surface rust. Mechanically is
stiff. Buy as project gun, great for the aspiring gunsmith. serial # 276088 certificate #
5236426 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun TAC S&W Top Break Copy Prohib 12-6 handgun TAC model S&W
Top Break Copy .32 S&W five shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 83mm Nickel
plated with fixed sights. Checkered grips. Blued trigger guard. Mechanically including
hinge, lock up, extraction and indexing function well. Trigger seems a bit jerky.
Deceptively well worn bore than gun condition would initially indicate. Most nickel
plating intact. Use, handling and storage marks. serial # 772 certificate # 5236415 PAL
required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Arminius HW 5T Prohib 12-6 handgun Arminius model HW 5T .22
LR eight shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 102mm Blued ribbed barrel and
battle style finish frame. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered grips.
Matching serial number on frame and yoke. Mechanically appears to work well albeit a
bit dry. Marked "Made in West Germany" Use, handling and storage marks. serial #
765243 certificate # 5236420 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun H&R American Double Action Prohib 12-6 handgun H&R model
American Double Action .38 S&W six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 83mm
Nickel plated, fixed sights. Checkered grips. Blued trigger guard. Over 90% of finish
intact but there is some pitting and flaking. Mechanically works reasonably well,
slightly loose lock ups in all positions. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial #
2311 certificate # 5236415 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun TAC S&W Top Break Copy Prohib 12-6 handgun TAC model S&W
Top Break Copy .38 S&W five shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 97mm Nickel
plated, fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. Blued trigger guard. Most plating intact
with minor pitting. Small chip on top front of left grip. Matching serial number on
cylinder. Mechanically appears to work well with some indexing looseness. Use,
handling and storage marks. serial # 254 certificate # 5236417 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Lee Arms Company Red Jacket No Prohib 12-6 handgun Lee Arms
Company model Red Jacket No. 3 .32 RF five shot single action w/ bbl length 57mm
Nickel plated with fixed sights. Smooth faux ivory grips. Markings include "Red Jacket
No 3" on top of barrel. "The Lee Arms Co" and "Wilkes-Barre PA" on top of frame etc.
Frame and barrel crudely engraved and much of the nickel plating is flaking leaving
surface rust. Mechanically appears to work reasonably well with obvious use, handling
and storage marks. serial # 64444 certificate # 5236425 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt 1908 Vest Pocket Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model 1908 Vest
Pocket 25 Auto six shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 54mm Blued finish with fixed
sights. Branded checkered grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically
appears to function reasonably well. Slight bluing wear in use and handling areas.
Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 167642 certificate # 1400061 PAL
required
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Prohib 12-6 handgun Beretta 950 B Prohib 12-6 handgun Beretta model 950 B 22 Short
six shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 60mm Blued finish. Fixed sights. Branded
checkered plastic grips. Branded ".22 Short Minx on grips". Includes one detachable
magazine. Marked "Made in Brazil" on right side of slide. Appears to have had virtually
no use with only minor use, handling and storage marks. serial # C43136 certificate #
978948 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Ortgies & Co. Hammerless Prohib 12-6 handgun Ortgies & Co.
model Hammerless 7.65 semi automatic w/ bbl length 83mm Blued finish. Fixed front
and rear sight. Smooth wooden grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically
seems to be cycling, albeit dry. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster areas. Other
use, handling and storage marks. serial # 35598 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun FN Browning 1910 Prohib 12-6 handgun FN Browning model 1910
.32 Auto seven shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 89mm Blued finish with fixed sights.
Checkered branded grips. Matching serial number on frame and barrel. Mechanically
appears to be cycling albeit a bit sluggish. Finish worn in use and handling areas. Other
use, handling and storage marks. serial # 152188 certificate # 1400062 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun CZ VZOR 70 Prohib 12-6 handgun CZ model VZOR 70 7.65 eight
shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 95mm Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights.
Branded checkered plastic grips. Includes one detachable magazine with finger rest.
Mechanically appears excellent. Slight finish wear in use and handling areas and other
use, handling and storage marks. serial # 570944 certificate # 12171772 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt 1903 Pocket hammerless Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model
1903 Pocket hammerless .32 auto eight shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 95mm
Blued finish. Fixed front and rear. Branded checkered grips. Includes one detachable
magazine. Mechanically appears to work well. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster
areas. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 399238 certificate # 16865874
PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Webley MK IV Police & Military Prohib 12-6 handgun Webley
model MK IV Police & Military .38 S&W six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length
76mm Battle style finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Branded checkered grips. Fitted
with lanyard ring. Mechanically in all respects appears excellent. Matching serial
numbers on frame, barrel, cylinder etc. Other markings including "SPF 395 ( Singapore
Police Force) on back strap. Appears to have had gentle use with only minor use,
handling and storage marks. serial # A39634 certificate # 11838647 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson 659 Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson
model 659 9mm Luger ten shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 102mm Stainless steel
with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wrap around Pachmayr rubber grips.
Includes one detachable magazine. Appears to have had virtually no use with only
minor use, handling and storage marks. serial # A850996 certificate # 4667735 PAL
required
Prohib 12-3 rifle Norinco 84S-1 Prohib 12-3 rifle Norinco model 84S-1 223 Rem five
shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 483mm Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Folding skeletonized stock. Includes extended mag pinned to
five rounds and green sling. Mechanically appears excellent and likely had light use.
Use, handling and storage marks. serial # 600569 certificate # 981487 PAL required
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Prohib 12-5 rifle Thompson 1927 A1 Prohib 12-5 rifle Thompson model 1927 A1 45
Auto five shot full automatic w/ bbl length 406mm Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed
front and adjustable rear sights. Wooden stock, pistol grip and pistol foregrip.
Compensator style muzzle device, stick magazine pinned to five rounds. Marked
"MODEL OF 1927 A1" on left side of receiver. Bluing worn in use and handling areas.
Sadly not tested but appears to be in near excellent condition. Use, handling and
storage marks. serial # 3782 certificate # 1400057 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson 18-4 Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson
model 18-4 .22 LR six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 101mm Blued finish.
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with branded checkered wooden grips.
Action and trigger feel reasonably smooth although will definitely benefit from a good
cleaning. Includes two addition sets of grips, a smaller S&W wooden set and a Hogue
rubber pair with finger grooves. Visible cylinder ring. Holster wear and other minor
use, handling and storage marks. serial # 29K7382 certificate # 5956340 FRT # 21850-1
PAL required
Japanese WWII era officers Shin Gunto sword. The Japanese WWII era officers Shin
Gunto sword. The blade is still sharp with scratches across the metal, a chip has been
knocked out. The handle is loose fitting to the blade. It is fitted with 8 Seppas. The
scabbared is covered wrapped in old worn leather that is beginning to split. Part of the
scabbard appears to be loose inside the leather wrap. Under the handle no signature
or date is visible due to rust or pitting.
.22 LR mag, appears to be for Thompson style gun, .22 LR mag, appears to be for
Thompson style gun, however will not fit the .22 caliber Tommy gun we have in this
sale.
Mag for Thompson M1927 A1
Antique rifle Palmer 1865 Carbine Antique rifle Palmer model 1865 Carbine 56-50RF
Spencer Single Shot bolt action w/ bbl length 20" Blued finish turned brown gray. Fixed
front and two position rear sights. Straight carbine length stock with curved metal butt
plate. Markings include "WM PALMER PATENT DEC 22 1863" at rear of receiver,
"M.M" on left of chamber below rear sight. "1865" on lock plate behind hammer,
upper case "U.S"," E.G "LAWSON & CO" etc. on lock in front of hammer. Hammer and
trigger function quite well, as does bolt. Stock has excessive cracks on left side through
saddle ring mount through to trigger guard, barrel band missing, wood and metal has
been varnished. Most bluing worn. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # NIL
PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle German Custom Mauser Non-Restricted rifle German Custom
model Mauser 7X57 bolt action w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front
and rear sights. Semi deluxe hardwood stock with plastic butt plate. Fixed cheek riser.
Fitted with S&B Wetzlar 6X42/49 scope on claw mounts. Matching serial number on
receiver and barrel. Matching serial numbers on receiver and barrel. Other markings
include "5.57" on barrel, "7, 70" and assorted proof marks on receiver, number on bolt
appears to be 9189 etc. Mechanically appears near excellent except set trigger does
not appear to be setting. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial #
5814 PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Ross Rifle 1905 Non-Restricted rifle Ross Rifle model 1905 303 Brit
bolt action w/ bbl length 28" Blued barrel and receiver turned brown. Fixed front sight,
no barrel mounted rear sight. Fitted flip up adjustable rear sight on back of receiver.
Sporterized stock with metal butt plate. Fitted with front, rear and mid sling rings. Top
sections of stock missing as part of sporterizing. Rear sight fitted with four screws, two
on each side, all of which have been staked and one is missing. Overall in well used
condition. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # NIL PAL required
Antique shotgun Suhl Percussion Antique shotgun Suhl model Percussion 12 Ga .725"
Single Shot muzzle loader w/ bbl length 37" Blued barrel turned brown. Single bead
front sight missing. Mid length smooth wooden stock with brass butt plate. Includes
ramrod. Hammer and trigger function reasonably well but otherwise has several
maintenance issues including broken trigger guard, stock broken clear through grip,
was a repaired with a metal strap on each side, one of those is now broken. No barrel
bands. Matching serial number on barrel and butt plate. Other markings include "SP,
Suhl" on lock etc. In overall poor condition, buy as wall hanger. serial # 1831 No PAL
required
Antique shotgun French Chatellerault 1842 Percussi Antique shotgun French
Chatellerault model 1842 Percussion 18mm Single Shot muzzle loader w/ bbl length
34" Blued barrel turned brown. Single bead front sight. Mid length smooth stock with
metal butt plate. Marked "Chatellerault" on lock, "1842" on upper tang etc. Includes
ramrod. Action and trigger function reasonably well. No cracks to speak of in stock but
lots of nicks, bruises and gouges and other use, handling and storage marks on wood
and metal. serial # NIL No PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington Wingmaster 870 Non-Restricted shotgun
Remington model Wingmaster 870 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action w/ bbl length 30" Blued
fixed full choke barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with
branded plastic butt plate. Corn cob forend. Marked "Made in USA". Minor bluing
worn in use and handling areas. Some storage and handling marks to wood. Otherwise
appears to have had only light use. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial #
550170V PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington 812 Non-Restricted shotgun Remington model 812
20Ga 2 3/4" Single Shot hinge break w/ bbl length 28" Blued fixed full choke barrel and
receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth hardwood stock and forend. Plastic butt plate.
Marked "Made in Brazil". Virtually all bluing intact and minor wear in handling areas.
Minor storage moisture concern to finish on stop. Firearms appears to have had very
little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks. serial # C38595 PAL
required
Antique handguns FNI PAR Lepage Percussion Antique handguns FNI PAR Lepage
model Percussion .49 Single Shot muzzle w/ bbl length 35mm Pair of matching pistols
each with white metal construction and rosewood or other exotic wooden grips. Hand
engraving includes scroll and thistle and no 16. Each have very faint 528 engraved on
top right side of grip. Mechanically appear excellent including strong cocking spring,
each have folding trigger that is release upon full cock of the hammer and each have
storage in base of grip for one additional charge. Beautiful addition to any collection.
serial # 16 and 16 PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Browning T-Bolt Non-Restricted rifle Browning model T-Bolt 22LR
five shot bolt action w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrel. Fixed front and a partial rear sight.
High gloss wooden stock with branded plastic butt plate. Includes one detachable
magazine and original box. Marked "Made in Belguim". Mechanically appears
excellent. Some unfortunately storage or transporting gouges on left side of stock,
otherwise only minor use, handling and storage marks. serial # 35748X7 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Browning BL-22 Non-Restricted rifle Browning model BL-22 22 S-LLR lever action w/ bbl length 20" Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front
and adjustable rear sights. High gloss wooden stock. Plastic branded butt plate.
Checkered grip and forend. Includes original Styrofoam and cardboard box. Marked
"Made in Japan". Mechanically appears excellent and in fact appears to have had very
little use with only minor, use, handling and storage marks. serial # 72B90545 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Valmet M78 Non-Restricted rifle Valmet model M78 .308 cal five
shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 21 1/2" Black battle finish, fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden furniture. Branded plastic butt plate.
Checkered pistol grip. Includes one magazine pinned to five and fitted with factory
folding bi-pod. In virtually brand new condition. Consignor is personally know to be
fastidious and purports putting little more than a handful of rounds through it and it's
condition supports this. Very minor, use, handling and storage marks. serial # 390383
PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Universal Firearms Corp. US Non-Restricted shotgun Universal
Firearms Corp. model USSR Model IJ-27 12Ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge break w/ bbl
length 28" Blued ribbed barrels. Single bead front sight. Hardwood stock with Baikal
branded recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Unconfirmed fixed chokes.
Matching serial number on receiver, barrels and forend. Deep engraving on receiver
with rabbit on the left and a retriever on the right. Mechanically appears to work well.
Most bluing intact. Some where is use and handling areas. Other use, handling and
storage marks. serial # P05601 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 94 (Sioux Carbine) Non-Restricted rifle Winchester
model 94 (Sioux Carbine) 30-30 Win lever action w/ bbl length 20" Blued barrel and full
length tube. Gold tone receiver, lever and other accent parts. Smooth straight wooden
stock. Includes leather hanging tag, saddle ring (not attached), box and some
documentation. Appears virtually unused, possibly only test fired. Minor use, handling
and storage marks. serial # SU03126 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 94AE Ducks Unlimit Non-Restricted rifle Winchester
model 94AE Ducks Unlimited 30-30 Win lever action w/ bbl length 20" Blued barrel and
full length tube. Pewter toned receiver. Straight deluxe wooden stock with checkered
grip and forend. Receiver engraved on both sides including left side with game birds
and wildlife and right side with cottage scene with canoe and wildlife. Both sides have
Ducks Unlimited logo and the script "Ducks Unlimited Canada 1993 ribbon engraved".
Includes hang tag, warrantee card, brochure and original box. Note: see photos on
website showing pages from the Winchester Commemorative book that this Ducks
Unlimited gun was produced in a limited run of 500, starting at serial number 101.
Appears never fired. serial # 93DC526 PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Remington 760 Gamemaster Non-Restricted rifle Remington
model 760 Gamemaster 270. Win pump action w/ bbl length 22" Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with White Line
recoil pad. Corn cob forend. Leather sling. Both sides of stock have had after marked
diamond shaped inlays added to stock. Includes one detachable box magazine. Top of
receiver drilled and tapped for optic mount and factory plugs still installed. Barrel
marked "Made in USA" Bluing and finish worn in use and handling areas. Other use,
handling and storage marks. serial # 378630 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey 84 Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey model 84 12 ga single
shot hinge break w/ bbl length 30" Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead front sight.
Smooth stock with plastic butt plate. Barrel marked "Full Choke". Action and trigger
function although overall fitment is loose and well worn. Old repairs to stock and some
chips and chunks missing. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 10826 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Lyman Great Plains Rifle Non-Restricted rifle Lyman model Great
Plains Rifle .50 Percussion single shot muzzle loader w/ bbl length 32" Blued octagonal
barrel. Fixed front and rear buckhorn sight. Mid length smooth stock with curved metal
butt plate and fixed cheek riser. Fitted with set trigger. Includes ramrod. Overall does
not appear to have had much use. Minor use, handling and storage marks to wood and
metal. serial # 357290 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey 84 Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey model 84 12 Ga
Single Shot hinge break w/ bbl length 30" Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead front
sight. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Wood and metal appear
refinished. Evidence of pitting still remains. Barrel marked "Full Choke". Use, handling
and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 41671 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey 75 Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 75 .22 single shot bolt
action w/ bbl length 26 3/4" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation
adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Sling mounts
missing. Old repairs to stock. Wood and metal appear refinished. Pitting and surface
rust on metal, prior to presumed cold bluing. Overall in well worn condition. Use,
handling and storage marks. serial # NIL PAL required
Six 50 count boxes of Remington .357 magnum 158 Six 50 count boxes of Remington
.357 magnum 158 grain lead semi wadcutters, all full and all appear factory
Six 50 count boxes of Remington .357 magnum 158 Six 50 count boxes of Remington
.357 magnum 158 grain lead semi wadcutters, all full and all appear factory
Four 50 count boxes of Remington .357 magnum 158 Four 50 count boxes of
Remington .357 magnum 158 grain lead semi wadcutters, all full and all appear factory
plus a 5th box with 18 rounds
Selection of full or near full 50 count boxes of Selection of full or near full 50 count
boxes of 9mm Luger including Federal, Neroxin etc.
Selection of .22 LR and Mag ammunition including Selection of .22 LR and Mag
ammunition including full five hundred count brick of Winchester SuperX .22 LR, one
hundred and fifty round of Winchester WildCat .22 LR, approximately one hundred
rounds of CCI Blazer .22 LR, forty eight rounds of American Eagle .22 LR, thirty eight
rounds of Federal .22 Win Mag., ninety five rounds of Remington .22 Win Mag
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Four fifty count boxes of USA white box .38 Four fifty count boxes of USA white box .38
Special 150 grain lead containing approximately 170 round, a fifty count box of
Dominion .38 Special containing 39 rounds of assorted makes and a full fifty count box
of Remington .38 Long Colt 150 grain lead, appears factory
Selection of 12 gauge ammo. including twenty three Selection of 12 gauge ammo.
including twenty three rounds of Meteor 2 3/4" No. 5, forty rounds of UMC 2 3/4" No.
6, twenty five rounds of Remington 3" Mag BB, twenty three rounds of Remington 3"
Mag BBB, twenty three rounds of Imperial 2 3/4" No. 5, eighteen rounds of Federal 2
3/4" No. 1, twenty five rounds of Federal 2 3/4" T, forty rounds of Imperial 2 3/4" No. 4
plus fifteen rounds of Imperial 2 3/4" BB
Large tan coloured hard rifle case and two ATV Large tan coloured hard rifle case and
two ATV mounted rifle cases. Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Selection of loading components including three 1 Selection of loading components
including three 1 lbs. containers of IMR 4064 smokeless powder and one 1 lbs.
Hodgdon HS-6, all appear full plus a full 1800 count of CCI small pistol primers, 200
count of CCI large pistol primers, 400 count of Winchester small pistol primers, a
selection of projectiles including full 100 count Speer 9mm 115 grain TMJ, full 100
count box of 9mm 124 grain HP, near full 100 count box of Speer 6mm 100 grain boat
tail, over half full 100 count box of .44 200 grain etc.
Three re-framed vintage firearms promotional Three re-framed vintage firearms
promotional posters including Federal Ammunition and Winchester 94
Five sets of RCBS loading dies including two piece Five sets of RCBS loading dies
including two piece .243Win No. 11401, two piece 30-30 Win No. 14601, three piece
.45 Auto No. 18915, two piece .303 British No. 15401 and three piece 38/357 No.
18212
Three framed Winchester promotionals and a Weaver Three framed Winchester
promotionals and a Weaver Scope promotional
Selection of reloading equipment and accessories Selection of reloading equipment
and accessories including RCBS Rock Chucker press, lube pad, primer tray, ammo. cases
and trays, powder trickler, inertia hammer, reference guides etc.
Tipton Gun Vise and a bag of assorted cleaning Tipton Gun Vise and a bag of assorted
cleaning materials, rods etc. Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Suitcase style road case containing a large Suitcase style road case containing a large
selection of gun cleaning supplies and tools, mini screwdrivers etc.
Fived keyed trigger locks, five keyed cable locks, Fived keyed trigger locks, five keyed
cable locks, Browning ear muffs, two sling shots, two magazines, appear to be 911 .45,
folding bi-pod etc.
RCBS Vibratory Case Cleaner with original RCBS Vibratory Case Cleaner with original
packaging and a box of walnut dry media
Selection of holsters and accessories including Selection of holsters and accessories
including Smith & Wesson slide cartridge carrier with original package, Smith &
Wesson tanned leather shoulder holster 43-59 and other assorted leather and nonleather pieces
Selection of reloading equipment and accessories Selection of reloading equipment
and accessories including RCBS JR3 press, powder dumps, primer tray, RCBS loading
scales, Trim Pro manual case trimmer
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Selection of knives including DH Russell Groham Selection of knives including DH
Russell Groham Belt knife with leather scabbard and original box, J. A. Henckels
Solingen cased folding knife plus a selection of sheathed and folding knives
Selection of knives including cased Olympia Selection of knives including cased Olympia
decorative knife, cased Safari Club International promotional knife, a cased folding
pocket knife, sheathed knife with leather belt, boxed Faca de Caca sheathed hunting
knife, a field kit with blade, saw etc. in belt pouch, animal calls etc.
Bausch & Lomb Elite 22X 60mm telescope No. 61-2268 Bausch & Lomb Elite 22X 60mm
telescope No. 61-2268 with original packaging, Bushnell car window mount No. 784405
with original packaging, Bushnell Sportview Zoon 50mm 15X-45X telescope with
original packaging and a tri-pod
Two hard pistol cases and one soft case and two Two hard pistol cases and one soft
case and two keyed trigger locks, no keys for cases or trigger included. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Zulu short spear with double sided metal blade, Zulu short spear with double sided
metal blade, tightly wired to wooden handle, 38" in length
Dha edged weapon with rope handle and wooden Dha edged weapon with rope
handle and wooden scabbard, handle carefully scabbard is split, 20" blade and 29"
overall
Decorative brass handled, curved blade sword Decorative brass handled, curved blade
sword marked "Made in India" and vintage Kukri curved knife with 12" blade, 16 1/2"
overall, plus scabbard
Vintage French bayonet with brass and wooden Vintage French bayonet with brass and
wooden handle, curved hilt, 20 1/2" blade, 25" overall, includes metal scabbard
Vintage bayonet made by Wilkinson and dated 1907, Vintage bayonet made by
Wilkinson and dated 1907, 17" blade and 22" overall with metal and leather scabbard.
Vintage bayonet made by Waffenfabrik and Vintage bayonet made by Waffenfabrik
and Neuhausen, serial no. 521854, 11 3/4" blade, 16 1/2" overall with metal scabbard
Approximately 462 rounds of .22 LR, 35 rounds of Approximately 462 rounds of .22 LR,
35 rounds of .22 L and a full 50 count box of CIL Wiz-Bang .22 Short ammo.
Selection of vintage ammo. including approximately Selection of vintage ammo.
including approximately 70 rounds of .32 S&W. Full 50 count box of .32-20. 6 rounds
plus 12 empty cases of .38 S&W Special
Selection of ammo. and brass including a full 20 Selection of ammo. and brass including
a full 20 count box of 7mm Mauser. 10 full and 9 empty of 43 Mauser. CIL box with 18
empty 303 cases. A box of 43 rounds of unknown possibly .303 ammo with head stamp
DAC 51 7Z
Restricted handgun Schmidt & Rubin 21 Restricted handgun Schmidt & Rubin model 21
.22LR + .22 Mag six shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 121mm Blued finish. Fixed
sights. Smooth wooden grips. Includes .22 LR cylinder and .22 Magnum cylinder.
Marked "Made in West Germany". Mechanically appears to work reasonably well.
Bluing worn in use, handling, storage and holster areas plus other use, handling and
storage marks. serial # 497596 certificate # 986209 PAL required
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Restricted handgun Walther FP Restricted handgun Walther model FP 22LR Single Shot
falling block w/ bbl length 300mm Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and target
adjustable rear sights. Adjustable free hand style competition grip. 1886-1996 100 year
Walther token inset on left side. Battery operated electric trigger with adjustable micro
switch providing the shooter with zero negative trigger reaction. Front sight is
weighted and adjustable for and aft for shooting balance. Includes foam lined fitted
box, extra barrel, forend and original manual including electric schematic. Appears to
be in excellent condition. Electronic trigger has been tested and works. Combination
for the case is know and will be given to buyer serial # 2334 PAL required
Restricted handgun Colt Frontier Six Shooter Restricted handgun Colt model Frontier
Six Shooter 44-40 six shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 191mm Blued finish.
Fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. Matching serial numbers on frame, trigger guard
and back strap. Most bluing worn on frame, trigger guard, ejector rod housing but not
as worn on barrel. Presumably has been re-barreled. Action needs work, no
functioning half cock, full cock and trigger working fine, indexing is poor. Buy as project
piece. serial # 210219 certificate # 6716320 FRT # 106716-3 PAL required
Restricted handgun Colt 1917 US Army Restricted handgun Colt model 1917 US Army
45 ACP six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 140mm Blued finish. Fixed sights.
Smooth wooden grips. Markings include "US ARMY MODEL 1917", "NO. 7 627" on
bottom of grip, "N-6642" on frame and yoke, matching serial number on frame and
yoke "Colt D. A." on left side of barrel etc. Fitted with lanyard ring. Mechanically
including double and single action, hammer and trigger, indexing, lock up etc. appear
to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Other use, handling
and storage marks. serial # 159110 certificate # 6716322 PAL required
Restricted handgun Remington 1875 Restricted handgun Remington model 1875 44-40
six shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 190mm Blued finish turned brown gray.
Smooth wooden grips. Serial number and "2274" under left side of grip. Other
markings include "Remington & Sons. Ilion. N.Y. U.S.A" on signal line on top of barrel
etc. Most bluing worn. Mechanically including single action, hammer and trigger,
indexing and lock up appear to function reasonably well. Fitted with lanyard mount but
no ring. Use, handling and storage marks. serial # 13297 certificate # 20052151 FRT #
24789-4 PAL required
Restricted handgun Unknown Belgian Side By Side Restricted handgun Unknown
Belgian model Side By Side .410, 2" two shot hinge break w/ bbl length 255mm Blued
barrels and receiver. Single bead front sight. Checkered wooden grips. Markings
include "410 50" and other proof marks under barrel. Star over a "T" and a star over an
"A" along with other proof marks on left side of frame. Left side trigger and external
hammer function normally. Right side trigger suffering from broken or missing spring.
Most bluing worn. Use, handling and storage marks. serial # 3934 certificate #
20062538 FRT # 26633-10 PAL required
Restricted handgun Stevens Diamond No 43 2nd Issue Restricted handgun Stevens
model Diamond No 43 2nd Issue 22LR Single Shot single action/ hinge break w/ bbl
length 152mm Blued barrel. Fixed front and rear sights. Nickel plated frame. Smooth
wooden grips. Matching serial number on frame and barrel. Hammer and trigger
function although sometime doesn't quite latch properly, some work required. Most
bluing worn on barrel. Some plating chipped in flaked, leaving those areas with surface
rust. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 90523 certificate # 20062533 FRT
# 26435-1 PAL required
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Restricted handgun FN Browning Hi-Power Restricted handgun FN Browning model HiPower 9mm Luger ten shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 118mm Blued finish. Fixed
front and rear sights. Checkered wooden grips. Includes three 10 round detachable
magazines and leather flap holster that including storage for one magazine. Matching
numbers on frame, slide and barrel. Other markings include German military marks on
slide and receiver etc. Mechanically appears excellent. Finish worn in use, handling and
holster areas. Some minor pitting and other use, handling and storage marks. serial #
90321a certificate # 4534064 FRT # 25273-1 PAL required
Restricted rifle I.B.M Corp M1 Carbine Restricted rifle I.B.M Corp model M1 Carbine 30
Carbine five shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 457mm Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed
front and two position rear sight. Smooth wooden stock with checkered butt plate.
Includes one detachable magazine pinned to five rounds and marked "UI". Most bluing
worn leaving gray brown patina. Markings include "U.S. CARBINE CAL. 30M1" on front
top of receiver.' I.B.M. CORP.' at rear of receiver. ' I.B.M. CORP.', "3", "-43" on top of
barrel behind front sight, "W.R.A." , " G.H.D' on right side of stock etc. Mechanically
appears to function well. Wood appears re varnished. Use, handling and storage
marks. serial # 3677830 FRT # 124010-3 PAL required
Restricted/ prohibited rifle H&R Reising 60 Restricted/ prohibited rifle H&R Reising
model 60 .45 Auto five shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 465mm Blued barrel and
receiver turning brown. Mid length smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Age
appropriate leather sling, possible original. Includes one detachable magazine pinned
to five. Mechanically appears excellent with an overall even brown patina on all metal.
Note: Currently registered incorrectly as prohib model 50, paper work has been
submitted to the Firearms Program to correct registration to restricted. Bid as
restricted and if the appropriate change of class cannot be achieved buyer will not held
financially accountable. serial # 1024 certificate # 4534067 FRT # 26156-1 PAL required
Approximately 150 rounds of .38 Special ammo. plus Approximately 150 rounds of .38
Special ammo. plus 50 rounds of spent brass. Full 50 Dominion .38 S&W etc.
Selection of ammo. including Norma box with 45 Selection of ammo. including Norma
box with 45 count of 9mm used brass. Unmarked full 25 count box of possible 9mm
Luger. Full 20 count Remington box with .25 Remington. Browning box with 42 rounds
of .25 auto. Browning box with 27 rounds .357 Magnum, possibly reloads and 7 rounds
of .30-06
Large selection of assorted brass including Large selection of assorted brass including
.32-20, .380 auto, 9mm, nine live rounds of 44-40, ten live rounds of .455 Colt etc.
Metal ammo. case with over 500 assorted 12 gauge Metal ammo. case with over 500
assorted 12 gauge rounds, some modern, some vintage
Selection of firearms related reference guides and Selection of firearms related
reference guides and owner's manual including Colt Firearms "The Arm of Law and
Order", Flayderman's Guide to Antique Firearms" etc. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Selection of handgun holsters including leather, Selection of handgun holsters
including leather, webbed etc. plus a set of small S&W wooden grips, wing target etc.
Vintage leather rifle scabbard marked MP and a Vintage leather rifle scabbard marked
MP and a leather holster and belt
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Zombie apocalypse preparation kit including a hand Zombie apocalypse preparation kit
including a hand tooled leather single marked 36 Mexico, 44, 45, measures 41" end to
end, a Spanish made single action revolver replica plus a reproduction broad sword in
red scabbard and a Crossman 761XL .177 cal pellet gun
Two shop made ammo. displays set in burl wood Two shop made ammo. displays set in
burl wood slabs, one with shotgun rounds and one with rifle rounds
Large selection of Speer 100 count boxes of round Large selection of Speer 100 count
boxes of round lead balls, all appear to be full, in assorted sizes including three boxes
of .530" No. 5142, two boxes of .535" No. 5150, five boxes of .490" No. 5139, one box
of .495" No. 5140, three boxes of .350" No. 5110, one box of .357" No. 5113 and four
boxes of .440" No. 5129
Non-Restricted rifle Remington 513-S-A Matchmaster Non-Restricted rifle Remington
model 513-S-A Matchmaster 22LR five shot bolt action w/ bbl length 27" Blued barrel
and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Hardwood
stock wtih checkered semi pistol and fore grip. Checkered metal butt plate. Fitted with
sling rings. Includes leather sling and one detachable magazine plus a Canadian made
Shakespeare two toned tan soft case. This rifle was consigned by a friend and is the
original owner who informed purchased the firearm 60 years ago at Blacks Hardware,
Medicine Hat. Mechanically appears to function reasonable well. Very minor surface
rust and other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 124461 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby Vanguard Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby model
Vanguard .257 WBY MAG bolt action w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrel and receiver. No
fixed sights. Threaded for optic mount. Gray green synthetic stock with black soft touch
semi pistol and fore grip. Branded recoil pad. Appears to have had very little use with
only minor use, handling and storage marks. serial # VB155855 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester Wildcat Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model Wildcat
22LR ten shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 18" Matt black finish on barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Flat top rail. Black synthetic
skeletonized stock with pistol grip. Includes one detachable magazine. Made in
Istanbul. Appears to have very little use with only minour use, handling and storage
marks. serial # TF61420M11215 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Browning SXS Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model SXS
12Ga 2 3/4" & 3" two shot hinge break w/ bbl length 30" Blued barrel and receiver.
Single bead front sight. Hardwood stock with branded recoil pad. Checkered semi
pistol grip and forend. Left barrel fixed full choke and right barrel fixed Improved
modified choke. Matching serial numbers on receiver, barrels and forend. Marked
Made in Japan. Mechanically appears excellent. Use, handling and storage marks on
wood and metal. serial # 01577PZ158 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington Wingmaster 870 Non-Restricted shotgun
Remington model Wingmaster 870 12Ga Magnum 3" pump action w/ bbl length 30"
Blued ribbed fixed full choke barrel and receiver. Two bead sight. Hardwood stock with
White Line recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Mechanically appears to
operate well. Matching serial number on barrel. Use, handling and storage marks.
serial # 376143M PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Browning BL-22 Non-Restricted rifle Browning model BL-22 22 S-LLR lever action w/ bbl length 20" Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front
and adjustable rear sights and fitted with Bushnell 3X-7X Banner .22 scope. Smooth
straight high gloss stock and forend with branded plastic butt plate. Marked Made in
Japan. Appears in excellent and likely only had light use with minor use, handling and
storage marks. serial # 57B66622 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Browning Gold Hunter Non-Restricted shotgun Browning
model Gold Hunter 12Ga 3" semi automatic w/ bbl length 28" Blued ribbed barrel.
Single bead front sight. Black finish alloy receiver. Hardwood stock with branded recoil
pad. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Left side of barrel marked "Made in
Belgium- Assembled in Portugal", right side marked "Gold-12 GA- 3" Invector Plus-28".
Fitted with modified choke and includes two additional chokes and tool. Decorative
gold lettering on both sides of receiver "Gold Hunter". Appears to have had very little
use with only minor use, handling and storage marks. serial # 113NN19389 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Browning BAR Non-Restricted rifle Browning model BAR 30-06
semi automatic w/ bbl length 22 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Weaver V9-II W USA 3X-9X variable scope. Hardwood
stock with branded plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Fitted
with sling rings and includes Cooper Canada leather sling. Marked "Made in Belgium"
plus other proof marks etc. Mag folloer and spring missing. Likely has had only light use
with only light use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal. serial # 22682 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington Mohawk-600 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model
Mohawk-600 6mm Rem bolt action w/ bbl length 18 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver.
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Weaver K4-W scope. One piece
wooden stock with branded plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol and fore grip.
Fitted with sling rings and Bianchi "Cobra" leather sling. Marked "Remington Arms,
Made in USA". Mechanically appears excellent, some storage and handling marks to
finish of wood and other use, handling and storage marks. serial # A6367436 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle TNW Aero Survival Rifle Non-Restricted rifle TNW model Aero
Survival Rifle 22LR five shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 16 1/2" Matt black finish
with full flat top rail. No fixed sights. Telescoping stock. Pistol grip. Includes a five
round detachable magazine (holds .22 LR only). Left side mag well stamped 'ASR",
"22LR/22MAG". Presumed but unconfirmed that .22 Mag magazines will work,
included mag stamped "597" and visually looks like standard 597 mag. Simple takedown design plus threaded muzzle for device. Includes screw on protected cover, also
includes small section of rail that can be screwed to either side or bottom, original box
and manual. Presumed unfired and new in box. serial # L7902 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Yagan Silah PX 111 Gate Kee Non-Restricted shotgun Yagan
Silah model PX 111 Gate Keeper 12Ga 3" Four shot pump action w/ bbl length 15"
Marine finish anodized aluminum with flat top rail. No fixed sights. Fitted with cherry
toned stock and forend. Recoil pad and decorative checkering. Flash hider has door
breacher muzzle break. Also includes optional non shouldering hand grip , a set of
screw-in chokes, choke tool, original box and manual. Presumed unfired, new in box.
serial # 19PX1569 PAL required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Radelli PX110 Gatekeeper Non-Restricted shotgun Radelli
model PX110 Gatekeeper 12Ga 3" four shot pump action w/ bbl length 15" Black
anodized aluminum with flat top rail. No fixed sights. Fitted with cherry toned stock
and forend. Recoil pad and decorative checkering. Flash hider has door breacher
muzzle break. Also includes optional non shouldering hand grip , a set of screw-in
chokes, choke tool, original box and manual. Presumed unfired, new in box. serial #
19PX1213 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Hunt Group FD12 Non-Restricted shotgun Hunt Group model
FD12 12Ga 3" five shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 20" Final Defense Bullpup design
in black colour with full flat top rail and quad rail front. Soft touch pistol grip and recoil
pad. Includes three detachable box magazines, thread in barrel extension, front and
rear flip up sights, support hand handle, castle nut wrench, screw in chokes and choke
tool, branded sling, manual and foam lined hard case. Presumed unfired and new in
box. serial # 18TR13004 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Hunt Group MH12 Non-Restricted shotgun Hunt Group model
MH12 12Ga 3" fourteen shot pump action w/ bbl length 20" Two barrel, two choke
tube design. Tan polymer and aluminum finish. Full flat top rail. Flip up front and rear
adjustable sights. Fixed stock with recoil pad. Fitted with sling rings. Approximately 6"
rail under side with pistol grip attached. Includes two sets of screw in chokes and
choke tool plus foam lined hard case. Note each cycle of the pump chambers both
sides. Trigger cycles through side at a time. Presumed unfired and new in box. serial #
19TR14210 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle MAS MLE 1936 Non-Restricted rifle MAS model MLE 1936 7.5X54
French bolt action w/ bbl length 22 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Two piece full wood military stock. Metal butt plate. Original
leather strap and bayonet which fits in storage tube under barrel. Matching numbers
on receiver and bolt and non matching numbers including 3579 on mag base, 95135
on trigger guard, 199 on bayonet etc. Mechanically appears excellent with only minor
use, handling and storage marks. serial # 55681 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Russian SKS Non-Restricted rifle Russian model SKS 7.62x39 five
shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 20" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Smooth military stock with metal butt plate. Folding bayonet
and webbed sling. Matching numbers found on receiver, bolt, stock, trigger guard, gas
tube etc. Probable matching number on mag but pinning obscured last two numbers.
Other markings include "1953" on bolt cover. Mechanically appears excellent and likely
only light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks. serial # 8373 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Mauser (BYF) Mod. 98 Non-Restricted rifle Mauser (BYF) model
Mod. 98 Unconfirmed bolt action w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed
front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock with metal butt plate. Fitted
with leather sling. Matching numbers found on receiver, barrel, butt plate, bolt, barrel
ring etc. Other markings include German military stamp in several places on several
parts "byf, 41" on top of receiver etc. Mechanically appears excellent with use,
handling and storage marks to wood and metal serial # 2148 PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield No 4 MK 1 Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model No 4
MK 1 303 Brit. ten shot bolt action w/ bbl length 25" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed
front and two position rear sight. Full wood military stock with metal butt plate.
Markings include "1943", "AN" and serial number on left side of band. Matching serial
number on bolt etc. Mechanically appears excellent. Use, handling and storage marks
on wood and metal. serial # 14011 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mosin Nagant (Izhevsk) M91/30 Non-Restricted rifle Mosin Nagant
(Izhevsk) model M91/30 PU 7.62x54r bolt action w/ bbl length 29" Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Also fitted with Russian scope serial no.
N4-839198. Full wood military stock. Metal butt plate. Includes webbed sling. Matching
numbers found on receiver, bolt, scope mount, butt plate, mag base, non matching
number on bayonet 150143 and bayonet needs fitment adjustment as will stick if tried
to force on. Other markings include "1942" on top rear of barrel. Mechanically appears
excellent and markings indicate genuine PU sniper model. Use, handling and storage
marks on wood and metal. serial # 5624 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle BRNO VZ.24 Non-Restricted rifle BRNO model VZ.24 Unconfirmed
bolt action w/ bbl length 23 1/4" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable
rear sights. Full wood military stock. Includes sling rings and sling. Matching numbers
on receiver, bolt and stock, includes bayonet with scabbard, not serial number found.
Markings include "E3" plus Mauser logo followed by "38" on left side of receiver, full
sized logo on top of receiver has been mostly polished off. Mechanically appears to
function well. Use, handling and storage marks. serial # 4054X4 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Luigi Franchi Brescia 48 Non-Restricted shotgun Luigi Franchi
Brescia model 48 12 Ga., 3" semi automatic w/ bbl length 30" Blued barrel and
receiver. Front blade sight. Hardwood stock with Franchi branded recoil pad.
Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Markings include "604082, KG 1.100, 18.4, CAM
.75, XXIV, PSF" and other assorted proof marks under barrel, "MADE IN ITALY,
MAGNUM" on left side of barrel etc. Mechanically appears to work reasonably well.
Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Handling and transportation mark on wood.
Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 142575 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield No4 MK1 Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model No4
MK1 303 Brit ten shot bolt action w/ bbl length 25" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed
front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with brass butt plate. Fitted
with sling rings. Includes detachable magazine and spiked bayonet with scabbard.
Markings include "M7C 1944" on left side of band. Matching serial number on bottom
of mag. " 4MK II". on bayonet etc. Mechanically appears excellent. Appears in near
new condition. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 37025 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Thompson/Center Arms Hawken R Non-Restricted rifle
Thompson/Center Arms model Hawken Repro. .54 cal Single Shot muzzle loader w/ bbl
length 28" Blued octagonal barrel turned gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Fitted with scope base. Half length smooth wooden stock. Curved brass butt plate.
Fixed cheek riser. Some surface rust around nipple and rear of barrel. Includes ramrod.
Fitted with set trigger. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Other use,
handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # K237460 PAL required
Selection of miscellaneous firearms items Selection of miscellaneous firearms items
including two stocks and selection of muzzle loading supplies including projectiles,
ramrod, black powder, bore butter
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Non-Restricted shotgun Browning Auto 5 Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model
Auto 5 12Ga 3" semi automatic w/ bbl length 29 1/2" Blued unknown fixed choke
ribbed barrel and receiver. Hardwood stock with branded recoil pad. Checkered semi
pistol grip and forend. Receiver factory engraved with decorative scroll and marked
"Magnum" on the left side. Barrel marked "Made in Belgium", "12-75, 18.4" etc. on left
side, "VL 98007" on underside of barrel plus other proof marks etc. Mechanically
appear excellent. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Other use, handling and
storage marks. serial # 81702 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington 870 Wingmaster Non-Restricted shotgun
Remington model 870 Wingmaster 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action w/ bbl length 30" Blued
fixed full choke barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with
branded plastic butt plate. Corn cob forend. Stamped "Made in USA". Mechanically
appears to work reasonably well. Stock and forend have been refinished. Rust at back
of receiver and other pitting and surface rust on metal parts. Other use, handling and
storage marks. serial # S737844V PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey 39 Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 39 .22 single shot bolt
action w/ bbl length 22" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable
rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Action and trigger are
functional. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # NIL PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Neumann Bros SXS Non-Restricted shotgun Neumann Bros
model SXS 12Ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge break w/ bbl length 30" Blued Damascus
barrels turned brown gray. Single bead sights. Hardwood stock with metal butt plate.
Missing forend. Unknown fixed chokes. Markings include "18.2, 12/C "in a diamond,
"ELG* in oval crown cartouche on underside of both barrels. "Belgian Laminated Steel"
on top of barrels, "Neumann Bros." on left lock plate, "Machine Made" on right lock
plate etc. Hammers and triggers function reasonably well. Old cracks and repairs to
stock. Barrels to receiver fitment is a bit loose. Other use, handling and storage marks
on wood and metal. serial # 5552 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey 64B Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 64B 22LR ten shot
semi automatic w/ bbl length 20 1/4" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
elevation rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with Winchester branded plastic butt
plate. Marked "Mfg. by Winchester Canada" Includes one detachable magazine. Action
appears to function reasonably well. Storage and handling scratches in gouges in
random places on stock. Slight bluing wear in use and handling areas. Other use,
handling and storage marks. serial # CA068132 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 1894 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894 2535 WCF lever action w/ bbl length 20 1/2" Blued octagonal barrel and receiver turned
gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with curved
metal butt plate. Markings include "Especially for Smokeless powder" on barrel etc.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well, albeit a bit dry. Rear most screw on
lower tang was ground or filed down. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial #
192942 PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 9422M Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 9422M
22 Win Mag lever action w/ bbl length 20 1/4" Blued barrel, receiver and full length
tube.
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight stock with branded plastic butt
plate. Marked "MADE IN NEW HAVEN CONN USA" Mechanically appears excellent.
Handling and storage dings and gouges in wood. Other use, handling and storage
marks. serial # F154443 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Colt Lightning Non-Restricted rifle Colt model Lightning .32 pump
action w/ bbl length 26" Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube turning brown gray.
Smooth straight wooden stock with curved metal butt plate. Checkered forend. Serial
number on bottom tang and in much smaller font "20771" also on lower tang. Two line
address on barrel etc. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well with some
obvious tooling work on top of bolt, front of receiver etc. Thumb sized chunk of back
end of forend missing. Old cracks and repairs on stock. Most bluing naturally worn
leaving aged patina. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial
# 30926 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Rossi RH92 Mares Leg Non-Restricted rifle Rossi model RH92
Mares Leg 38 SPL - 357 Mag lever action w/ bbl length 12" Blued barrel, receiver and
full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight stock with
metal butt plate. Fitted with two safety including field safety block firing pin and built
in storage safety blocking hammer and includes two keys. Stamped "Made in Brazil by
Taurus". Mechanically appears excellent with only minor use, handling and storage
marks. serial # 5IP186834 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 1894 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894 .30
WCF lever action w/ bbl length 20" Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube turned
brown gray. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with
curved metal butt plate. Markings include two line address on top of barrel,
"ESPECIALLY FOR SMOKELESS POWDER" on left side of barrel etc. Mechanically
appears to function reasonably well. Most bluing worn leaving aged patina. Old cracks
and repairs in stock. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial
# 288051 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 1907 S.L Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1907
S.L .351 cal semi automatic w/ bbl length 20" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Smooth stock with branded plastic butt plate. Fitted with sling
ring. Includes one detachable magazine. Three line address on top of barrel.
"ESPECIALLY FOR SMOKELESS POWDER" on left side of barrel. Adjuster wedge for rear
sight is missing. Upper tang drilled and tapped for peep sight that is not included.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling
areas. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 4409 PAL
required
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Antique handgun Merwin & Bray Plants Patent Antique handgun Merwin & Bray model
Plants Patent .42 Center Fire six shots single action revolver w/ bbl length 137mm
Blued octagonal barrel and cylinder. Brass frame. Smooth wooden grips. Markings
include "Merwin & Bray New York-New York" on left side of barrel, patent date "1959"
, "1963" on center of cylinder. Four distinct lines notched into left grip, presumably to
indicate number of ne'er-do-wells dispatched. Mechanically including hammer and
trigger operation, indexing and lock up work reasonably well. Rifling has gentle twist
and still visible. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina, some pitting and other
use, handling and storage marks. serial # 5166 No PAL required
Antique handgun Smith & Wesson Model 2 Army Tip Up Antique handgun Smith &
Wesson model Model 2 Army Tip Up .32 RF six shot single action revolver w/ bbl length
152mm Blued octagonal barrel and frame turned brown. Fixed front and rear sights.
Smooth wooden grips. Markings include 'Smith & Wesson. Springfield Mass" on top of
barrel. Single line patent scroll on center of cylinder. Initial "DSH" carved into right side
of grips etc. Hammer and trigger operation function reasonably well. Cylinder timing
needs a bit of work. Hinge and lock up work well. Rifling still visible. Two holes on back
strap and one on the front. Overall a solid base for a good project gun. Use, handling
and storage marks. serial # 45165 No PAL required
Antique handgun Clabrough Flintlock Bayonet Pistol Antique handgun Clabrough
model Flintlock Bayonet Pistol 50 cal Single Shot flint lock w/ bbl length 89mm White
metal or plated barrel and receiver. Smooth wooden grip. Fitted with flip out miniature
bayonet. Note: "British Antique Dealers Association certified for custom purposes only,
over 100 years old" hang tag. Proof marks under barrel. Engraving on sides include
"Lincoln" in a scroll over top of a what appears to be tall ships. Mechanically works
surprisingly well. If originally blued, there is no bluing left, very minor pitting with other
use, handling and storage marks. serial # NIL No PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington 12 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 12 22 S-L-LR
pump action w/ bbl length 22" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation
adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock. Missing butt plate. Corn cob forend.
Mechanically appears to be working reasonably well. Two line address on top of barrel.
"RW" on bottom of receiver above serial number plus other markings. Bluing worn
especially in handling areas, leaving some surface rust and pitting. Old repair to front
right of stock. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial #
263374 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Browning SA22 Non-Restricted rifle Browning model SA22 22LR
semi automatic w/ bbl length 19 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Hardwood stock with metal butt plate. Checkered semi pistol
grip and forend. Electric pencil "4843274" marked on left side of receiver above trigger
guard. Mechanically appears to work well. Marked "Made in Belgium". Other use,
handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 2T21289 PAL required
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Prohib 12-6 handgun Dreyse M1907 Prohib 12-6 handgun Dreyse model M1907
7.65mm 7 Shot w/ bbl length 93mm Blued finish. Fixed sights. Branded checkered
grips. Lanyard ring. Marked "K.S. Gend" and "Rheinmettal" on left side of receiver plus
assorted proof marks. Electric pencil marks "223920" on left side of plate in front of
grip and under trigger guard. Registered serial number is on top rear of slide. Includes
two detachable magazine and leather flap holster which appears to be personalized
with German owner's name, possible wartime capture gun? Bluing worn in use,
handling and holster areas. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Assorted
use, handling and storage marks. serial # 22475 certificate # 1901363
Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson 439 Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson
model 439 9mm eight shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 102mm Blued finish. Fixed
front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Includes four S&W
branded detachable magazines. Mechanically appears excellent and likely has only had
light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks. serial # A775651 PAL
required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger Security-Six Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model Security-Six
.357 Magnum six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 102mm Blued finish. Fixed
front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Mechanically
appears near excellent. Finish worn in use, handling and holster areas. Other use,
handling and storage marks. serial # 15026824 certificate # 3295546 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun FN Browning 1910 Prohib 12-6 handgun FN Browning model 1910
32 Auto seven shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 112mm Blued finish. Fixed sights.
Checkered wooden grips. Includes two detachable magazines. Matching serial numbers
on frame, slide, barrel etc. Other markings include German military marks on left side
of frame and slide, upper case "(H)" on left side of slide. Mechanically including action
and grip safety appear to function reasonably well with use, handling and storage
marks. serial # 63307 certificate # 6716321 FRT # 36203-8 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt 1984 Bisley SAA Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model 1984 Bisley
SAA 32 WCF six shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 191mm Blued finish turning
brown gray. Fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. Matching serial numbers on frame,
trigger guard and back strap. Other markings include "Bissley Model 32 W.C.F." on left
side of barrel. Single line address on top of barrel etc. Mechanically including hammer
and trigger operation, indexing and lock up appear to function reasonably well. Other
use, handling and storage marks. serial # 275815 certificate # 6716319 FRT # 31580-14
PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Luger (DWM) P08 Prohib 12-6 handgun Luger (DWM) model P08
7.65mm Luger eight shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 95mm Blued finish. Fixed front
and rear sights. Checkered wooden grips. Matching serial numbers on frame, barrel,
side cover, sight etc. Other markings include "DWM" scroll on toggle, crown over an
"N" on barrel, receiver, toggle etc. Includes two non matching serial numbered
detachable magazine and leather flap holster with tool. Bluing worn in use and
handling areas including holster. Mechanically appears excellent with use, handling
and storage marks. serial # 9348g certificate # 4534065 FRT # 23656 PAL required
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Prohib 12-6 handgun Mauser 1914 Prohib 12-6 handgun Mauser model 1914 7.65mm
semi automatic w/ bbl length 89mm Blued finish. Fixed sights. Checkered wooden
grips. Includes one detachable magazine marked Mauser and primitive leather holster.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use, handling and
holster areas. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 562295 certificate #
4534063 FRT # 20829-1 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Mauser HSc Prohib 12-6 handgun Mauser model HSc 7.65mm
semi automatic w/ bbl length 86mm Blued finish. Fixed sights. Checkered wooden
grips. Includes one Mauser branded detachable magazine. Markings including German
military stamps on left side, rear of trigger guard, Mechanically appears excellent with
only minor use, handling and storage marks. serial # 815739 certificate # 4534066 FRT
# 20830-1 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun MAB D Prohib 12-6 handgun MAB model D 7.65mm semi
automatic w/ bbl length 102mm Blued finish. Fixed sights. Branded checkered grips.
Fitted with lanyard ring. No magazine included. Does include leather flap holster.
German mark above trigger guard on right side. Appears to have had light use with
only minor use, handling and storage marks. serial # 51510 certificate # 4725054 FRT #
20730-5 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Webley & Scott Mark IV Prohib 12-6 handgun Webley & Scott
model Mark IV 38 S&W six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 101mm Blued
finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Branded checkered grips. Matching serial numbers
found on frame, barrel and cylinder and left side on frame under grip etc. Fitted with
lanyard ring. Marked "Webley & Scott Ltd. England" on top, ".38. 767", " 3 1/2 TONS",
Crown of "BNP", "MARK IV. 3/8" on left side etc. Mechanically including hinge,
extraction, lock up, double and single action hammer and trigger and indexing all
appear to work well. Lock up a bit loose, not unusual for the type. Finish worn in use
and handling areas including holster wear plus other use, handling and storage marks.
serial # 44144 certificate # 6656145 FRT # 119349-30 PAL required
Prohib 12-5 rifle Thompson 1927 A3 Prohib 12-5 rifle Thompson model 1927 A3 22LR
ten shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 406mm Black finish with fixed front and rear
sights. Wooden stock and pistol grips. Includes one magazine. Mechanically appears
near excellent. Likely only had light use with minor use, handling and storage marks.
serial # T4654 certificate # 16947666 FRT # 20453-2 PAL required
Prohib 12-2 rifle Sten MK 2 Prohib 12-2 rifle Sten model MK 2 9mm five shot full auto
Black finish. Standard stake stock. Includes one extended magazine pinned to five
rounds and one removable E&L MFG. brass catcher. Mechanically appears excellent
with minor use, handling and storage marks. serial # 26862 PAL required
Prohib 12-3 rifle FN FAL (RFI) IA1 Prohib 12-3 rifle FN FAL (RFI) model IA1 7.62mm Nato
five shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 530mm Blued barrel and receiver. Adjustable
front and fixed rear sights. Wooden stock and pistol grip. Metal butt plate. Most bluing
worn leaving natural patina. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. See
photos to verify battle scars. Expected use, handling and storage marks. serial # 10563
certificate # 1400059 PAL required
Prohib 12-2 rifle FN FAL (SAF(L)) L1A1 Prohib 12-2 rifle FN FAL (SAF(L)) model L1A1
7.62mm Nato five shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 533mm Black finish. Adjustable
front and fixed rear sight. Includes one detachable magazine pinned to five. See photos
for battle scars etc. Overall appears in above average condition with expected use,
handling and storage marks. serial # AD7301403 certificate # 981486 PAL required
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Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson 39-2 Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson
model 39-2 9mm Luger eight shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 102mm Blued finish
with fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Includes
two detachable magazines. Original box, cleaning rod and documentation.
Mechanically and aesthetically appears near excellent with only minor use, handling
and storage marks. serial # A216800 certificate # 17450384 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Classic Arms Ethan Allen Peppe Prohib 12-6 handgun Classic Arms
model Ethan Allen Pepperbox 36 Perc. four shot muzzle loading revolver w/ bbl length
79mm Kit made reproduction with appears to be stainless barrels, hammer and trigger,
brass receiver and wooden grips. Double action trigger does not rotate barrels, barrels
must be rotated manually. Appears unfired with no discolouring on nipples and barrels.
Pinky nail style chip on grip near trigger guard. Other use, handling and storage marks.
serial # 23387P certificate # 17023554 PAL required
prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson 15-4 prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson
model 15-4 .38 S&W six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 102mm Blued
finished. Fixed front and rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Mechanically
appears excellent. Appears to have had only light use. Use, handling and storage
marks. serial # ADU9501 certificate # 18341025 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger GP100 Prohib 12-6 handgun Ruger model GP100 .357
magnum six shot double action revolver Stainless steel with fixed front and adjustable
rear sights. Soft touch rubber grips with wood inserts. Includes Bianchi No. 5BH tan
leather holster. Mechanically appears excellent or near excellent. Visible cylinder ring
and other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 17201908 certificate # 1778124
PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun FN Browning Action Prohib 12-6 handgun FN Browning model
Action 6.35 cal. semi automatic w/ bbl length 54mm Plated finish. Fixed sights.
Checkered branded grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears to
be functioning reasonably well. Assorted proof marks. Plating flaking and worn
especially on sides of slides and other rubbing areas. Other use, handling and storage
marks. serial # A70 certificate # 19435074 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Iver Johnson S&W Copy Non Func Prohib 12-6 handgun Iver
Johnson model S&W Copy Non Function NIL six shot double action revolver w/ bbl
length 83mm NON FUNCTIONING. Nickel plated with fixed sights and checkered grips.
Still registered as prohib. but presumably modified for class room use including no
firing pin, fronts of cylinders cut away and back of barrel or chamber cut away.
Indexing and trigger operation still function. Some plating flaking leaving rust behind.
Other use, handling and storage marks serial # 64703 certificate # 18227171 PAL
required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Fox Sterlingworth SXS Non-Restricted shotgun Fox
Sterlingworth model SXS 12Ga 2 3/4" two shot hinge break w/ bbl length 30" Blued
barrels and receiver. Single bead front sight. Internal hammers. Hardwood stock with
rubber recoil pad that has turned hard. Checkered semi pistol grip and forend.
Matching numbers found on barrel, receiver, trigger guard and forend. Other markings
include "Model 1911" on forend, "Sterlingworth" on both sides of receiver.
"Sterlingworth Fluid Compressed Steel" on top or right barrel. "Made by A. H. Fox Gun
Co., Phila. PA. USA" on top of left barrel etc. No indication of choke found. Right side of
stock was fitted with some button which is now missing. Mechanically including hinge,
lock up, triggers operation etc. appear to function reasonably well. Bluing and finish
worn in use and handling areas. Some chips in wood and other use, handling and
storage marks. serial # 54187 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun/ rifle Suhl Drilling Non-Restricted shotgun/ rifle Suhl model
Drilling 16Ga / 9.3x72r three shot hinge break w/ bbl length 27 1/2" Blued barrels and
receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front sight and flip up rear side for rifle use.
Hardwood stock, plastic butt plate. Fixed cheek riser. Engraving on receiver and locks
include small and large wildlife scenes and decorative scroll work. Bottom of stock has
bullet storage however, hinged door and sling mount combination is missing. Markings
include "Krupf Stahl" on rear of both barrels. Proof marks under barrels "8.6 mm", "
RM" under rifled barrel, crown over U, 16 inside a circle and a 16/1 under both shotgun
barrels, "Ernst Steigleder" and "Berlin Suhl" on top of barrels. Matching serial numbers
on receiver, barrels, forend and trigger guard. Mechanically including hinge, lock up,
hammers, triggers, rifle selector etc. appear to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in
use and handling areas. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 112136 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Steyr 1912 Mauser Non-Restricted rifle Steyr model 1912 Mauser
7x57 bolt action w/ bbl length 29 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock with metal butt plate. Rear sling ring
missing but mount intact. Matching serial numbers on receiver, stock, trigger guard
and mag base. Serial number on bolt is A9068. Other markings include "Waffenfabrik
Steyr Austria" on left side of receiver. "Modelo 1912" on top of receiver. Left side of
stock stamped with logo and 1912 etc. Mechanically appears to function reasonably
well and overall in above average condition with use, handling and storage marks on
wood and metal. serial # B1278 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mossin Nagant (Izhevsk) M91/3 Non-Restricted rifle Mossin
Nagant (Izhevsk) model M91/30 7.62x54r bolt action w/ bbl length 29" Blued barrel
and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Russian marked scope
serial no. 4422751. Full wood military stock with metal butt plate. Matching serial
numbers on receiver, bolt, butt plate, mag base and electric pencil 5538 on scope
mount. Other markings include 4422751 stamped into left side of receiver and electric
pencil on scope mount. Russian sickle and hammer on top of receiver above 1943 etc.
Mechanically appears to function reasonable well. Overall in above average condition.
Use, handling and storage marks. serial # KT5338 PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Ross 1905 Non-Restricted rifle Ross model 1905 .303 Brit bolt
action w/ bbl length 26" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Smooth sporter style stock with metal butt plate. Markings include "Ross Rifle
Co. Canada 1905" on left side of receiver. "303 Ross" and an encircled upper "P" on top
rear of barrel. Most bluing worn and cracks in stock. Other use, handling and storage
marks. serial # 6709 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Steyr 1912 Mauser Non-Restricted rifle Steyr model 1912 Mauser
7x57 bolt action w/ bbl length 29 1/2" Blued barrel. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Full wood military stock. Metal butt plate. Matching numbers on receiver,
trigger guard and mag base. Serial no. 9068 on stock, faint what appears to be 78 on
bolt. Other markings include logo and "Modelo 1912" on top of receiver and on left
side of stock etc. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well with use, handling
and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # C7896 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington 597 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 597 22 LR
ten shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 20" Black finish with Archangel 5.97 tactical
conversion including extending stock, pistol grip, forend with rail top and bottom and
flat top rail. No fixed sights. Fitted with Bushnell Banner scope and includes one
detachable magazine. Appears to have had very little use with only minor use, handling
and storage marks. serial # A2756542 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Marlin Safety Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model Safety 30-30 lever
action w/ bbl length 36" Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and
elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with metal butt plate.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Most bluing worn. Expected nicks
and gouges to wood and other use, handling and storage marks. serial # A4650 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Marlin 92 Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 92 .32 cal lever action
w/ bbl length 26" Blued barrel, receiver and tube. Fixed front and elevation adjustable
rear sights. Smooth straight stock with curved metal butt plate. Front sight is non
original. Barrel is notably bluer than other metal components, presumed re-blued or
re-barreled. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Bluing on receiver,
lever and mag tube showing nice brown patina. Wood appears to have been re
varnished at some point and has holes from once fitted sling. Other use, handling and
storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 383235 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 1894 Saddle Ring Non-Restricted rifle Winchester
model 1894 Saddle Ring 30 W.C.F lever action w/ bbl length 20" Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and two position flip up rear sight. Straight smooth stock with
curved butt plate. Half length button mag. Front sight insert has been reworked or
replaced. Most bluing worn. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well.
Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 864401 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 1892 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1892 44
W.C.F lever action w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock. Curved metal butt
plate. Very minor surface rust on barrel. Most bluing worn on receiver and lever.
Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage
marks. serial # 578454 PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Savage 1899 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 1899 30-30 lever
action w/ bbl length 26" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable
rear sights. Hardwood stock with curved metal butt plate. Bluing worn in use and
handling areas. Action and trigger appear to function well. Use, handling and storage
marks. serial # 78496 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Marlin No. 25 Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model No. 25 22 Short &
C.B. Caps pump action w/ bbl length 23" Blued barrel, receiver and mag tube turning
brown gray. Fixed front and two position flip up rear sight. Smooth straight wooden
with curved metal butt plate. Corn cob forend. Minor pitting on metal under what
appears to be cold blue. Wood appears to be refinished. Action and trigger appear to
function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks. serial # NIL PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Marlin 98 Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 98 22LR semi
automatic w/ bbl length 21 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and no fixed
rear sight. Fitted with Marlin Micro-vue 4X scope. One piece hardwood stock with
metal butt plate and fixed cheek riser. Action and trigger appear to function well. In
overall above average condition with only minor use, handling and storage marks.
serial # NIL PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Marlin 100 Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 100 22 S-L-LR single
shot bolt action w/ bbl length 22" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation
rear sights. Smooth one piece stock. Branded plastic butt plate. Top of barrel marked
with crown "Marlin Crown Prince". Action and trigger appear to function well and
overall appears to have had only light use. Use, handling and storage marks. serial #
700109 PAL required
Antique handgun Unknown English Pepperbox Antique handgun Unknown English
model Pepperbox 41 Perc. six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 85mm Blued
barrels, hammer and trigger guard. Frame appears nickel plated with checkered
wooden grips. Markings include proof mark on flute between each cylinder. Scroll work
on both sides of receiver, back strap and grip base. Mechanically needs a little work.
Indexing works 90% of the time and trigger does not return after being pulled.
Hammer and trigger do operate when manually reset. Appears to be a screw missing
in frame behind trigger guard. Definitely a fun little piece and worth your attention.
serial # NIL PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage 110 LH Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 110 LH 338
Lapua bolt action w/ bbl length 27" Black Parkerized style finish on fluted barrel, flash
hider and left hand receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Carl Zeiss 5-25X50AOMC
scope. Fitted with PRS2 fully adjustable target stock with texturized pistol grip. Includes
one detachable magazine and Caldwell folding bi-pod. Mechanically appears excellent
and has likely only had light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks. serial
# J124648 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mosin Nagant (Izhevsk) M91/30 Non-Restricted rifle Mosin Nagant
(Izhevsk) model M91/30 7.62x54r bolt action w/ bbl length 29" Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock. Metal butt
plate. Includes webbed sling and bayonet. Markings include matching numbers on
receiver, butt plate and renumbered mag base, non matching bolt and bayonet. Other
markings include "1933 r" etc. on top of barrel. Mechanically appears to function
reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 13250
PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 67 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 67 22 S, L, LR
single shot bolt action w/ bbl length 27" Blued barrel turning brown gray. Fixed front
and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with branded plastic butt
plate. Fitted with front sling, rear sling ring missing. Action and trigger function. Stock
appears refinished has old nicks and bruises, surface rust on metal parts. Other use,
handling and storage marks. serial # NIL PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg Blaze Non-Restricted rifle Mossberg model Blaze 22LR
semi automatic w/ bbl length 16 1/2" Blued barrel. Fixed front sight. No rear sight.
Fitted with accessory rail and Dead Ringer green multi reticule electronic optic,
working at time of cataloguing. Black polymer stock, fitted with sling mounts. Includes
30 round magazine. Appears to have had very little use with only minor use, handling
and storage marks. serial # RA0031827 PAL required
Six assorted soft rifle cases. Note: Not Six assorted soft rifle cases. Note: Not Available
For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Outers brand hard gun case with key lock and keys, Outers brand hard gun case with
key lock and keys, outside dimensions 52" X 13 .5" X 4". Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Two branding irons a J and a B and Federal Two branding irons a J and a B and Federal
Ammunition Canvas Back Drake 1993 decorative decoy
Newhouse No. 5 bear trap Newhouse No. 5 bear trap
As new Concord Co-ordinates leather sleeved jacket As new Concord Co-ordinates
leather sleeved jacket with Beretta logo on back and left breast, size XXL
Amigo Tesoro Deep Search Discriminator metal Amigo Tesoro Deep Search
Discriminator metal detector, working at time of cataloguing and a taxidermy speckled
brook trout. Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Selection of hunting and fishing accessories Selection of hunting and fishing accessories
including Spot Satellite Personal tracker, not tested, Pelter ear muffs, Muelay diving
knife, Eagle Accunav Sport GPS, not tested, folding saw, plastic poncho, Ruger 1022 ten
shot magazine, Sightron SI39X40 WA scope etc.
Selection of leather and webbed holsters Selection of leather and webbed holsters
including Uncle Mikes Sidekick shoulder holster size 3, Surplus .30 clips belt, Galco
G719-WC AV213 tooled leather belt holster, Dan Zimmer tooled left hand holster and a
Smith & Wesson B306 36W tooled black leather holster
Nine 1lb. containers of powder including five Nine 1lb. containers of powder including
five Accurate No. 5744, two Schuetzen Black Powder, one Swiss Black Powder and one
Goex Black Powder, all appear full or near full
Selection of powder including Reliant 2400 1 lbs., Selection of powder including Reliant
2400 1 lbs., three 9 oz. IMR Trail Boss and one 1 lbs. IMR 301, all appear full plus two
near full 1 lbs. container including IMR SR4759, IMR 4320 plus 1 lbs. container of
Reliant Red Dot approximately 1/4 of contents remaining
Five floating die sets including 8X58R Danish Five floating die sets including 8X58R
Danish Krag and four RCBS sets including 2 three piece 30-06 No. 14801, two piece
.308 Win No. 15501 and a two piece .308 Win No. 15501
12 gauge ammunition and accessories including full 12 gauge ammunition and
accessories including full twenty count box of Remington 3" BB, a plastic reloading case
with fifteen loading and ten empty CBC brass cases and an RCBS dies No. 9960
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Large selection of lead projectiles, mostly lubed Large selection of lead projectiles,
mostly lubed with labels indicating .45-70 375 grain, not confirmed
Zip lock bag with approximately twenty use .40-90 Zip lock bag with approximately
twenty use .40-90 brass, green plastic ammo. case with ten .40-90 reloads and a
twenty count box of Hornady containing fifty live round, appear to be reloads .405 Win
plus five empty cases
Selection of 6.5X55 Swedish ammunition and loading Selection of 6.5X55 Swedish
ammunition and loading accessories including forty six rounds of reloads in green
plastic case, approximately one hundred and thirty new PPU cases and RCBS two die
set No. 13201 with Lyman case checker
Selection of assorted sized wads and 11kg bag of 7 Selection of assorted sized wads
and 11kg bag of 7 1/2 extra hard lead shot
Three assorted unidentified barrels Three assorted unidentified barrels
Selection of reloading accessories including Lyman Selection of reloading accessories
including Lyman Pro 1200 tumbler, RCBX Model 5-10 reloading scale, ice cream pail
with media, a shooting Chrony etc., not tested
Selection of ammunition and accessories including Selection of ammunition and
accessories including fifty count bag of Federal 30-30 Win unprimed brass
approximately 3/4 full, approx. twenty three count of used .405 Win brass, approx.
ninety count of primed .303 Savage cases, baggy of approx. ten 30-06 rounds, approx.
twenty count 8X58R empty cases plus selection of Ramset style blanks
Selection of firearms related books including Selection of firearms related books
including Gunsmith Kinks, The 45-70 Springfield, Reloading manuals etc.
Jiffy brand gas powered ice drill with Jiffy brand gas powered ice drill with accessories.
Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Large selection of lead including plates and Large selection of lead including plates and
sheets plus two partial rolls of 10 gauge wire
Sentry Safe gun safe with electric combination Sentry Safe gun safe with electric
combination lock, 14 long gun rests, small shelf and internal locking compartment.
Includes key for internal compartment and manual with combination, 59" high, X 21"
wide and 16" deep
Huntshield foam lined hard rifle case with keys, Huntshield foam lined hard rifle case
with keys, outside dimensions 45" X 14" 5 1/2"
Soft rifle case, a heavy leather rifle scabbard Soft rifle case, a heavy leather rifle
scabbard and a selection of cable and pad locks. Note: Not Available For Shipping.
Local Pickup Only
Selection of 257 Weatherby ammunition including Selection of 257 Weatherby
ammunition including three full 20 count boxes of Hornady 90 grain GMX and two full
20 count boxes of Nosler 110 grain AB and third Nosler box with 14 round plus four of
a different brand
Scope with dust covers marked Leupold FX-3 6X 42mm Scope with dust covers marked
Leupold FX-3 6X 42mm scope serial no. 451484AC
Scope marked Leupold VX-1 3-9X40, serial no. Scope marked Leupold VX-1 3-9X40,
serial no. 295955AB with rings, marked by consignor Weatherby
Bushnell Elite 3-7X32 scope with dust covers and Bushnell Elite 3-7X32 scope with dust
covers and rings
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Restricted handgun Ruger Single Six (3 Screw) Restricted handgun Ruger model Single
Six (3 Screw) 22LR six shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 240mm Blued finish.
Fixed sights. Genuine stag grips with Ruger logo. Includes Hunter brand leather holster.
Mechanically appears near excellent. Bluing worn in use and handling areas including
holster wear. Other use, handling and storage marks serial # 175166 certificate #
22421-5 PAL required
Restricted handgun Walther P38 (ac/43) Restricted handgun Walther model P38
(ac/43) 9mm seven Shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 120mm Blued finish. Fixed
sights. Plastic grips. Fitted with lanyard ring. Includes one detachable magazine
stamped P38 but no serial number and leather flap holster with extra mag storage.
Fitted with lanyard ring. Matching serial number on frame, slide and barrel. Other
markings include Nazi marks on left above trigger guard and on right side of slide. See
photo showing unusually large gap between top of grip and slide. Mechanically
appears to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks. serial # 1054h
certificate # 13876325 PAL required
Restricted handgun Luger (DWM) 1906 Navy (I.T.D) P Restricted handgun Luger (DWM)
model 1906 Navy (I.T.D) P08 9mm Luger eight shot semi automatic w/ bbl length
152mm Blued finish. Fixed front and two position adjustable rear Navy sights.
Checkered wooden grips. Matching serial numbers found on frame, barrel, sight etc.
Toggle marked "100 and 00" Included magazine marked "253" and has German military
markings. Left side of receiver, marked with a crown over an M (Navy markings), back
strap stamped "I.T.D. 569" right below grip safety. Fitted for shoulder stock insertion.
Bluing worn in use and handling areas plus other use, handling and storage marks.
serial # 9200 certificate # 5890099 FRT # 25875-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Enfield Tanker Restricted handgun Enfield model Tanker .38 S&W
six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 127mm Black battle finish with fixed front
and rear sights. Plastic grips. Threaded for lanyard ring, not included. Matching serial
numbers found on frame, barrel and cylinder. Other markings include "Cal. 38" and
"43" plus assorted proof marks on top of barrel. Crown over "BNP", ".38", " 7S7", "3
1/2 Tons" etc. on left side of barrel plus other assorted proof marks. Operation
including hinge, extraction, lock up, double action trigger , indexing etc. all appear to
function well. Use, handling and storage marks. serial # X7703 certificate # 6656132
FRT # 18794-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson Victory Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson
model Victory 38 S&W six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 127mm Blued
finish, fixed sights. Smooth wooden grips. Fitted with lanyard. Most bluing gone and
appears to be at least partly mechanically removed. Top of frame stamped "U.S.
Property G.H.D." Mechanically appears to function reasonably well albeit a bit loose.
Some light pitting and other use, handling and storage marks. serial # V422440
certificate # 18329842 PAL required
Restricted handgun Tokarev TT-33 Restricted handgun Tokarev model TT-33 7.62 X 25
semi automatic w/ bbl length 115mm Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Branded
plastic grips. Fitted with lanyard ring. Includes two detachable magazines, one with
matching serial number plus a flap holster. Other markings include '* 1941" on top of
slide and left side of frame. Mechanically appears to function well. Slight pitting over
much of the metal parts with possible re-blue over top. Other use, handling and
storage marks. serial # A675 certificate # 18326941 PAL required
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Restricted handgun Enfield No 2 MK 1** Restricted handgun Enfield model No 2 MK
1** 38 S&W six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 127mm Black battle finish.
Fixed front and rear sights. Wooden grips. Fitted with lanyard ring. Matching serial
numbers on frame, barrel, cylinder etc. Other markings including "E 250" on cylinder,
"Cal .38" and unidentifiable marks on top of cylinder, "Albion" contract logo and
"1943" on right side of frame etc. Mechanically including double action only trigger
operation, indexing and lock up work reasonably well. Finish worn in use and handling
areas and other use, handling and storage marks. serial # D2912 certificate # 18399944
PAL required
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson 48-4 Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model
48-4 22 MRF six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 213mm Blued finish, fixed
front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Mechanically
appears near excellent. Minor finish wear in use and handling areas plus a couple
bluing blemishes on left of barrel. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial #
19K5819 certificate # 18630418 PAL required
Restricted handgun Remington New Model Restricted handgun Remington model New
Model 44-40 six shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 203mm Blued octagonal
barrel and frame. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden grips. Matching serial
number under barrel. Other markings include three line patent address and model on
top of barrel, "102" stamped under barrel, on trigger guard and under grip. Originally a
percussion firearm, was converted to cartridge years ago, but does not include
extractor provision. Mechanically including hammer and trigger operation, indexing
and lock up work quite well. Bore is clean with strong rifling. Finish worn in use and
handling areas and other use and handling marks. serial # 81548 (under grips)
certificate # K-528504 FRT # 21406 PAL required
Restricted handgun Webley "WG" Army Model Restricted handgun Webley model
"WG" Army Model 455 Rev six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 152mm Blued
finish turned brown gray. Fixed front and rear sights. Checkered plastic grips. Most
bluing worn leaving some pitting and surface rust. Matching serial numbers found on
frame, barrel, cylinder, both sides on the inside of grips, under grips on back strap etc.
Other markings include "Army & Navy", "C.S. L." on top of barrel. "WG Army Model" on
left top strap, "455/476", "Webley Patents" on left side etc. Includes brown leather
flate holster. NOTE: CURRENTLY REGISTERED AS RESTRICTED, FRT INDICATES IT TO BE
ANTIQUE, WILL BE SOLD AS REGISTERED, IS POSSIBLE TO DEREGISTER AFTER SALE AT
THE BUYERS RISK, EFFORTS AND RESPONSIBILITY, NO GUARANTEES AS TO
DEREGISTERING WILL BE SUCCESSFUL. Mechanically including hinge, extraction, lock
up, single and double action trigger and hammer operation function reasonably well.
Lock up a little loose, not unexpected for this firearm. Overall a nice representation.
Use, handling and storage marks. serial # 12607 certificate # 6656136 PAL required
Three military style metal ammunition boxes Three military style metal ammunition
boxes
Two camouflage print back packs and a satchel, all Two camouflage print back packs
and a satchel, all appear gently used
Bleach skull with horns. Note: Not Available For Bleach skull with horns. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Bleach skull with horns. Note: Not Available For Bleach skull with horns. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
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Bleach skull with horns. Note: Not Available For Bleach skull with horns. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Bleach skull with horns. Note: Not Available For Bleach skull with horns. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Bleach skull with horns. Note: Not Available For Bleach skull with horns. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Bleach skull with horns. Note: Not Available For Bleach skull with horns. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Two bleached skulls. Note: Not Available For Two bleached skulls. Note: Not Available
For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Canadian military extreme cold weather parka, size Canadian military extreme cold
weather parka, size 4 Regular/small and a pair of pants size 5 Regular/ Medium
Non-Restricted shotgun Hunt Group FD12 Non-Restricted shotgun Hunt Group model
FD12 12Ga 3" five shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 20" Final Defense Bullpup design
in gray, black camouflage with full flat top rail and quad rail front. Soft touch pistol grip
and recoil pad. Includes three detachable box magazines, thread in barrel extension,
front and rear flip up sights, support hand handle, castle nut wrench, screw in chokes
and choke tool, branded sling, manual and foam lined hard case. Presumed unfired and
new in box. serial # 18TR13455 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Hunt Group FD12 Non-Restricted shotgun Hunt Group model
FD12 12Ga 3" five shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 20" Final Defense Bullpup design
in gun metal gray colour with full flat top rail and quad rail front. Soft touch pistol grip
and recoil pad. Includes three detachable box magazines, thread in barrel extension,
front and rear flip up sights, support hand handle, castle nut wrench, screw in chokes
and choke tool, branded sling, manual and foam lined hard case. Presumed unfired and
new in box. serial # 18TR13112 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Hunt Group MH12 Non-Restricted shotgun Hunt Group model
MH12 12Ga 3" fourteen shot pump action w/ bbl length 20" Two barrel, two choke
tube design. Apocalyptic red polymer and aluminum finish. Full flat top rail. Flip up
front and rear adjustable sights. Fixed stock with recoil pad. Fitted with sling rings.
Approximately 6" rail under side with pistol grip attached. Includes two sets of screw in
chokes and choke tool plus foam lined hard case. Note each cycle of the pump
chambers both sides. Trigger cycles through side at a time. Presumed unfired and new
in box. serial # 19TR14186 PAL required
Antique handgun Remington New Model Army Antique handgun Remington model
New Model Army 38 Percussion six shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 187mm
Nickel plated. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden grips. Matching serial
number on frame and under barrel. Two line address plus model on top of barrel.
Other markings include "M" on left side of trigger guard etc. Bore diameter at muzzle
in grooves is .382", diameter of chambers at front is .375". Mechanically including
hammer and trigger operation, indexing and lock up work reasonably well. Bore has
some corrosion. Rifling is crisp. Over 90% of the plating is intact. Some flaking and
corrosion at usual fouling areas. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 27342
(under grip) No PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Sako Finnbear L61R Non-Restricted rifle Sako model Finnbear L61R
30-06 bolt action w/ bbl length 25" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell Banner 40-12X40 scope. Hardwood stock
with branded recoil pad. Checkered pistol and fore grip. Fitted with sling rings and
includes leather sling and manual for the scope. Mechanically appears excellent. Bluing
worn in use and handling areas. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 54458
PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ruger PC Carbine Takedown Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model PC
Carbine Takedown 9mm Luger ten shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 19 1/2" Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Bushnell Trophy
red/ green dot optic with multiple reticules, working at time of cataloguing. Black
synthetic stock with recoil pad. Includes one Ruger ten shot detachable magazine. Also
includes clear plastic container with tools, stock inserts, owner's manuals for firearm
and optic etc. This firearm includes installed mag well to accept Ruger fitted magazines
and second mag well to allow the use of Glock magazines. Charging handle is
reversible Mechanically and aesthetically appears excellent with only minor use,
handling and storage marks. serial # 91111886 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Ruger American Non-Restricted rifle Ruger model American 22LR
ten shot bolt action w/ bbl length 22" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front sight with
fiber optic insert. Adjustable rear sight. Fitted with Tasco 4X32 scope. Black Polymer
stock. Includes a ten round detachable magazine and two stock inserts plus original
manual. Mechanically appears excellent. Minor use, handling and storage marks. serial
# 83283732 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester 12 Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model 12
12Ga 2 3/4" pump action w/ bbl length 30" Blued fixed full choke barrel and receiver.
Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with branded plastic grips. Mechanically
appears to work reasonably well. About 50% of bluing is worn, especially in use and
handling areas. Some mild surface rust and pitting. Thumb sized chunk of corn cob
forend broken off at right rear. Thumb sized chunk of bottom rear of stock is missing.
Other use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal. serial # 1686761 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage 990 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 990 243 Win. lever
action w/ bbl length 22" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Fitted with Tasco scope. Hardwood stock with metal butt plate. Checkered semi
pistol grip and forend. Includes two detachable magazines. Mechanically appears to
function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Other use, handling
and storage marks. serial # 1114687 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield SHT L.E III* Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model SHT
L.E III* .303 Brit ten shot bolt action w/ bbl length 25" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed
front and adjustable rear sight. Fitted with scope base. Sporterized style stock with
brass butt plate. Includes one detachable magazine and webbed sling. Matching serial
number on receiver, barrel and bolt. Dated 1918 and other assorted proof marks.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Other use, handling and storage
marks. serial # 3115 PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle FAT Carcano M41 Non-Restricted rifle FAT Carcano model M41
6.5mm bolt action w/ bbl length 27 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock. Metal butt plate. Top of barrel marked
with a crown "FAT" and "41" in a rectangular box. Rear of bolt lever marked "07". Stock
stamped "E4767" and other proof marks. Pitting to most exposed metal parts. Well
worn condition with more than it's share of use, handling and storage marks. serial #
E4767 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey 75 Mohawk Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 75 Mohawk
22LR single shot bolt action w/ bbl length 27" Blued barrel and receiver turned gray.
Fixed front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth stock with metal butt plate.
Includes leather sling. Front sight has been braise repaired. Wood appears refinished.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Most bluing worn leaving natural
gray patina. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # NIL
PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey 55 Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 55 22LR single shot
bolt action w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights.
Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Mechanically functions but needs a tuneup. Virtually all bluing worn leaving rust and pitting behind. Old cracks and repairs to
stock and electrical tape wrapped at strong grip area. More than it's share of use,
handling and storage marks. serial # NIL PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Krag-Jorgensen 1915 Non-Restricted rifle Krag-Jorgensen model
1915 6.5mm bolt action w/ bbl length 22" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Sporterized wooden stock with metal butt plate. Matching
numbers on barrel, receiver and bolt. Non matching "105266" on butt plate, "1915" on
top of receiver plus assorted other proof marks. Mechanically appears to function
reasonably well. Most bluing worn leaving gray patina and minor pitting and rust. Stock
has old repairs and gouges. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 106783
PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey 84 Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey model 84 12Ga single
shot hinge break w/ bbl length 30" Blued full choke barrel and receiver. Single bead
front sight is missing. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Matching serial
number on receiver and barrel. Most bluing worn leaving surface rust and pitting.
Crack running almost full length on bottom of forend. Some moisture damage to wood
and other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 16379 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun H&R 349 Gamester Non-Restricted shotgun H&R model 349
Gamester 12 ga bolt action w/ bbl length 26" Blued screw adjustable choke barrel and
receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with branded recoil pad.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling
areas. Rear trigger guard screw is loose. Trigger guard cracked at front. Some deeper
gouges and marks from storage and handling. Sticky tape with adhesive residue left
behind. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # NIL PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Marlin 36 Non-Restricted rifle Marlin model 36 30-30 lever action
w/ bbl length 20 1/4" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights.
Smooth wooden stock. Plastic butt plate. Front sight has crude tooling marks,
presumed non original. Rear sight is presumed non original. Receiver is drilled and
tapped and witness marks left of once attached optic. Mechanically functions. Almost
all bluing worn leaving pitting and rust behind. Stock has old cracks and non original
screw through upper and lower tangs. Large sliver of stock missing through right side
of upper tang. Other use, handling and storage marks. By as parts or project gun. serial
# 11621 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey 75 Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 75 22LR single shot
bolt action w/ bbl length 27" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights.
Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Fitted with sling rings. Most bluing worn
leaving rust and pitting on all metal surfaces. Action functions albeit sluggish. Old
cracks and repairs to stock. Buy as project gun. Other use, handling and storage
marks. serial # NIL PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun H. Spencer & Co The Interch Non-Restricted shotgun H.
Spencer & Co model The Interchangeable 12Ga , 2 3/4" two shot hinge break w/ bbl
length 30" Blued Damascus barrels turned brown. Single bead sight. Non original oak
stock with metal butt plate. Marking include matching serial numbers on receiver and
barrels, "FINE DAMASCUS FINISH" and "CHOKE BORED" on top of barrel, 12 over a C in
a diamond under barrels. Mechanically functions, overall in very poor condition in
metal and wood work. Buy as wall hanger or conversation piece. serial # 1965
Non-Restricted air rifle Diana 34 (1000FPS) Non-Restricted air rifle Diana model 34
(1000FPS) 4.5/.177 cal single shot hinge break w/ bbl length 19 1/2" Blued finish. Fixed
front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with NcStar 4X32 scope. Smooth wooden stock.
Appears to have light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks. serial #
01014244 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester 1901 Non-Restricted shotgun Winchester model
1901 10Ga lever action w/ bbl length 32" Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead front
sight. Smooth hardwood stock with non original Red Head recoil pad. Barrel marked
"Full" (choke). Mechanically appears to function well. Wood and metal have been
refinished. Some pitting and gouging on metal remains under new bluing. Action and
trigger appear to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks on wood
and metal. serial # 72494 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey 64A Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 64A 22LR ten shot
semi automatic w/ bbl length 20" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation
adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Tasco 4X32 scope. Wooden stock with checkered
semi pistol and fore grip. Both sides of grip include depiction of a rabbit. Fitted with
plastic butt plate and front and rear sling rings. Includes on detachable magazine.
Appears to be in excellent condition with only minor use, handling and storage marks.
serial # NIL PAL required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Unknown SXS Non-Restricted shotgun Unknown model SXS
12Ga two shot hinge break w/ bbl length 30" Blued Damascus barrels and receiver
turned brown gray. Single bead front sight. Straight hardwood stock with checkered
butt plate, strong hand grip and forend. External hammers. Markings include "13" an
assorted faint proof marks under both barrels, assorted decorative scroll and line work
on receiver, locks, thumb release etc. Overall mechanically appears to function
reasonably well although still likely better suited as collector showpiece than shooter.
Use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 4178 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 1894 Non-Restricted rifle Winchester model 1894 30
W.C.F lever action w/ bbl length 26" Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed
front, adjustable rear barrel mount and adjustable MARBLE tang sight. Smooth straight
wooden stock with curved metal butt plate. Mechanically appears to function well.
Bluing worn in use and handling areas, especially on receiver. Use, handling and
storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 677209 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey 84 Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey model 84 12Ga Single
Shot hinge break w/ bbl length 30" Blued barrel marked "FULL CHOKE" with single
bead front sight. Case hardened receiver. Hardwood stock and forend fitted with recoil
pad. Will need some repairs, stock has shifted and cracked in a few places. Pencil size
sliver missing from forend. Other use, handling and storage marks, would make a good
project gun. serial # 62305 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Rossi Pump Action Non-Restricted rifle Rossi model Pump Action
22 S-L-LR pump action w/ bbl length 23" Blued barrel, receiver and mag tube. Fixed
front and elevation adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with plastic
butt plate. Corn cob forend. Rear sight has been tack welded or silver soldered at
barrel. Pitting on barrel where rear sight wedge has been rubbing. Action and trigger
appear to function reasonably well. Use, handling and storage marks on wood and
metal. serial # G94079 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Stevens Marksman Non-Restricted rifle Stevens model Marksman
32 Long single shot hinge break w/ bbl length 22" Blued barrel and receiver turning
brown gray. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with checkered
plastic butt plate. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well, albeit a bit
loosely. Wood has been refinished and non original screws holding butt plate. Use,
handling and storage marks. serial # 338 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Remington 710 Non-Restricted rifle Remington model 710 30-06
bolt action w/ bbl length 22" Matt finish blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights.
Threaded for optic mount. Blue gray textured synthetic stock with branded recoil pad
and fixed cheek riser. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears to
function reasonably well. Some wear in use and handling areas with other use,
handling and storage marks. serial # 71209033 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Yagan Silah PX111 GateKeepe Non-Restricted shotgun Yagan
Silah model PX111 GateKeeper 12Ga 3" four shot pump action w/ bbl length 15"
Marine finish anodized aluminum with flat top rail. No fixed sights. Fitted with cherry
toned stock and forend. Recoil pad and decorative checkering. Flash hider has door
breacher muzzle break. Also includes optional non shouldering hand grip , a set of
screw-in chokes, choke tool, original box and manual. Presumed unfired, new in box.
serial # 19PX1570 PAL required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Radelli PX110 Gatekeeper Non-Restricted shotgun Radelli
model PX110 Gatekeeper 12Ga 3" Four shot pump action w/ bbl length 15" Black
anodized aluminum with flat top rail. No fixed sights. Fitted with cherry toned stock
and forend. Recoil pad and decorative checkering. Flash hider has door breacher
muzzle break. Also includes optional non shouldering hand grip , a set of screw-in
chokes, choke tool, original box and manual. Presumed unfired, new in box. serial #
19PX1214 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Hunt Group FD12 Non-Restricted shotgun Hunt Group model
FD12 12Ga 3" five shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 20" Final Defense Bullpup design
in bronze colour with full flat top rail and quad rail front. Soft touch pistol grip and
recoil pad. Includes three detachable box magazines, thread in barrel extension, front
and rear flip up sights, support hand handle, castle nut wrench, screw in chokes and
choke tool, branded sling, manual and foam lined hard case. Presumed unfired and
new in box. serial # 18TR13261 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Hunt Group MH 12 Non-Restricted shotgun Hunt Group model
MH 12 12ga 3" Fourteen pump action w/ bbl length 20" serial # 19TR14230 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Parkerhale Redfield Non-Restricted rifle Parkerhale model Redfield
30-06 bolt action w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Redfield Frontier 2X-7X scope. Hardwood stock with
Limbsaver recoil pad. Checkered pistol grip. Fitted with sling rings and includes leather
sling, one detachable magazine and manual for scope. Matching serial number on
receiver and bolt. Other markings include "PARKER-HALE LTD", "BIRMINGHAM
ENGLAND" on top of barrel. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Some
bluing discolouration, old crack on stock behind upper tang. Other use, handling and
storage marks. serial # 82174 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Anschutz 1450 Non-Restricted rifle Anschutz model 1450 22LR five
shot bolt action w/ bbl length 19 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
elevation adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Tasco 4X15 scope. Wooden stock with
plastic checkered butt plate. Includes one detachable magazine. Note one screw in
scope mount is non original. Appears to have had little use but does have a little
moisture damage to bottom of stock and storage or transportation rubs on stock.
Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 1349324 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey 84 Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey model 84 12Ga single
shot hinge break w/ bbl length 30 1/4" Blued fixed full choke barrel. Case hardened
receiver. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate. Matching serial number on
receiver and barrel. Mechanically appears near excellent. Wood likely re-varnished
with old nicks and gouges under finish. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial #
41447 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lyman Repoduction Non-Restricted rifle Lyman model
Repoduction 45 Perc. muzzle loader w/ bbl length 28" Blued octagonal barrel. Fixed
front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth mid length stock with brass butt plate and
other brass accents. Engraved lock. Patch box with brass cover on right side of stock.
Includes two ramrod. Fitted with set trigger. Appears to virtually unused with minor
use, handling and storage marks. serial # 81704 PAL required
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Non-Restricted shotgun Remington 870 Wingmaster Non-Restricted shotgun
Remington model 870 Wingmaster 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action w/ bbl length 30" Blued
fixed full choke barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with
branded plastic butt plate. Corn cob forend. Marked "MADE IN USA". Mechanically
appears near excellent. Worn in use and handling areas, some deeper gouges in wood.
Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # S913536V PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Winchester 94 (Alberta diamon Non-Restricted rifle Winchester
model 94 (Alberta diamond Jubil 38-55Win lever action w/ bbl length 20" Blued barrel
and full length tube. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Highly decorative engraved
and polished receiver, barrel band and commemorative medallion. Engraving includes
oil derricks on left side, scroll work and Alberta flag on right side. Includes Styrofoam,
cardboard box, some original manuals and original shipper. Likely never fired. Minor
use, handling and storage marks. serial # ADJ575 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt Single Action Army Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model Single
Action Army 32 W.C.F (32-20) six shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 140mm
Blued finish. Fixed sights. Checkered branded grips. Matching numbers of back strap,
trigger guard and frame. Mechanically including trigger and hammer operation,
indexing, lock up etc. work well. Most bluing worn leaving gray brown patina. Pencil
eraser size chip in left bottom of grip. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial #
213950 certificate # 19082965 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt Bisley Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model Bisley 32 W.C.F six
shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 140mm Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded
checkered grips. Matching serial numbers on frame, trigger guard and back strap. Most
bluing worn leaving gray brown patina. Checkering and logo worn on grips indicating a
long and distinguished service history. Mechanically works reasonably well. Use,
handling and storage marks. serial # 270817 certificate # 18630413 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun FN Browning Baby Prohib 12-6 handgun FN Browning model Baby
.25 ACP semi automatic w/ bbl length 51mm Blued finish. Fixed sights. Checkered
wooden grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears to work
reasonably well. Finish worn in use and handling areas. Other use, handling and
storage marks. serial # 227762 certificate # 18257965 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt Automatic Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model Automatic .25
Auto semi automatic w/ bbl length 54mm Blued finish with fixed sights. Checkered
branded grips. Mechanically appears to work reasonably well. Includes one detachable
magazine. Pitting on all surfaces. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 65561
certificate # 19387046 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt Automatic Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model Automatic 25
auto semi automatic w/ bbl length 51mm Blued finish with fixed sights. Checkered
branded grips. Mechanically appears to work reasonably well. Includes one detachable
magazine. Surface rust on all surfaces. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial #
50640 certificate # 18341024 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Bayard Depose Prohib 12-6 handgun Bayard model Depose
7.65mm 32 ACP semi automatic w/ bbl length 57mm Blued finish. Fixed sights.
Checkered branded grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Matching serial numbers
on frame and slide. Other markings including assorted proof marks including a crown
cartouche with "ELG" inside etc. Mechanically appears to work reasonably well. Finish
worn is use and handling areas. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 5091
certificate # 18259761 PAL required
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Prohib 12-6 handgun Beretta M1934 Prohib 12-6 handgun Beretta model M1934 9
Corto semi automatic w/ bbl length 87mm Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights.
Branded textured grips. Fitted with lanyard ring. Includes one detachable magazine
with finger rest. Markings include "1956" along with assorted proof marks on left side
of frame etc. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Finish worn in use and
handling areas along with some dings and surface rust. Other use, handling and
storage marks. serial # E12028 certificate # 18361496 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Beretta 70 Prohib 12-6 handgun Beretta model 70 22LR semi
automatic w/ bbl length 90mm Blued finish. Fixed sights. Branded checkered plastic
grips. Includes two detachable magazines, each with finger rest. Mechanically appears
excellent and likely only had light use with minor use, handling and storage marks.
Note: Is the perfect starter pistol for your grandchildren to get them ready for their full
sized model 92! serial # A99335U certificate # 18258005 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Bohmische Waffenfabrik CZ 27 Prohib 12-6 handgun Bohmische
Waffenfabrik model CZ 27 7.65 mm semi automatic w/ bbl length 98mm Heavy black
finish on slide and receiver. Fixed sights. CZ branded checkered grips. Includes one
detachable magazine. Matching serial numbers on slide and receiver. C 1943.
Mechanically seems loose and well used and finish is inexplicable. serial # 408733
certificate # 18257966 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson Saftey Hammerle Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith &
Wesson model Saftey Hammerless DA 38 S&W five shot hinge break/ double action w/
bbl length 83mm Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded checkered grips. Mechanically
including internal hammer, indexing, lock up, hinge, extraction, grip safety etc. appear
to function reasonably well. Top right side of grip has a small crack. Finish worn in use,
handling and storage areas. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 161140
certificate # 18259770 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson 18-3 Prohib 12-6 handgun Smith & Wesson
model 18-3 22LR six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 102mm Blued finish.
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Mechanically
appears near excellent. Visible cylinder ring. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster
areas. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 8K81611 PAL required
Wooden ammo box with 390 rounds of 7.62X54R FMJ Wooden ammo box with 390
rounds of 7.62X54R FMJ ammo.
Seventy eight packs of 7.62X39, each on ten Seventy eight packs of 7.62X39, each on
ten round stripper clip
Nine full 20 count boxes of Partizan 7.5mm ball Nine full 20 count boxes of Partizan
7.5mm ball ammo.
Six full 20 count boxes of Partizan 7.5mm ball Six full 20 count boxes of Partizan 7.5mm
ball ammo
Six full 20 count boxes of Norinco 7.62X51 Six full 20 count boxes of Norinco 7.62X51
Non-corrosive ammo.
Five full 20 count boxes of Norinco 7.62X51 Five full 20 count boxes of Norinco 7.62X51
Non-corrosive ammo. plus full 20 count box of Partizan 7.62X54R and 15 rounds of
7.65X53 on five round stripper clips
Selection of ammo. including 57 rounds of Federal Selection of ammo. including 57
rounds of Federal .303 Brit. 20 spend .303 cases in Parizan box and two full 20 count
boxes of Federal 8mm Mauser
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Selection of ammo. pouches including SKS and Selection of ammo. pouches including
SKS and Mosin, assorted stripper clips, cleaning and tool kits in pouches, cleaning rod
etc. plus two soft rifle cases
National Security Safe Company gun safe model National Security Safe Company gun
safe model Minima with manual combination, note combination known but we do not
have the original key, presumably required to change combination. Outside dimensions
61' high X 24" wide and 20" deep
Full 20 count box of Winchester Little Big Horn Full 20 count box of Winchester Little
Big Horn 44-40 ammunition
Full 20 count box of Winchester Alberta Diamond Full 20 count box of Winchester
Alberta Diamond Jubilee 38-55 Ammo. with head stamp
W-W .38-55 Win
Selection ammo. in vintage ammo. boxes, boxes were Selection ammo. in vintage
ammo. boxes, boxes were vacuum packed by consignor prior to delivery, contents are
estimates including Winchester 22 Short blank extra loud (feels half full), 50 count box
of Dominion .38 S&W ( feels full), 50 count box of Dominion .38 S&W blanks ( feels half
full),50 count box of Dominion .38 Special ( feels 1/3 full), Super-Clean 9mm ( feels half
full), 50 count Western .22 Win auto ( near full), and Winchester T22 ( feels 1/3 full)
Selection of vintage ammo. boxes, vacuum sealed by Selection of vintage ammo.
boxes, vacuum sealed by consignor, appear each box is about 1/2 full including
Remington Gevelot etc.
Selection of ammo. and clips for belt fed firearms Selection of ammo. and clips for belt
fed firearms including 30-06 Springfield in webbed belt, 30-06 in metal clips, bag of .50
cal clips and bag of .30 cal clips
Length of belt .50 cal dummy rounds in metal Length of belt .50 cal dummy rounds in
metal ammo. ca
Vintage bayonet for Winchester 1897 Trench gun Vintage bayonet for Winchester 1897
Trench gun
P17 bayonet with scabbard, both marked 1917 and a P17 bayonet with scabbard, both
marked 1917 and a helmet with liner marked Ground Troupes type 1
SKS bayonet, a reproduction German marked sheathed SKS bayonet, a reproduction
German marked sheathed knife and an East German issue AK 47 bayonet
Three vintage bayonets including Lee Enfield Three vintage bayonets including Lee
Enfield Jungle Carbine, Sten and a Springfield Armory Mk 1
Safari brand hard case with foam lining with Safari brand hard case with foam lining
with combination 134, outside dimensions 52" X 13" X 4 1/2". Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey Non-Restricted rifle Cooey .22 cal Single Shot bolt action w/
bbl length 24" Blued barrel and receiver turning brown gray. Fixed front and rear
sights. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Old cracks and repairs to stock.
Appears to have been possibly cracked in half at trigger guard. Wood has been
refinished. Pitting on metal parts. Action is stiff. Other use, handling and storage
marks. serial # NIL PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle ACE 1 Non-Restricted rifle ACE model 1 22LR Single Shot bolt
action w/ bbl length 17" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth
wooden stock. Most bluing worn leaving natural almost Khaki coloured patina. Action
and trigger function reasonably well. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial #
NIL PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey Canuck Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model Canuck .25 cal
Single Shot bolt action w/ bbl length 18" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear
sights. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Receiver marked "H.W. COOEY
MACHINE AND ARMS CO. TORONTO CANADA". Action and trigger function albeit
sluggish. Old stock repairs predominantly where receiver, barrel and stock meet. Stock
has been personalized with tacking nails to initial left side of stock "J.P" and provide a
form of checkering on foregrip. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # NIL PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey 78 Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model 78 .22 cal Single Shot
bolt action w/ bbl length 26 3/4" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights.
Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Fitted with sling rings. Top rear of
receiver machined flat, drilled and tapped for sight mount. Action and trigger function
albeit sluggish. Worn in use and handling areas. Other use, handling and storage
marks. serial # NIL PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle ACE Special Non-Restricted rifle ACE model Special 22LR Single
Shot bolt action w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear
sights. Smooth wooden stock with metal butt plate. Action and trigger function albeit
sluggish. Most bluing worn leaving natural patina. Nicks and gouges in stock and crack
extending two or three inches back from bolt. Other use, handling and storage marks.
serial # NIL PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey Non-Restricted rifle Cooey 22 Single Shot bolt action w/ bbl
length 24" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden stock
with metal butt plate. Action and trigger function albeit a bit sluggish. Most bluing
worn leaving gray patina. Stock appears to have original finish with other use, handling
and storage marks. serial # NIL PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Cooey Ranger Non-Restricted rifle Cooey model Ranger .22 cal bolt
action w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrel, receiver and tube. Smooth wooden stock with
metal butt plate. Action functions but sluggish and dry. Surface rust and pitting on all
metal surfaces. Paint splotches, gouges and scratches on wood. Other use, handling
and storage marks. serial # NIL PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage 99 Non-Restricted rifle Savage model 99 300 Savage lever
action w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation adjustable
rear sights, not installed but included in baggy. Fitted with scope base and 1" Leupold
rings. Smooth wooden stock and forend with metal butt plate. Fitted with sling
mounts. Mechanically appears to function well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas.
Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 364775 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Enfield M1917 Non-Restricted rifle Enfield model M1917 303 Brit
bolt action w/ bbl length 26" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and non original
elevation adjustable rear sights. Sporterized stock with metal butt plate. Matching
serial numbers on receiver, barrel and bolt. Most bluing worn, especially in use and
handling areas leaving some surface pitting and rust. Stock has been varnished with a
gloss finish. Mechanically appears to work reasonably well. Has seen lots of use. Other
use, handling and storage marks. serial # W226659 PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield SHT LE III Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model SHT LE
III .303 Brit ten shot bolt action w/ bbl length 22" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front
and adjustable rear sights. Sporterized stock with brass butt plate. Matching serial
number on receiver and barrel. Non matching bolt No. 45914. Includes one detachable
magazine. Surface rust on much of the metal. Action is function but is in well used
condition. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 82705 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield No 4 ?? FTR 1953 Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield
model No 4 ?? FTR 1953 .303 Brit ten shot bolt action w/ bbl length 23 3/4" Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sight. Sporterized stock with brass
butt plate. Includes one detachable magazine. Matching serial number on receiver and
bolt. Other marking including "FTR 1953" on left side of receiver, "1953" on right side
of barrel, "MADE IN ENGLAND" on top of barrel etc. Action and trigger appear to
function reasonably well. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # A1177 PAL
required
Non-Restricted shotgun Remington 870 Wingmaster Non-Restricted shotgun
Remington model 870 Wingmaster 12Ga 2 3/4" pump action w/ bbl length 30" Blued
fixed full choke barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth hardwood stock with no
butt plate. Corn cob forend. Marked "REMINGTON ARMS OF CANADA LTD. MADE IN
CANADA". Other markings include "RCEP" on right side of barrel, "FEJ" on left side of
barrel. Mechanically appears to work reasonably well. Bluing worn especially in use
and handling areas. Nicks, gouges and scratches on wood. Other use, handling and
storage marks. serial # 12794V PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield SHT LE III* Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model SHT
LE III* .303 Brit five shot bolt action w/ bbl length 25" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed
front and adjustable rear sights. Sporterized stock with brass butt plate. Includes one
short detachable magazine. Matching serial number on receiver and barrel. Other
markings include "64529" on bolt, crown over "GR', " B.S.A. CO", "1918", "SHT. L.E III*"
on right side of band, "Z 14025" on top of receiver, plus assorted proof marks etc.
Action and trigger does function although obviously has signs of lots of use. Other use,
handling and storage marks to wood and metal. serial # 40326 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield SHT LE III* FTR Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model
SHT LE III* FTR .303 Brit ten shot bolt action w/ bbl length 25" Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Sporterized stock with brass butt plate.
Checkered strong hand and foregrip. Matching serial numbers on receiver and bolt.
Other markings include crown over "GR", "B.S.A . CO.", "1916", "SHT LE III* F.T.R" on
right side of band etc. Action and trigger function reasonably well. In well used
condition with use, handling and storage marks to wood and metal. serial # 57716 PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Stiga Non-Restricted rifle Stiga 30-06 bolt action w/ bbl length 24"
Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock
with Winchester branded recoil pad. Fitted with sling rings and includes padded Mossy
Oak sling. Markings include Stiga logo and "Sweden" on top of barrel. Action and
trigger appear to function reasonably well. Left side of receiver has three drilled and
tapped holes, presumably for once attached scope. Stock has been modified including
the filling of some holes and the adding of an extension. Also signs of removing
material to make receiver and barrel fit. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial
# 8961 PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Stiga Non-Restricted rifle Stiga 30-06 bolt action w/ bbl length 24"
Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with Nc STAR 4-16X50E P4 Sniper
scope. Hardwood stock with plastic butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip. Fitted with
sling rings and black Allen sling. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well.
Most bluing worn leaving plum gray patina. Use, handling and storage marks. serial #
NIL PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mauser 98 Non-Restricted rifle Mauser model 98 8mm-06 bolt
action w/ bbl length 24" Blued barrel and receiver turned gray. Fixed front and
micrometer adjustable Redfield rear sight, note elevation adjustment not functioning
properly. Sporterized stock with checkered butt plate. Fixed riser. Fitted with sling
mounts. Matching serial numbers seen on receiver, mag base, trigger guard. Non
matching 1254P on bolt. Other markings include German military stamps on barrel and
receiver, "Germany 8mm-06", "43" on top of receiver etc. Top of receiver has been
drilled and tapped. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Most bluing
worn in use and handling areas. serial # 1686 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby Vanguard Deluxe Non-Restricted rifle Weatherby
model Vanguard Deluxe 270 Win. bolt action w/ bbl length 24" Matt black tapered
barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted with 1 1/8" scope rings. Wooden stock with
branded recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol and foregrip. Includes original manual and
one detachable magazine. Marked "MADE IN JAPAN". Appears to have very little, if any
use with only minor use, handling and storage marks. serial # VB207302 PAL required
Deactivated Sten gun with deactivated stock and Deactivated Sten gun with
deactivated stock and extended magazine
Five full 20 count boxes of Federal .35 Whelen 225 Five full 20 count boxes of Federal
.35 Whelen 225 grain Trophy
Five full 20 count boxes of Federal .35 Whelen 225 Five full 20 count boxes of Federal
.35 Whelen 225 grain Trophy
Five full 20 count boxes of .25 Whelen including Five full 20 count boxes of .25 Whelen
including two Federal Premium 225 grain and three Nosler Custom 225 grain
Five full 20 count boxes of Norma 7mm Rem mag 170 Five full 20 count boxes of
Norma 7mm Rem mag 170 grains
Six full 20 count boxes of 7mm Remington Magnum Six full 20 count boxes of 7mm
Remington Magnum including two Hornady 162 grain BTSP and four Remington
Express 160 grain Nosler Partition
Seven full 20 count boxes of Nosler Custom .257 Seven full 20 count boxes of Nosler
Custom .257 Roberts +P 110 grain
Seven full 20 count boxes of .257 Roberts +P Seven full 20 count boxes of .257 Roberts
+P including two Hornady 117 grain SST, two Federal Premium 120 grain Nosler
Partition and three Nosler Custom 110 grain
Five full 20 count boxes of Hornady Varmit Express Five full 20 count boxes of Hornady
Varmit Express .22-250 Rem 50 grain V-Max
Six full 20 count boxes of Winchester 22-250 Rem Six full 20 count boxes of Winchester
22-250 Rem 55 grain, three of which are jacketed soft point and three are fragmented
polymer tip
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Restricted handgun Beretta 92A1 Restricted handgun Beretta model 92A1 9mm Luger
ten shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 125mm Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights.
Branded checkered plastic grips. Includes two detachable ten round magazines,
owner's manual and original branded hard case. Appears to have had very little use
with only minor use, handling and storage marks. serial # A115098Z FRT # 131830-1
PAL required
Restricted handgun Taurus The Judge Restricted handgun Taurus model The Judge 45
COLT/410 GA X 2 1/2" five shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 165mm Satin
black barrel and frame and satin stainless cylinder and other accent pieces. Fixed sights
with fiber optic front insert. Branded soft touch grips. Mechanically appears excellent.
Includes non original S&W hard case. Use, handling and storage marks. serial #
DT247843 FRT # 126962-3 PAL required
Restricted handgun Ruger New Model Super Blackhawk Restricted handgun Ruger
model New Model Super Blackhawk 44 Mag. six shot single action revolver w/ bbl
length 191mm Blued finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth branded
wooden grips. Includes original branded plastic hard case. Appears to have had very
little use with only minor use, handling and storage marks. serial # 8535114 FRT #
22469-45 PAL required
Restricted handgun Kimber Rimfire Super (1911) Restricted handgun Kimber model
Rimfire Super (1911) 22LR ten shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 127mm Black
Parkerized style finish on slide. Alloy receiver. High profile fixed front and target
adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Checkered flat main spring
housing and front strap. Skeletonized hammer and trigger. Extended ambidextrous
safety. Marked "KIMBER CUSTOM SHOP", on left side of slide. "RIMFIRE SUPER" on
right side. Includes a ten round detachable magazine, branded foam lined hard case
and branded bushing tool. Appears to have had very little use with only minor use,
handling and storage marks. serial # K171689 FRT # 122401-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Colt Official Police Restricted handgun Colt model Official Police
22LR six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 152mm Blued finish. Fixed sights.
Branded checkered plastic grips. Matching serial number on framed and yoke. Other
markings include "OFFICIAL POLICE', " .22 LONG RIFLE" on right side. Single line address
on right side of barrel etc. Mechanically including double and single action triggers,
indexing, lock up etc. appear near excellent. Bluing worn in use, handling and holster
areas. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 35758F FRT # 33373-2 PAL
required
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson 10-5 Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model
10-5 .38 Special six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 127mm Blued finish.
Fixed front and rear sights. Fitted with Pachmayr rubber grips. Mechanically including
double and single action, hammer, trigger, lock up etc. appear excellent. Bluing worn in
use, handling and holster areas. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial #
D257799 ( under grip) FRT # 22042-5 PAL required
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson 586 Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model
586 .357 Mag. six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 152mm Blued finish. Fixed
front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with Pachmayr "The Gripper" grips with finger
grooves. Mechanically including double and single action, hammer and trigger,
indexing and lock up etc. all appear excellent. Appears to have had very little use with
only minor use, handling and storage marks. serial # AAA1499 FRT # 21956-3 PAL
required
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Restricted handgun Colt Challenger Restricted handgun Colt model Challenger 22LR ten
shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 114mm Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights.
Checkered branded plastic grips. Include one Colt branded detachable magazine.
Mechanically appears to function well. Slight use, handling and storage marks. serial #
58529C FRT # 17445-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson 52-2 Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model
52-2 .38 SPL Wadcutter five shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 127mm Blued finish.
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Includes two
detachable magazines and original cardboard box. This pistol is specifically designed to
shoot wadcutter ammunition only, for bullseye shooting and was also used as semi
automatic entry to PPC shooting. Appears to have had very little use. Only minor use,
handling and storage marks. serial # A105421A FRT # 22011-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun High Standard Victor Military Restricted handgun High Standard
model Victor Military 22LR ten shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 140mm Blued finish.
One piece weight fixed front, adjustable rear sight system. Checkered wooden grips
with right strong hand thumb rest. Includes two detachable magazines. Small plastic
container with assorted screws and parts plus original cardboard box. Gold toned
trigger and other accents. Left side marked "THE VICTOR", right side marked
"MILITARY" etc. Appears to have had very little use with only minor use, handling and
storage marks. serial # 2436522 FRT # 24156-2 PAL required
Thirteen full 20 count boxes of Winchester .41 Rem Thirteen full 20 count boxes of
Winchester .41 Rem mag including twelve boxes of 175 grain silver tip HP and one 175
grain hollow point plus an additional eight rounds of hollow point
Four full 20 count boxes of Weatherby .270 Four full 20 count boxes of Weatherby .270
Weatherby Magnum Ultra High Velocity 150 grain Spear point
Four full 20 count boxes of Federal Premium .270 Four full 20 count boxes of Federal
Premium .270 Weatherby Magnum 140 grain Trophy bonded bear claw
Four 20 count full factory boxed .270 Weatherby Four 20 count full factory boxed .270
Weatherby magnum including three Federal 130 grain Nosler solid base, one
Weatherby 130 grain triple shock bullet plus a plastic 20 round case presumed reloads
and marked by consignor .270 Weatherby Nosler Partition 130 grain
Four full 20 count boxes of Weatherby brand. .270 Four full 20 count boxes of
Weatherby brand. .270 Weatherby Magnum including three 100 grain and one 130
grain triple shock
Two full 20 count boxes of .30-06 including Two full 20 count boxes of .30-06 including
Imperial 150 grain PSP and Federal 150 grain Sierra Gameking BTSP plus three 20 count
boxes of Federal .303 British 150 grain soft point
Five full 20 count boxes of Norma .28 Rem 170 Five full 20 count boxes of Norma .28
Rem 170 grain soft point Vulkan
Five full 20 count boxes of Federal Premium .280 Five full 20 count boxes of Federal
Premium .280 Rem 140 grain
Five full 20 count boxes of .280 Rem including two Five full 20 count boxes of .280 Rem
including two Norma 150 grain soft point and two Federal 140 grain
Five full 20 count boxes of Winchester .280 Rem Five full 20 count boxes of Winchester
.280 Rem including four 160 grain silver tip boat tail and one 140 grain ballistic silver
tip
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Five full 20 count boxes of .280 Rem ammo. Five full 20 count boxes of .280 Rem
ammo. including three Barnes Vor-tx 140 grain tipped TSX BT and two Remington 140
grain Nosler
Five full 20 count boxes of Winchester .308 Five full 20 count boxes of Winchester .308
Winchester 150 grain Power Point plus
Eight full 20 count boxes of .308 Win ammo Eight full 20 count boxes of .308 Win
ammo including three Nosler Custom 165 grain, three Hornady 150 grain SP and two
Hornady 150 grain SST
Nine full 20 count boxes of 6.5X55 including five Nine full 20 count boxes of 6.5X55
including five Hornady 129 grain SP Interlock light magnum, four Norma 139 grain
PROT. Power Cavity and one 6.5X55 Swedish 140 grain Nosler Partition in Case-Gard
ammo can
Five full 20 count boxes of Imperial 7mm (7X57) Five full 20 count boxes of Imperial
7mm (7X57) 160 grain KKSP
Six full 20 count boxes of 7mm ammunition Six full 20 count boxes of 7mm ammunition
including two Federal Premium Mauser 140 grain Nosler Partition, one Norma 7X57
150 grain and three Hornady 7X57 139 grain boat tail spear point
Six full 20 count boxes of 7mm (7X57) ammunition Six full 20 count boxes of 7mm
(7X57) ammunition including three Winchester 145 grain Power Point and three
Hornady 139 grain SST
Fourteen full 25 count boxes of 12 gauge 2 3/4" Fourteen full 25 count boxes of 12
gauge 2 3/4" shotgun ammo. some no. 4 shot, some no. 5 shot plus five full 5 count
boxes of 12 gauge 2 3/4" 00 Buck and a full 10 shot 2 3/4" No. 3 shot
Two green Case-Gard dry boxes with a large Two green Case-Gard dry boxes with a
large selection of 12 gauge ammo. including eight full 25 count boxes of 3" including
BB, BBB and No. 4 shot, thirteen full 10 count 3" including BB, No. 2, No.5 etc. and
three full 5 count 3" rifled slugs
Fifteen full 25 count boxes of 20 gauge 2 3/4" Fifteen full 25 count boxes of 20 gauge 2
3/4" ammo. including No. 4 and No. 6 plus an addition box with 20 rounds
Selection of assorted shot gun ammunition Selection of assorted shot gun ammunition
including sevem full 25 count boxes of 20 gauge 2 3/4" including No. 4, No.5, No.6, one
full 25 count and extra 13 round box of 20 gauge 3" No. 5 shot, full 25 count box and
an extra 10 rounds of 410 3" and three full 10 count boxes of 20 gauge 3" No.3
Selection of brass including 20 count box of .35 Selection of brass including 20 count
box of .35 Whelen, two Winchester bags containing 100 new 41 Rem mag. casings, box
containing 19 count of 257 Roberts casings, 7 boxes of 20 count 7mm Mauser
unprimed casings, 6 boxes of 20 count spent Winchester 28 Rem brass, a box Federal
box containing 18 count of 7mm Mauser spent casings, 1 box containing 18 count of
Winchester 7mm Mauser spent casing and 3 plastic containers with 50 count each of
Norma Super 7X61 unprimed brass
Bushnell Elite 15X-45X60mm zoom spotting scope in Bushnell Elite 15X-45X60mm
zoom spotting scope in original box, a Bushnell car window mount and a Bushnell tripod
New in package Petzl Tikka Plus helmet light, a New in package Petzl Tikka Plus helmet
light, a Gerber helmet light, a new in package Primos Elk Call, Kleen Bore cleaning rod,
two leather pouches and two webbed ammo. pouches plus five gun socks
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Caldwell lead sled and a Bushnell carry bag with Caldwell lead sled and a Bushnell carry
bag with five assorted shooting rests. Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup
Only
Seven Case-Gard Dry Box ammo. boxes. Note: Not Seven Case-Gard Dry Box ammo.
boxes. Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Four soft rifle cases. Note: Not Available For Four soft rifle cases. Note: Not Available
For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Selection of seven soft rifle cases. Note: Not Selection of seven soft rifle cases. Note:
Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Full 500 round case of Imperial 20 gauge 2 3/4" Full 500 round case of Imperial 20
gauge 2 3/4" ammo. No. 5 shot, note top of case cut off
Full factory sealed 500 count case of Remington 12 Full factory sealed 500 count case
of Remington 12 ga. 2 3/4" No. 8 shot ammo. XR 12L-8
No Pal Rq. air rifle Gamo Expomatic 2000 No Pal Rq. air rifle Gamo model Expomatic
2000 4.5/.177 single shot hinge break w/ bbl length 18 1/2" Blued finish with fixed
front and target adjustable rear sights. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt plate
and fixed cheek riser. Storage and moisture damage to wood and other use, handling
and storage marks. Plus a Daisy No. 102 BB Gun and a Slavia No. 614 hinge break pellet
gun serial # 1689971 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Benjamin-Sheridan HR81 Sterli Non-Restricted rifle BenjaminSheridan model HR81 Sterling 4.5/.177 single shot bolt action w/ bbl length 18" Blued
barrel and receiver. Fixed front target sight with insert missing, adjustable rear sight.
Fitted with Bushnell Sportview 3-9 scope. One piece smooth wooden stock with
Supreme branded recoil pad. Appears to have had light use with only minor, use,
handling and storage marks. serial # T016582 PAL required
Non-Restricted air rifle Webley & Scott Webley Pat Non-Restricted air rifle Webley &
Scott model Webley Patriot 4.5/.177 single shot hinge break w/ bbl length 18 1/2"
Blued barrel and receiver. No fixed sights or optics installed. One piece wooden stock
with recoil pad. Fixed riser. Checkered semi pistol grip. Storage and handling nicks and
gouges in wood. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 847354 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Browning Auto-5 Non-Restricted shotgun Browning model
Auto-5 12Ga 2 3/4" semi automatic w/ bbl length 29 1/2" Blued unknown fixed choke
barrel and receiver. Single bead sight. Hardwood stock with branded plastic butt plate.
Checkered semi pistol grip and forend. Marking include "* ACIER SPECIAL C 12", crown
and over cartouche "ELG*", "B10899" etc. on side of barrel. "FABRIQUE NATIONALE D'
ARMES DE GUERRE HERSTAL- BELGIQUE" on top of barrel. Mechanically appears to
work well. Slight bluing worn in use and handling areas. Other use, handling and
storage marks. serial # 457543 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Suhl SXS Non-Restricted shotgun Suhl model SXS 12Ga, 2 3/4"
two shot hinge break w/ bbl length 28" Blued barrel and receiver. Single bead sight.
Hardwood stock with black plastic checkered butt plate. Checkered semi pistol grip and
forend. Matching serial numbers on receiver, barrels and forend. Other markings
include "N" over cartouche, "12/70" under both barrels, "476" under right barrel,
"SUHL MADE IN GDR" on side of left barrel etc. Unknown fixed chokes. Mechanically
including hinge, lock, lock up, extractor, internal hammers and triggers operation all
appear to work well. Minor use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial
# 841882 PAL required
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Non-Restricted shotgun J.C. Higgins 583.20 Non-Restricted shotgun J.C. Higgins model
583.20 12Ga 2 3/4" bolt action w/ bbl length 28" Blued fixed full choke barrel and
receiver. Single bead sight. One piece smooth wooden stock with branded recoil pad.
Marked "SEARS, ROBUCK AND CO." etc. Mechanically appears to work reasonably well.
Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # NIL PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mistry Repoduction Rifle Non-Restricted rifle Mistry model
Repoduction Rifle 71 Ca single shot muzzle loader w/ bbl length 31" Blued barrel, fixed
front and rear sights. Full length smooth wooden stock with brass butt plate and brass
trigger guard. Fitted with sling rings and includes leather sling. Assorted proof markings
on top of barrel. Lock and right side of barrel marked "1972" etc. Use, handling and
storage marks on wood and metal. serial # 5933 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfiled No 1 MK III* Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfiled model No
1 MK III* .303 Brit ten shot bolt action w/ bbl length 25" Blued barrel and receiver.
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Sporterized stock with brass butt plate. Fitted
with sling rings and includes one foam padded sling. Matching serial number on
receiver and barrel. Non matching bolt "4137". Other markings include crown over
"G.R.I", " 1943" etc. Action and trigger appear to function reasonably well. In well use
condition with most bluing worn. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial #
76290 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Savage Axis Non-Restricted rifle Savage model Axis 30-06 SPRG
bolt action w/ bbl length 22" Matt black Parkerized style finish on barrel and receiver.
No fixed sights. Fitted with Weaver 3-9X40 scope. Synthetic camouflage stock with
recoil pad. Fitted with sling rings and includes black padded sling and one detachable
box magazine. Mechanically appears excellent and appears to have had only light use.
Minor use, handling and storage marks. serial # N555316 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Russian SKS Non-Restricted rifle Russian model SKS 7.62x39 five
shto semi automatic w/ bbl length 20" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and
adjustable rear sights. Military stock, folding bayonet and cleaning rod. Matching serial
numbers seen on receiver, bolt, stock, trigger guard, mag base etc. Mechanically
appears to work well. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial
# 5720 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Tokarev SVT-40 Non-Restricted rifle Tokarev model SVT-40
7.62x54r five shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 21 1/4" Blued barrel and receiver.
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth wood military stock with metal butt
plate. Barrel has been shortened and front sight modified. So overall length is now 42
1/2". Modification including muzzle crown and sight machine work completed
professionally. Markings include "398" on underside of bolt handle, "2181" on trigger
guard, star and "1941" on top of receiver and an "SA" in a square on the side of
receiver. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears to function
reasonably well. Other use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial #
485 PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Tokarev SVT-40 Non-Restricted rifle Tokarev model SVT-40
7.62x54r five shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 24 3/4" Blued barrel and receiver.
Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Smooth military stock with metal butt plate.
Fitted with sling rings and includes modern padded slings. Mechanically appears to
function reasonably well. Underside of charging handle stamped 1987, other markings
include a star, "1941" on top of receiver "SA" in a square on side of receiver etc. Use
and handling nicks and gouges in wood and other use, handing and storage marks on
wood and metal. serial # 6068 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Globe Firearms LTD. Lee Enfie Non-Restricted rifle Globe Firearms
LTD. model Lee Enfield .303 Brit ten shot bolt action w/ bbl length 22" Blued barrel and
receiver. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Fitted with unmarked 6X42 scope. One
piece hardwood stock with checkered plastic butt plate. Fixed riser. Checkered semi
pistol and foregrip. Includes one detachable magazine. Markings include "Globe
Firearms Ltd. Cal. .303 British" on left side of barrel. Partial possible serial number
"FR82" on top of barrel etc. Mechanically appears to function well. Other use, handling
and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # NIL PAL required
Antique handgun Allen & Thurber 1845 Pepperbox Antique handgun Allen & Thurber
model 1845 Pepperbox .32 percussion six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length
79mm Blued finish turned brown. Smooth wooden grips. Receiver has hand engraved
scroll work. Left side of hammer marked "Allen's Patent 1845" Action including double
action, trigger, hammer and cylinder rotation work reasonably well. Age appropriate
tooling marks and dings and other use, handling and storage marks. serial # NIL No PAL
required
Non-Restricted rifle Mosin-Nagant M91/38 Non-Restricted rifle Mosin-Nagant model
M91/38 7.62X54r bolt action w/ bbl length 21" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front
and adjustable rear sights. Smooth military stock with metal butt plate. Matching
numbers on barrel and bolt. Other markings include "1459" on butt plate, "117980" on
mag base, "02 1952" and assorted proof marks on top of barrel etc. Mechanically
appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Other use,
handling and storage marks. serial # AH3834 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Mosin-Nagant M91/30 Non-Restricted rifle Mosin-Nagant model
M91/30 7.62X54r bolt action w/ bbl length 29" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front
and adjustable rear sights. Full wood military stock with metal butt plate. Matching
serial numbers found on barrel, bolt, butt stock. Mag base re-numbered to 5415 etc.
Other markings include Russian sickle and "1943" on top of barrel plus other assorted
proof marks. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Most bluing on
receiver has been mechanically removed. Finish on stock has it's share of wear. Other
use, handling and storage marks. serial # 5415 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey Sureshot Non-Restricted shotgun Cooey model
Sureshot 20 GA single shot hinge break w/ bbl length 28" Blued fixed full choke barrel
and case hardened receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with plastic butt
plate. Matching serial number on receiver and barrel. Mechanically appears excellent
and appears to have had only light use with only minor use, handling and storage
marks. serial # 89932 PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Chiappa 1892 Non-Restricted rifle Chiappa model 1892 .44 Mag
lever action w/ bbl length 20" Blued barrel, receiver and full length tube. Fixed front
and adjustable rear sights. Smooth straight wooden stock with curved metal butt plate.
Mechanically appears near excellent. Minor use, handling and storage marks including
rub marks from saddle ring etc. serial # T3431 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg 500 AB Non-Restricted shotgun Mossberg model
500 AB 12 Ga, 2 3/4", 3" pump action w/ bbl length 28" Blued fixed modified choke
barrel and black anodized alloy receiver. Single bead sight. Smooth wooden stock with
unmarked recoil pad. Corn cob forend. Receiver marked 'MADE IN CANADA', and barrel
marked 'MADE IN USA". Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing
worn on barrel leaving behind pitting and rust. Presumed storage moisture damage to
finish on stock. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # G680861 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun H&R American Double Action Prohib 12-6 handgun H&R model
American Double Action .38 S&W five shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 63mm
Nickel finish. Fixed sights. Decorative and checkered wooden grips. Mechanically works
reasonably well albeit a bit loose. Most plating worn off. Small chip on bottom left of
grip. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 9538 certificate # 18410660 PAL
required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Mauser 1914 Prohib 12-6 handgun Mauser model 1914 .32 ACP
semi automatic w/ bbl length 89mm Blued finish with fixed sights. Checkered wooden
grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Matching numbers found on frame, slide,
side plate etc. Mechanically appears to function reasonably well albeit a bit sticking.
Bluing worn in use and handling areas. Slight pitting plus other use, handling and
storage marks. serial # 45653 certificate # 18331636 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Savage 1905 Prohib 12-6 handgun Savage model 1905 7.65mm,
.32 ACP semi automatic w/ bbl length 97mm Blued finish with fixed sights. Branded
checkered plastic grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Appears in near excellent
condition and likely had little use. Minor use, handling and storage marks. serial #
221018 certificate # 18675937 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Savage 1905 Prohib 12-6 handgun Savage model 1905 .32 cal
semi automatic w/ bbl length 95mm Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Branded
checkered plastic grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears to
function well. Right side of grip pushed in above logo. Minor pitting and minor holster
wear. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 74555R certificate # 18675935
PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Savage 1905 Prohib 12-6 handgun Savage model 1905 7.65mm
.32 ACP semi automatic w/ bbl length 95mm Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights.
Branded plastic grips. Includes one detachable magazine. Mechanically appears near
excellent. Use, handling and storage marks. serial # 193454 certificate # 18672844 PAL
required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt Police Positive Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model Police
Positive .32 S&W six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 102mm Blued finish.
Fixed front and rear sights. Branded checkered grips. Markings include "Police
Positive", ".32 Police" on left side of barrel. Two line address on top of barrel etc.
Mechanically including double and single action triggers, indexing and lock up work
reasonably well. Finish worn in use, handling and holster area. Very minor pitting,
other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 166284 certificate # 18275540 PAL
required
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Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt Police Positive Special Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model
Police Positive Special .38 Colt six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 101mm
Blued finish. Fixed sights. Checkered plastic branded grips. Markings include "Police
Positive Special", ".38 Colt", "N.P", "CTG" on left side of barrel. Single line address on
right side of barrel. "B.C.N." on frame at bottom of grip. Mechanically including double
and single action hammer and trigger, indexing and lock up appears to work
reasonably well. Cylinder opening or yoke to frame operation stiff, hopefully just in
need of a good cleaning or lube. Some bluing worn in use and handling areas and other
use, handling and storage marks. serial # 576185 certificate # 18699187 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt Police Positive Special Prohib 12-6 handgun Colt model
Police Positive Special .38 Special six double action revolver w/ bbl length 102mm
Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden grips. Markings including
"Police Positive Special", ".38 Special CTG" on left side of barrel. Single line address on
right side of barrel etc. Grips are presumed non factory. Mechanically works well.
Finish worn in use and handling areas and other use, handling and storage marks. serial
# 820563 certificate # 18599839 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Bernardelli Rivoltella Prohib 12-6 handgun Bernardelli model
Rivoltella .32 S&W six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 110mm Blued finish
with fixed front and rear sights. Checkered wooden grips. Matching serial number on
frame, cylinder, barrel and yoke. Other markings include "VBG" logo, "Made in Italy",
"1956" etc. on left side of frame plus assorted proof marks in random areas.
Mechanically in all respects works well. Bluing blemish on frame just behind right side
of barrel plus other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 296 certificate #
18259760 PAL required
Prohib 12-6 handgun Walther (Interarms) PPK Prohib 12-6 handgun Walther
(Interarms) model PPK 380 ACP six shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 83mm Stainless
steel with fixed sights. Branded plastic checkered grips. Includes two Walther branded
magazines, one with finger rest. Molded branded plastic case, owner's manual and
hand tooled leather scabbard. Note: Hinge on plastic case is broken. Consignor
purports that this firearm has never been fired and it's condition supports this. serial #
A065372 FRT # 110618-3 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Anschutz/CIL Non-Restricted rifle Anschutz/CIL .22 S, L, LR five shot
bolt action w/ bbl length 21 1/2" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed front and elevation
adjustable rear sights, also fitted with unmarked scope bases. Hardwood stock with
recoil pad. Checkered semi pistol and foregrip. Fitted with sling ring and includes one
detachable magazine. Receiver marked "WEST GERMANY" and top of barrel marked
'CANADIAN INDUSTRIES LIMITED, MONTREAL CANADA", plus other assorted proof
marks. Mechanically appears near excellent. Bluing worn in use and handling areas.
Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # 511197 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Howa 1500 Non-Restricted rifle Howa model 1500 .223 Rem bolt
action w/ bbl length 22" Blued style finish on barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted
with bases and 1" Leupold scope rings. Black synthetic stock with Hogue branded recoil
pad. Fitted with sling mounts. Mechanically appears near excellent with only minor
use, handling and storage marks. serial # B358220 PAL required
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Non-Restricted rifle Howa 1500 Non-Restricted rifle Howa model 1500 .270 Win bolt
action w/ bbl length 22" Blued style finish on barrel and receiver. No fixed sights. Fitted
with scope bases. Black synthetic stock with Hogue branded recoil pad. Fitted with
sling mounts. Mechanically appears near excellent with only minor use, handling and
storage marks. serial # B361263 PAL required
Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield No. 4 MK II Non-Restricted rifle Lee Enfield model No. 4
MK II .303 Brit ten shot bolt action w/ bbl length 23" Blued barrel and receiver. Fixed
front and adjustable rear sights. Sporterized stock with metal butt plate. Fitted with
sling rings. Includes one detachable magazine. Matching serial numbers on receiver
and bolt. Other marking include "M47C" and "1947" on left side of band etc.
Mechanically appears to function reasonably well. Bluing worn in use and handling
areas. Other use, handling and storage marks. serial # PS0894 PAL required
Non-Restricted shotgun Stevens 9478 Non-Restricted shotgun Stevens model 9478 20
Ga, 2 3/4", 3" single shot hinge break w/ bbl length 28" Blued unknown fixed choke
barrel. Case hardened receiver. Single bead front sight. Smooth wooden stock with
plastic butt plate. Mechanically appears excellent and likely only had light use. Minor
use, handling and storage marks on wood and metal. serial # D886809 PAL required
Vintage ammo box marked US Black Powder Rifle 45, Vintage ammo box marked US
Black Powder Rifle 45, containing 50 rounds of .45 Colt
Appears full 50 count box of vintage Dominion .45 Appears full 50 count box of vintage
Dominion .45 Colt ammo. plus 4 rounds of 45-75 and 10 rounds of 44-40 with bullets
but primers have been struck, plus a selection of military buttons
Vintage Canadian extreme cold parka dated 1974, Vintage Canadian extreme cold
parka dated 1974, size 3 short/large breast 41.6" - 45.5"
Vintage Canadian military jacket and a circa 1969 Vintage Canadian military jacket and
a circa 1969 Canadian Armed Forces Warrant Officer jacket and trousers with service
ribbons, size N 12
Size 180/104 camo. jacket with United Nations Size 180/104 camo. jacket with United
Nations patch and a white rain slicker and pants
Two West Newton molds for fishing weights Two West Newton molds for fishing
weights
Vintage Winchester 1980 firearms components parts Vintage Winchester 1980
firearms components parts catalog and a hardcover Treasure of Modern Small Arms
Locking wood and glass rifle and handgun Locking wood and glass rifle and handgun
display/storage with game bird etched glass panels and single drawer, designed to
hold 16 long guns, 80" in height
Four partial boxes of Dominon of .303 and .270 Four partial boxes of Dominon of .303
and .270 ammo. and five little pocket knives
Mayville Engineering brand 600 JR shotgun loading Mayville Engineering brand 600 JR
shotgun loading press plus two patches of cleaning patches, cleaning kit, two boxes of
gun bluing, a Weaver K4 60-B scope with mount, 270 Win rifle mag, True Oil gun stock
finish and two soft rifle cases etc. Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Selection of knives including two folding knives Selection of knives including two
folding knives in sheaths, a curved fixed blade in sheath, a folding pocket knife with
strap cutter and a small pair of Tasco 10X25 binoculars
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1/3 sized replica of a 30lb British naval cannon 1/3 sized replica of a 30lb British naval
cannon circa 1800's, as found on Lord Nelson's ship The Victory. This display cannon is
one of 12 produced and manufactured locally by Klondike Arms & Antiques in the
1970s. Cannon overall length 40", includes rolling base
Rolling cart and the foundry molds used to produce Rolling cart and the foundry molds
used to produce the cannon barrel in lot 532
Portable plastic shooting seat with storage Portable plastic shooting seat with storage
containing approximately 70 count of 12 gauge shotgun rounds and a 12 gauge ammo.
belt
Two locking foam lined hard gun cases including Two locking foam lined hard gun cases
including Cabela's H15 pistol case and a Flambeau Tactical case. Note: Not Available
For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Canadian made brown single door gun cabinet with Canadian made brown single door
gun cabinet with two locks and two keys, 55" high X 21" wide
Beretta shot gun barrel 28" in length, 12 ga. 2 Beretta shot gun barrel 28" in length, 12
ga. 2 3/4", 3" serial number 75306, appears new with original box
Belgium FN-FAL type C bayonet with scabbard and Belgium FN-FAL type C bayonet with
scabbard and approximately 30 rounds of .308 Winchester
Selection of gun parts including Enfield No. 4 MK Selection of gun parts including
Enfield No. 4 MK I bolt, Mauser 98 bolt, Spanish 1893 bolt and trigger, 9mm barrel for
Browning HP, Chinese SKS trigger group etc.
Selection of parts and accessories including slip Selection of parts and accessories
including slip on recoil pads, bi-pod, Winchester 1200 chokes and wrench etc.
Selection of parts and accessories including Selection of parts and accessories including
assorted scope mounts and rings, B-Square scope mount of unknown fitment etc.
Selection of firearms accessories including two Selection of firearms accessories
including two Glock 17 magazines, Uncle Mike's No. 5318-1 holster for S&W 5900,
Ruger Speed Six and S&W K Frame rubber grips, a pair of checkered wood 1911 grips
etc.
Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson 27-2 Restricted handgun Smith & Wesson model
27-2 .357 Mag six shot double action revolver w/ bbl length 127mm Blued finish. Fixed
front and adjustable rear sights. Branded checkered wooden grips. Includes two sets of
factory grips and original cardboard box. Appears to have had only light use with very
little use, handling and storage marks. serial # N178298 FRT # 21953-3 PAL required
Restricted handgun AMT Hardballer (1911) Restricted handgun AMT model Hardballer
(1911) 45 Auto seven shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 127mm Stainless slide and
receiver with matt finish except for polished slide side. Fixed front and adjustable rear
sights. Checkered wrap around rubber grips. Extended safety, mag release and slide
stop. Skeletonized trigger with stop adjustment. Includes one detachable magazine and
original box. Consignor purports that he bought it 35 years ago and never shot it.
Condition would support that statement. serial # A21075 FRT # 15287-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Browning Black Label 1911 Restricted handgun Browning model
Black Label 1911 22LR ten shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 108mm Blued slide. Black
alloy frame. Fixed front and rear three dot sights. Decorative checkered wooden grips.
Includes one detachable magazine. Branded and molded plastic case and cable lock.
Possibly never fired with only minor handling marks. serial # 51EZV05211 FRT #
151410-2 PAL required
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Restricted handgun High Standard Olympic Military Restricted handgun High Standard
model Olympic Military 22 Short ten shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 140mm Blued
finish. Fixed front and adjustable rear sights. Checkered wooden grips with right strong
hand thumb rests. Includes one detachable magazine and original foam lined
cardboard box. Barrel is compensated and has adjustable weights. Appears to have had
light use with only minor use, handling and storage marks. serial # 2483187 FRT #
19818-1 PAL required
Restricted handgun Remington 1875 Restricted handgun Remington model 1875 44-40
six shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 152mm Nickel plated. Fixed sights. Smooth
wooden grips. Matching serial number on frame under grips and rear of cylinder. Front
sight appears reworked. Fitted with lanyard ring. Most plating is intact with flaking and
corrosion outside of forcing cone and on some of the cylinder flutes. Mechanically
including hammer and trigger operation, indexing and lock up function surprisingly well
and bore is better than average. Use, handling and storage marks. serial # 1108 ( under
grips) FRT # 24789 PAL required
Restricted rifle/shot gun Marbles Game Getter Gun Restricted rifle/shot gun Marbles
model Game Getter Gun 22 S-L-LR / 44GG & 410Ga two shot single action w/ bbl
length 381mm Blued finish. Fixed front and rear sights. Smooth wooden grips. Folding
skeletonized stock. Stock has had old repairs. Bluing worn in use and handling areas.
Mechanically seems to work but overall in well used condition. Good conversation
piece. serial # 10023 certificate # 19860400 PAL required
Restricted handgun Browning Buck Mark Restricted handgun Browning model Buck
Mark 22LR ten shot semi automatic w/ bbl length 145mm Stainless steel barrel and
slide. Parkerized style finish on frame and sight mount. Fixed front sight with fiber
optic insert, adjustable rear sight. Branded wrap around rubber grips with finger
grooves. Includes three detachable magazines. Mechanically appears excellent with
only minor use, handling and storage marks. serial # 515MN32497 certificate #
19806266 PAL required
Restricted handgun Herbert & Schmidt 21 Restricted handgun Herbert & Schmidt
model 21 .22LR, .22 Magnum six shot single action revolver w/ bbl length 121mm
Appears to be chrome plated. Fixed sights. Smooth wooden grips. Mechanically
including hammer and trigger operation, indexing and lock up appear to be working
reasonably well. Includes two cylinder, one for .22 LR and one for .22 Magnum. Most
plating intact. Visible cylinder ring and other use, handling and storage marks. serial #
55317C certificate # 20028380 PAL required
Selection of 12 gauge ammo. including nine full 25 Selection of 12 gauge ammo.
including nine full 25 count boxes and one near full box of 3" No. 2 and No.4 plus a
total approximately 70 round of 2 3/4" No. 4
Large selection of 12 and 20 gauge ammo. 250 Large selection of 12 and 20 gauge
ammo. 250 rounds total
Four full 20 count and one half full boxes of 6mm Four full 20 count and one half full
boxes of 6mm Remington ammo. including two Winchester 100 grain pointed soft
point, one and a half boxes of Remington 100 grain
Three full 20 count boxes of 30-06 Springfield Three full 20 count boxes of 30-06
Springfield including two Imperial 150 grain ST, one Remington 180 grain Soft point
plus an addition 12 rounds of Dominion 220 grain KKSP
Medium sized Bob Allen jacke and a pair of Medium sized Bob Allen jacke and a pair of
camouflage pants
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Three full 50 count boxes of .45 ACP ammo. Three full 50 count boxes of .45 ACP
ammo. including two American Eagle 230 grain FMJ and one Remington 185 grain
jacketed hollow point.
Selection of hand gun ammo. including two full 50 Selection of hand gun ammo.
including two full 50 count boxes of Winchester 380 Auto 95 grain FMJ, full 50 count
box of Norma .357 Magnum 150 grain, two full 50 count .38 Special, both wad cutter
and a 25 count box of Tellier & Bellot 9mm Browning Court
Case-Gard ammo. can with approximately 1400 rounds Case-Gard ammo. can with
approximately 1400 rounds of .22 LR and 250 rounds of .22 short and 20 rounds of .22
LR shot shells
5000 count factory sealed box of CCI .22 LR ammo. 5000 count factory sealed box of
CCI .22 LR ammo.
Gun-Ho Sport Cases shooting box and contents Gun-Ho Sport Cases shooting box and
contents including boxed Bushnell Sentry II sporting scope, mechanical match timer,
trigger locks etc. Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Selection of assorted .38 Special brass, 1000 Selection of assorted .38 Special brass,
1000 Remington No. 7 1/2 primers, partial cleaning kit etc.
Selection of John Wayne collectibles including Selection of John Wayne collectibles
including wall clock, two coffee mugs, Million dollar bill, die cast car, medallion etc.
Selection of John Wayne collectibles including Selection of John Wayne collectibles
including coffee mug, toilet tissue, framed photos etc.
Selection of John Wayne collectibles including Selection of John Wayne collectibles
including framed photos, reproduction signs, coffee cup, coaster etc.
Modern stretch giclee print of John Wayne with Modern stretch giclee print of John
Wayne with added barn board frame, outside dimensions are 37" X 24"
500 rounds of American Eagle 9mm Luger 115 grain 500 rounds of American Eagle
9mm Luger 115 grain FMJ
450 rounds of American Eagle 9mm Luger 115 grain 450 rounds of American Eagle
9mm Luger 115 grain and 124 grain
450 rounds of American Eagle 9mm Luger 115 grains 450 rounds of American Eagle
9mm Luger 115 grains and 124 grains
300 rounds of American Eagle 145 ACP ammo. 230 300 rounds of American Eagle 145
ACP ammo. 230 grain FMJ
250 rounds of American Eagle 145 ACP ammo. 230 250 rounds of American Eagle 145
ACP ammo. 230 grain FMJ
Cabela's plastic ammo. can approximately half full Cabela's plastic ammo. can
approximately half full of loose .22 LR Ammo.
Over 1200 rounds of .22 LR ammunition Over 1200 rounds of .22 LR ammunition
1350 rounds of .22 LR 1350 rounds of .22 LR
Two full 20 count boxes of Fusion 30-06 180 grain Two full 20 count boxes of Fusion
30-06 180 grain ammo. and six full 5 count boxes of Federal 12 gauge 2 3/4" rifled slugs
Four PMags model no. GL9 for Glock 17, pinned to Four PMags model no. GL9 for Glock
17, pinned to 10 rounds.
Extensively equipped cleaning kit with hinged lid Extensively equipped cleaning kit with
hinged lid and separate compartment with assorted snap caps plus a Tipton gun vice.
Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
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Selection of shooting accessories including pistol Selection of shooting accessories
including pistol mag loaders, muzzle flags, red dot optic, targets, shooting pouches,
cleaning mats etc.
Three hard cases including two rifle and one Three hard cases including two rifle and
one pistol
Eight soft rifle cases and two soft pistol cases. Eight soft rifle cases and two soft pistol
cases. Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Gilt framed poster of THE UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE Gilt framed poster of THE
UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO. with ammo. samples, appears vintage. Outside
dimensions 25" X 44". Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Selection of factory and shop made gun cases Selection of factory and shop made gun
cases
Camouflage backpack with metal frame and sheathed Camouflage backpack with metal
frame and sheathed machete.
Black back pack with satellite bags and a sheathed Black back pack with satellite bags
and a sheathed machete
Pixelated gray, green camo. coloured shooting vest Pixelated gray, green camo.
coloured shooting vest and backpack plus a black tactical belt, both appear new
Tan coloured shooting vest and backpack plus a Tan coloured shooting vest and
backpack plus a black tactical belt, both appear new
Selection of shooting accessories including Selection of shooting accessories including
scarves, tactical belt, black webbed back pack, sheathed machete etc., all appear new
or as new
Selection of shooting accessories including sniper Selection of shooting accessories
including sniper scarf, tan coloured webbed holsters, camouflage back pack, sheathed
machete etc. all appear new or as new
Selection of new firearm parts and accessories Selection of new firearm parts and
accessories including two no. 4 Shorty hand guards, buffer tube, A2 muzzle brake, AR
style extending butt stock, pistol grips, buffer springs, scarves, shealthed machete etc.
Cabella's Covenant 7 5-35X56 FFP scope with glare Cabella's Covenant 7 5-35X56 FFP
scope with glare extension and original box with Tac10 reticule, new or near new in
box
Full 50 count box of Blazer .44 Magnum 240 grain Full 50 count box of Blazer .44
Magnum 240 grain JHP, 50 rounds of Remington 9mm Luger 115 grain FMJ, 60 rounds
of American Eagle 9mm 115 grain FMJ, archery guard and two trigger locks
525 rounds of Remington .22 LR, 81 rounds of 525 rounds of Remington .22 LR, 81
rounds of Winchester .22 LR, full 20 count box of Hornady .338 Win mag 200 grain SST,
19 rounds of Hornady 5.56 Nato 75 grain, 10 count of 410 rifled slugs, cable locks, bore
sighter etc.
Boxed Mini Uzi Co2 powered air gun with a Boxed Mini Uzi Co2 powered air gun with a
selection of BB's, possibly unfired
Russian made Baikal MP 661K 4.5mm BB gun with Russian made Baikal MP 661K
4.5mm BB gun with Crossman red dot sight, serial number 0566105749. Note red dot
not working at time of cataloguing, battery and firearm have not been tested
Three packaged KW-115 Co2 magazine units for Mini Three packaged KW-115 Co2
magazine units for Mini Uzi
Two packaged and one open Co2 magazine for Mini Two packaged and one open Co2
magazine for Mini Uzi
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Two .45 ACP caliber Tommy gun stick mags, each Two .45 ACP caliber Tommy gun stick
mags, each pinned to five rounds
Three vintage Sten stick mags, each pinned to five Three vintage Sten stick mags, each
pinned to five rounds
Vintage Mauser C 96 magazine Vintage Mauser C 96 magazine
Selection of magazines including a Black Dog Selection of magazines including a Black
Dog Machine AR 15 .22 conversion drum mag. a Mac 11 stick mag (pinned to five) and
a packaged Ram-Line 25 round mag for AR 7
Auto Ordinance .45 cal Thompson drum mag, an Auto Ordinance .45 cal Thompson
drum mag, an unmarked vented Tommy gun barrel and a Tommy gun sales brochure,
appears original
Two replica firearms including Mauser C96 Two replica firearms including Mauser C96
Broomhandle and M-11
Selection of firearms parts for M1919 Browning Selection of firearms parts for M1919
Browning machine gun including top cover, bolt, top cover latch, belt feed lever,
extractor etc.
Military small arms accessories case, two set of Military small arms accessories case,
two set of Colt single action revolver grips, AR trigger parts, Steyr M95 ammo. clips and
.50 BMG timing gauge
Two hard plastic rifle cases. Note: Not Available Two hard plastic rifle cases. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Bren gun barrel Bren gun barrel
Bren gun barrel Bren gun barrel
Three assorted rifle stocks Three assorted rifle stocks
Selection of stock labeled by consignor including Selection of stock labeled by
consignor including Bren 1894, L1A1 etc. plus 30 Carbine trigger group
Three vintage machines gun mags pinned to five and Three vintage machines gun mags
pinned to five and two army technical manuals for Browning machine guns etc.
Two rifle barrels including Gevarm .22 LR Carbine Two rifle barrels including Gevarm
.22 LR Carbine and one unmarked
Two hard rifle cases and one soft. Note: Not Two hard rifle cases and one soft. Note:
Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
1600 rounds of American Eagle .22 LR 1600 rounds of American Eagle .22 LR
2000 rounds of Federal .22 LR ammo. 2000 rounds of Federal .22 LR ammo.
1500 rounds of .22 LR ammunition 1500 rounds of .22 LR ammunition
1200 rounds of .22 LR plus some 17 HMR and .223 1200 rounds of .22 LR plus some 17
HMR and .223
Selection of ammo. including 6.5X55, 6.5 Jap, 6.5 Selection of ammo. including 6.5X55,
6.5 Jap, 6.5 Carcano and 6.5 Swedish Mauser
Selection of approximately 100 rounds of 6.5X55 Selection of approximately 100
rounds of 6.5X55 ammunition
Metal ammo. can with a large selection of .308 Metal ammo. can with a large
selection of .308 rifle ammo. in 5 round clips and pouches, approximately 125 in total
Brown metal ammo can with a selection of ammo. Brown metal ammo can with a
selection of ammo. including .270 Winchester, 30-30, .240 Win etc.
Alberta Springs Whiskey box with selection of Alberta Springs Whiskey box with
selection of vintage surplus ammo.
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Selection of ammunition including red case with 15 Selection of ammunition including
red case with 15 round of Norma 7.5X55, and 2 rounds of 7mm-08. Black Winchester
box with 15 rounds of Imperial 7mm Mauser. Winchester Super X box with 16 rounds
of 8mm Mauser and 3 marked RP 8mm Mauser. Norma 7.65 ARG box with 5 active
rounds and 14 spent brass. Norma 7.7 jap box with 19 rounds, half appear factory, half
appear reload. 10 round red plastic carrier with 9 rounds of 7mm Mauser. Full 20 count
box of Norma 7.7 Jap.
Selection of ammo. etc. including green camo case Selection of ammo. etc. including
green camo case with 18 rounds marked 4.3 Mauser ( presumed reloads). Blue Dillon
case with 10 rounds of 300 Win mag reloads plus 5 cases. Gold painted ammo block
with 20 .348 Win cases. Winchester Super X box with 20 rounds of .300 Win mag, not
all matching Winchester 348 Win box with 20 spent cases. Two piece Lee 43 Mauser
loading dies.
Nine 1 lb. cans of IMR 4062 smokeless powder, two Nine 1 lb. cans of IMR 4062
smokeless powder, two feel less than half full and seven appear full plus same powder
in 1 lb. bottle which is still factory sealed
Selection of smokeless powder including eight 1 Selection of smokeless powder
including eight 1 lb. cans of Winchester 748, six appear full and two are about half full
Selection of powder including five 1 lb. cans of Selection of powder including five 1 lb.
cans of IMR 3031, all appear full. 1 lb. Unique, appears near full. Two 1 lb. cans of
Accurate 5744, both appear full
Selection of gun powder including five 16 oz.. Selection of gun powder including five 16
oz.. cans of Hodgdon 4895 gun powder, 16 oz. can of IMR 4895, 16 oz. IMR 4198, all
appear full and a Norma 500 gram appears more than half full
Selection of powder including four 1lb. cans of Selection of powder including four 1lb.
cans of IMR 4320, three appear full, one approximately half full. Three 1lb. cans of IMR
4350, all appear full. One 1lb. can of Hercules Blue dot, 3/4 to full. One 1lb. Hodgdon
H414, appears full or near full
Selection of powder including five 1 lb. cans of Selection of powder including five 1 lb.
cans of IMR 7827, all appear. Three 1 lbs. MIR 4831, two appear full and one nearly
empty. 1 lb. XFR 3100, appears full
Selection of assorted ammo. including black and Selection of assorted ammo. including
black and clear plastic container of approx. 45 rounds marked 7.62X54. 32 rounds and
8 empty brass of Partizan 7.62X54r. Full 20 count box of Tellier & Bellot 7.62X54r. Full
20 count box of Matrafem 7.62X54. Approximately 80 rounds of Sharpie marked
7.62X54
Selection of shot gun ammo. including Alberta Selection of shot gun ammo. including
Alberta Springs whiskey box with approximately 30 rounds of assorted vintage 12
gauge, including some paper. A full 25 count box of Gamebore .410 gauge. 20 rounds
.410 gauge in Federal blue box. 15 rounds .410 Gamebore box. 17 rounds .410 green
and yellow Remington box. 23 rounds 28 gauge Remington green and yellow box. Total
of 100 rounds of assorted 20 gauge.
Selection of 12 gauge ammunition. Approximately Selection of 12 gauge ammunition.
Approximately 200 assorted 12 gauge shot gun rounds in assorted lengths and styles.
Selection of loading components including 6.5 Jap Selection of loading components
including 6.5 Jap brass, over 100 6.5 projectiles, dies including 6l5 Jap, 6.5X55 Swedish
Mauser, 6.5X54 Mannlicher etc.
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Selection of loading supplies and dies including Selection of loading supplies and dies
including nearly 100 new 25-06 Remington cases, blue basket with well over 200 223
Rem cases, approximately 125 count .25-06 used cases, assorted projectiles, dies
including .223 Rem and 25-06
Selection of loading supplies and dies including Selection of loading supplies and dies
including clear tub with over 200 count of .308 cases, over 100 count of .308
projectiles, dies including Lee Bullet lubricating and sizing kit. .308, RCBS dies including
.308, .270 Win etc.
Selection of loading components including 30-30, Selection of loading components
including 30-30, 30-06 brass, dies including 30-30, 30-06 etc.
Selection of loading supplies and dies including, Selection of loading supplies and dies
including, rifle brass including .308, 7X57mm etc. in plastic baskets plus zip lock with
over 100 count of 7mm-08 brass, two smiley face container with a total of
approximately 100 count of 7mm projectiles, factory sealed 100 count of Winchester
7.62 projectiles, dies including 7mm-08, 7/57 Mauser, 8X57 Mauser etc.
Selection of loading supplies and dies including Selection of loading supplies and dies
including three blue baskets containing unconfirmed approximately 50 each used
brass, one basket is 300 Win mag, one 300 Weatherby Magnum, and .303 British plus
yellow tupperware marked .303 Brit 150 grain projectiles ( over 50 count). Appears
almost full 100 count bag of Winchester 300 cal 150 grain bullets. Blue reload case with
eight .35 Wheelan reloads and 20 empty cases. Dies including RCBS 300 WBY Magnum,
RCBS .35 Wheelan and Lee .303 British.
Selection of ammo., components and dies including Selection of ammo., components
and dies including Case-gard case with 12 rounds of 300 Savage reloads and 10 empty
brass. Case-gard 60 with 32 rounds of 30-06 reloads and 25 brass. Case-gard 60 with 50
rounds of assorted calibre rifle reloads. Case-gard 60 case 35 round of .303 British
reloads and 25 rounds of empty cases. Approximately 50 rounds of .303 British,
possibly factory and 14 rounds of 308 Win etc. Selection of dies including RCBS case
with three unknown dies, two piece RCBS 6.5 Carcano. RCBS Bullet puller 243-270
Collet. Three pieces RCBS 357 magnum etc.
Selection of loading supplies and dies including Selection of loading supplies and dies
including blue basket with over 200 count .300 Savage cases, blue basket with
approximately .243 Win, bag with approximately 200 + count of .280 Remington brass,
dies including .208 Remington, 240 Weatherby Mag, .240 Win, 220 Swift and .300
Savage
Reloading tools including a JR2 loader, case lube Reloading tools including a JR2 loader,
case lube pad, some dies, auto primer, powder measure, shell holders etc. plus a tote
filled with reloaders ammo cases, plastic factory cases etc. Note: Not Available For
Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Lead projectile molding supplies including Lee Lead projectile molding supplies
including Lee Production Pot No. 4, Lee Ingot mold, pot, lead dipper, two or three
different mold sizes etc.
Selection of workshop supplies including patches, Selection of workshop supplies
including patches, velocity table, checkering tools, cleaning kit, Arma-Coat, bore sight,
Janna HJ-8013A multimeter etc.
Two partial rifles/ parts PAL REQUIRED Two partial rifles/ parts PAL REQUIRED
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Selection of rifle stock with unknown fitment, Selection of rifle stock with unknown
fitment, miscellaneous parts and two soft rifle cases. Note: Not Available For Shipping.
Local Pickup Only
Two partial rifles/ parts PAL REQUIRED Two partial rifles/ parts PAL REQUIRED
One partial firearm and one military stock PAL One partial firearm and one military
stock PAL REQUIRED
Rifle rest, a shooting chrono chronograph not Rifle rest, a shooting chrono
chronograph not tested and assorted pellets etc.
Selection of firearms accessories including Selection of firearms accessories including
pouches, bayonet sheath, clips etc.
Reproduction Purdy & McCall Gun Makers sign, 25" X Reproduction Purdy & McCall
Gun Makers sign, 25" X 36". Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Two Sierra Bullets bullets display Two Sierra Bullets bullets display
Two ammunition display boards including Lapua and Two ammunition display boards
including Lapua and Norma, all rounds are inert
Reproduction Winchester Repeating Arms advertising Reproduction Winchester
Repeating Arms advertising mirror, 21" X 27"
Scope marked Leupold VX-Freedom 1.5-4X20 serial Scope marked Leupold VX-Freedom
1.5-4X20 serial no. 197906AE with box marked Duplex 174176 and manual
Lyman 57SA sight for Savage model 99 Lyman 57SA sight for Savage model 99
Selection of brass and dies including .300 Savage. Selection of brass and dies including
.300 Savage. 6.5X55 etc. and dies 6.5X55 Swedish Mauser and .300 Savage
Three hard rifle cases. Note: Not Available For Three hard rifle cases. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Large grab bag of new in package scope rings, Large grab bag of new in package scope
rings, mounts and bases including brand names like Unity and B-Square etc.
Large grab bag of new in package scope rings, game Large grab bag of new in package
scope rings, game calls etc.
Large grab bag of new in package scope rings, Large grab bag of new in package scope
rings, mounts and bases including brand names like Remington, Burris, Unity etc.
Appears new in box Dillon D-Terminator scale and Appears new in box Dillon DTerminator scale and scale cover
Appears new Dillon AT550 Auto prime system and Appears new Dillon AT550 Auto
prime system and scale cover
Three full 20 count boxes of 9.3X62 ammo. Three full 20 count boxes of 9.3X62 ammo.
including Hornady, Norma and PPU plus a Moose call, new in package
Plano brand hard gun case with foam lining that Plano brand hard gun case with foam
lining that was modified by customer for a PC carbine, outside dimesion 43" X 13" X 5".
Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Pelican Air No. 653 Pelican Air No. 653
gun case, note foam has been customized by owner. Note: Not Available For Shipping.
Local Pickup Only
Tan coloured i series pistol case and soft rifle Tan coloured i series pistol case and soft
rifle case. Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Three soft rifle cases. Note: Not Available For Three soft rifle cases. Note: Not
Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
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Two leather frogs including one which appears to Two leather frogs including one
which appears to be for an 1914 Swiss bayonet and one unknown
Selection of vintage ammo. including full 20 round Selection of vintage ammo.
including full 20 round box of Remington Hi-Speed 250 Savage. Three Dominion 30-06
boxes with nine live rounds and 59 brass. Western Super X 300 Savage with 13 rounds.
Hornady Frontier Cartridge box with 20 rounds of 30-06. Dominion 32 S&W with 16
rounds. CIL 32 Long with 20 rounds. Small calibre magazine of unknown fitment etc.
Four Enfield 10 round magazines including two new Four Enfield 10 round magazines
including two new and two used in package plus four Case-Gard reloaders boxes etc.
Four magazines labeled by consignor Winchester Four magazines labeled by consignor
Winchester Model 100 243/308, three are three round and one magazine is ten round
plus three Case-Gard cases etc.
Three synthetic rifle stocks, marked by consignor Three synthetic rifle stocks, marked
by consignor Remington 700, two Savage 110 and a new walnut forend for Rossi 92
Selection of rifle stocks labeled by consignor Selection of rifle stocks labeled by
consignor Mosi-Nagant 91/30, 98 Mauser, Enfield Sporter etc.
Napier truck box tent with fly and poles, fits Napier truck box tent with fly and poles,
fits Ranger or S10 sized vehicle, used by consignor on F150 plus two Southwestern
style blankets. Note: Not Available For Shipping. Local Pickup Only
Thirty one 20 count boxes of PMC 55 grain .22 Thirty one 20 count boxes of PMC 55
grain .22 Remington ammo. plus a total of approximately 2000 round of .22 long rifle
Selection of bullet molds, dies and components Selection of bullet molds, dies and
components including three piece Lee 357 Mag dies, RCBS .38 Special dies, .303 Brit
Lee loader, Lee shell holder set, Tong tool with primer seating dies, Lee molds including
312-185 , bag of .31 124 gram bullets, RCBS powder measure etc.
TNW Areo Survival SN# L7912
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